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ABSTRACT 

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) are receiving growing attention. They can widely find 
applications in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), Wireless Metropolitan Area 
Networks (WMAN), Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN) and Wireless Sensor 
Networks (WSN), helping to substantially improve the network performance, cut down 
the operation cost and bring more convenience to both operators and end users. There 
are lots of open research issues in the field. Among them, the design of the Media Ac-
cess Control (MAC) protocol is the most challenging one. 

This thesis proposes Mesh Distributed Coordination Function (MDCF), a novel MAC 
protocol that can be used to construct efficient WMNs supporting Quality of Service 
(QoS). MDCF applies Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) to share the radio me-
dium in a fully distributed manner. It is able to run on a single frequency channel in-
dependent of physical schemes. Transmissions in MDCF networks take place in peri-
odic time slots in a dynamic Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode of operation. A novel 
synchronization algorithm, operating under fully distributed control, is proposed for 
synchronizing mesh points (MP) for TDMA operation in the multi-hop environment. 
MDCF is well designed to properly handle highly loaded situations, hidden stations, 
exposed stations and capture effect which usually appear in a mesh environment and 
may dramatically deteriorate the network performance. For QoS support, besides a 
prioritized, collision eliminating and fair channel access mechanism, a distributed Radio 
Resource Control (RRC) protocol is used to evaluate and allocate a fair portion of 
bandwidth to a specific traffic flow. The assigned portion of the bandwidth for a flow is 
adaptable with the traffic load and overall channel utilization. As a result, MDCF is able 
to efficiently exploit channel capacity, fairly distribute bandwidth and support multi-hop 
relaying of a large number of concurrent various traffic services in a WMN. 

The performance of MDCF is extensively evaluated by both analytical and simulation 
approaches. The results exhibit the outstanding performance of MDCF, significantly 
outperforming the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and En-
hanced Distributed Coordinated Access (EDCA), in both single-hop and mesh envi-
ronments. 

MDCF has been submitted as a MAC proposal for the IEEE 802.11 Task Group s (TGs), 
which is formed to develop mesh WLANs. It can also be tailored for WMAN, WPAN 
and WSN mesh applications.  



KURZFASSUNG 

Das Konzept der Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) erfährt momentan eine wachsende 
Beachtung. Es gibt für sie in großem Maße Einsatzbereiche in Wireless Local Area 
Networks (WLANs), Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMANs), Wireless 
Personal Area Networks (WPANs) und Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Das 
Konzept hilft dabei, die Leistunbgsfähigkeit dieser Netze grundlegend zu verbessern, 
die Kosten zu reduzieren und mehr Benutzerfreundlichkeit sowohl auf der Seite der 
Betreiber als auch auf der Anwenderseite zu bieten. Es gibt sehr viele offene Fragen in 
diesem Forschungsbereich. Unter diesen stellt der Entwurf eines Protokols für die 
Kanalzugriffssteuerung (MAC) die größte Herausforderung dar. 

In dieser Arbeit wird ein neues Protokol für die Kanalzugriffssteuerung vorgeschlagen, 
das für den Aufbau drahtloser vermaschter Netze, die Dienstgüte untertzützen, genutzt 
werden kann. Dieses Protokol wird als Mesh Distributed Cordination Function (MDCF) 
bezeichnet. Das MCDF Verfahren nutzt die Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
Technik um die Funkressourcen in einer verteilten Weise zu nutzen. Es ist damit 
unabhängig von der physikalischen Übertragungstechnik möglich, einen einzelnen 
Frequenzkanal zu nutzen. Für die Datenübertragung werden periodische Zeitschlitze in 
einem dynamischen Time Division Duplex (TDD) Verfahren genutzt. Für die 
vollkommen verteilte Synchronisation der einzelnen Stationen in einem Multi-Hop 
Netz wird ein neuer Algorithmus vorgeschlagen. Die MCDF Kanalzugriffssteuerung 
bietet Funktionalitäten, um die üblichen Probleme, welche die Leistungsfähigkeit von 
vermaschten Funknetzen stark beeinflussen können, zu handhaben. Dabei handelt es 
sich um Situationen mit hoher Last im Netz, um sogenannte Hidden und Exposed 
Stations und um den Capture Effect. Um Dienstgüte unterstützen zu können, wird neben 
Priorisierung, Kollisionsauflösung und gerechtem Kanalzugriff eine verteilte 
Funkressourcensteuerung (RRC) genutzt. Mit Hilfe dieser Steuerung wird die 
Aufteilung der Bandbreite auf die einzelnen Datenströme koordiniert. Der zugewiesene 
Ressourceanteil pro Datenstrom dabei kann in Abhängigkeit von Verkehrslast und 
Ressourcenauslastung dynamisch angepasst werden. Dies führt dazu, dass das MDCF 
Verfahren eine effiziente Auslastung der Kanalkapazität, eine gerechte Aufteilung der 
Funkressourcen und Multi-Hop Datenübertragung für eine große Anzahl von 
unterschiedlichen Diensten in einem vermaschten Funknetz ermöglicht. 

Die Leistung der entwickelten Kanalzugriffssteuerung wurde sowohl mit analytischen 
als auch mit simulativen Verfahren detailiert untersucht. Die Ergebnisse belegen die 
hervorragenden Leistungsmerkmale des Verfahrens im Vergleich mit der IEEE 802.11 
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) und dem Enhanced Distributed Coordinated 
Access (ECDA). Die Untersuchungen wurden für sogenannte Single-Hop Szenarien 
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und für vermaschte Umgebungen durchgeführt. 

Das im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelte MCDF Verfahren wurde als Vorschlag für 
eine Kanalzugriffssteuerung (MAC) bei der Arbeitsgruppe IEEE 802.11s eingereicht, 
deren Ziel die Entwicklung von vermaschten WLANs ist. Daneben kann die MCDF 
Technik auch für vermaschte WMAN, WPAN und WSN Anwendungen eingesetzt 
werden. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 An Emerging Key Technology ..........................................................................1

1.2 Motivation and Areas of Interest .......................................................................2

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis ................................................................................3

1.4 Outline ...............................................................................................................4

Wireless networks have experienced tremendous success in the past few years. People 
are expecting more advanced wireless services but at low cost. The increased demand is 
driving the rapid evolution of the underlying technologies. Wireless Mesh Networks 
(WMN) are emerging as the key players in the next generation wireless networks. This 
thesis proposes Mesh Distributed Coordination Function (MDCF), a fully distributed 
MAC protocol for constructing efficient WMNs supporting Quality of Service (QoS). 

1.1 An Emerging Key Technology 
A WMN contains at least two elements: mesh points (MP) and mobile stations (MS). 
MPs, which are fixed or movable, form a multi-hop network with each other in an 
ad-hoc manner. Based on that, a WMN is created: An MS in a WMN communicates 
with a nearby MP at a time and may switch to another one when necessary, whilst MPs 
relay traffic by means of multi-hop operation. As a result, a self-formed WMN can be 
kept with high mesh connectivity and MSs only need greatly simplified communication 
functions. It is evident that WMNs are substantially different from cellular networks and 
traditional ad-hoc networks.  

Multi-hop relaying helps to extend the radio coverage without using costly base stations, 
improve the traffic performance in given scenarios [22], reduce the transmitting power 
of MSs and promote the robustness of a network. An MP can be a user terminal, per-
forming the required computing tasks, like a computer. However, it can also be a very 
small device and put into a place simply for increasing mesh connectivity or relaying 
traffic. In a WMN, only a few MPs operate as portal or gateway, providing access to 
other networks like the Internet. Obviously, the WMN enables the easy, fast and 
cost-efficient deployment of wireless networks. Creation of a WMN leads to cost re-
duction in operating and deploying wireless networks, and brings more convenience to 
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both operators and end-users.  

WMNs can be applied in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), Wireless Metro-
politan Area Networks (WMAN), Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN) and 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Next generation WLANs, WMANs and high speed 
WPANs are intended to offer high quality multimedia communication services at low 
cost in different scenarios. Those applications require high data transmission rates, 
which are possible to be implemented only on high carrier frequencies. From the view 
of feasibility and availability, operation frequencies for those networks shall be above 3 
GHz [21]. However, transmission on such bands suffers from serious propagation at-
tenuation and from low obstacle penetration. Multi-hop capability therefore is a man-
datory property of such wireless networks in order to achieve low terminal power 
consumption, wide service coverage, and low operation cost [104]. Moreover, transport 
of multimedia traffic requires that QoS requirements of data packets are met. QoS 
support can be guaranteed in an environment where high station connectivity can be 
ensured. With above introduced features, WMNs are expected to be a key element of 
those systems. Major industrial organizations, like 802.11 (WLAN), 802.16 (WMAN), 
802.15 (WPAN) are actively working on introducing multi-hop mesh elements in their 
next generation standards. Unlike the aforementioned systems, extreme low power 
consumption and implementation cost are primary concerns of WSNs [23], where 
WMNs however can also be of help in reaching the goals. 

1.2 Motivation and Areas of Interest 
There are lots of challenging issues in wireless mesh networking, such as [24], [11] 
mesh routing, mesh security, mesh connectivity control, media access control (MAC), 
etc.. The thesis focuses on the MAC protocol, the most challenging one. 

A WMN aims at easy configuration and deployment, high mesh connectivity and fault 
tolerance. It should be formed in an ad-hoc manner and hence capable of self-organizing 
and self-healing. Therefore, control of a WMN should be distributed. Besides, it is 
worth noting that the multi-hop capability of a system with central control is quite lim-
ited. The control overhead for multi-hop operation in a centrally controlled network 
increases dramatically with the number of relaying stations [98] and the number of hops. 
Accordingly the transmission efficiency decreases significantly with the number of 
relaying stations. The thesis concentrates on introducing a MAC protocol with distrib-
uted control for WMNs. 

The wireless medium is a shared medium. Highly loaded situations, hidden stations, 
exposed stations and capture effect usually appear in a WMN and may dramatically 
deteriorate the network performance. Existing MAC protocols with distributed control 
such as the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) [1], IEEE 802.11 
Enhanced Distributed Coordination Access (EDCA) [2], and Hiperlan/I [36] cannot 
efficiently handle those issues in the multi-hop environment, resulting in a serious un-
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derutilization of the bandwidth and unfairness to stations [28], [45]. 

Even if high mesh connectivity is guaranteed, the implementation of QoS in a WMN is 
extremely difficult to achieve under distributed control of the network and the harsh 
state of the multi-hop environment. The QoS metrics including delay, jitter, packet loss 
ratio and throughput impose a great challenge for ensuring QoS in mesh. Currently 
wireless solutions with perfect QoS support can only be found in one hop systems with 
central control on per connection basis, like one-hop PTP mode in WiMAX [13], GSM 
[72] and UMTS [72] etc..  

In summary, two challengs lie in designing MAC protocols for WMNs 1): finding out 
effective means to enable efficient transmission in mesh networks under distributed 
control 2): Implementation of QoS support in mesh. 

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis 
This thesis proposes Mesh Distributed Coordination Function (MDCF), a fully distrib-
uted MAC protocol that can be used to construct efficient WMNs with QoS guarantee. It 
can be tailored to suit the needs of different application scenarios. 

The MDCF evolved from the wireless channel oriented ad-hoc multi-hop broadband 
(W-CHAMB) protocol [93]-[98]. It is based on Time Division Multiplex Access 
(TDMA) technology, able to operate on a single frequency channel and run independent 
of physical transmission schemes. The major contributions of the thesis are: 

���� A distributed synchronization algorithm is proposed for synchronizing MPs for 
TDMA operation in the mesh environment. 

���� A two-stage prioritized access mechanism is proposed to implement a prioritized, 
highly collision eliminating and fair channel access. 

���� Algorithms are proposed for properly handling highly loaded situations, hidden 
stations, exposed stations and signal capture in the multi-hop environment.  

���� An on demand Time Division Duplex (TDD) turnaround scheme is proposed for 
duplex transmission link to significantly enhance the channel utilization. 

���� Fully distributed Radio Resource Control (RRC) algorithms are proposed to en-
hance the channel utilization and guarantee the QoS of real-time traffic flows. 

���� A Radio Link Control (RLC) protocol is developed for implementing error and 
flow controls suiting the multi-hop environment. 

���� Evaluation of the performance of MDCF both by analytical and simulation ap-
proaches. The accuracy of the analytical model is verified by simulations. 
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1.4 Outline 
The thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 introduces the necessary background including the wireless channel model 
and properties of WMNs. Then related work and the state of the art of wireless mesh 
networking are described. 

Chapter 3 presents a detailed description of MDCF, including the channel access 
scheme, on demand TDD turnaround, a distributed synchronization algorithm enabling 
MPs to perform TDMA operation in the multi-hop mesh environment, the algorithms to 
handle hidden and exposed stations, and capture in mesh, multi-hop operation, the radio 
resource control, the radio link control and packet multiplexing in mesh, besides other.  

Analytical performance analysis of MDCF is provided in Chapter 4. The extensive 
simulation investigation of the performance of MDCF is performed in Chapter 5. Con-
clusion and outlook are presented in Chapter 6. 



CHAPTER 2 

2 Wireless Mesh Networks 

2.1 Wireless Channel Model....................................................................................5

2.2 Properties of Multi-hop Networks .....................................................................9

2.3 Design Issues of MAC Protocols for WMNs...................................................10

2.4 Related Work ...................................................................................................12

Evolved form traditional ad-hoc networks, WMNs are expected to serve for a wide 
range of applications in a near future. However the broadcast nature of the radio me-
dium poses a great deal of challenges for creating an efficient WMN. The harsh state of 
the multi-hop environment and the distributed nature of WMNs make the implementa-
tion of QoS in WMNs extremely difficult. Considerable research efforts are underway 
to address the issues. 

This chapter first introduces the wireless channel model. Several terms which will be 
used throughout the thesis are defined. Section 2.2 describes the properties of wireless 
multi-hop networks. Four phenomena, which should be well handled by a MAC pro-
tocol for efficient WMNs, are listed. Design considerations of MAC protocols for 
WMNs are outlined in Section 2.3. The metrics introduced there will be used in the 
remaining parts of the thesis. The interest of the thesis is on studying the MAC protocols 
for WMNs. A description of the related work and standardization activities is presented 
in Section 2.4. 

2.1 Wireless Channel Model 
The wireless medium is a shared medium. Multiple stations may access the channel at 
the same time. Concurrent transmissions on the same carrier frequency may result in 
mutual destruction of the carried messages. Signal strength attenuates with the trans-
mission distance. The received signal strength PR at a receiver is given by: 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

=
γπ

λ

d
ggPP RTTR

1

4

2

Where PT is the transmission power, gT is the transmission antenna gain, gR is the re-
ceiving antenna gain, d is the distance between sender and receiver, λ is the wavelength, 
and γ is the attenuation coefficient between 2 (free space) to 5 (indoor) [72].  

(2.1)
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The capability of a receiver to decode or sense a message depends on the Sig-
nal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio (SINR). Two kinds of messages are used in MDCF 
networks: data packets and energy signals. Energy signals are in band busy tones [49], 
[26], carrying only binary information. Therefore, the received energy signals overlap-
ping in time at a receiver will strengthen rather than weaken each other, like a logical 
OR operation. Let N, S and I be the powers of noise, signal and interference, respectively. 
The SINR for data packets and energy signals is given by:  

⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪

⎨

⎧

+

+

=

∑

∑

signalsEnergyfor
N

IS

packetsDatafor
NI

S

SINR

We define three terms: transmission range, carrier sense range and interference range
that are used in the thesis. 

� Transmission range Rt –Without concurrent transmissions from other stations, a 
station in the transmission range of another station can decode data packets from 
it.  

� Carrier sense range Rd –Without concurrent transmissions from other stations, a 
station in the carrier sense range of a station can sense its transmission, but may 
not be able to decode data packets. 

� Interference range Ri – When a transmission is ongoing, any transmission from a 
station in the interference range of a receiving station shall corrupt data packets 
destined to the receiving station. 

As is to be shown later, Ri >> Rt. However, interference can be avoided if potential 
interfering stations can sense the signal of the transmitting station and keep silent. This 
is to say, interference can be avoided if the physical carrier sense threshold is properly 
set so that Ri = Rd. This is however difficult to achieve in the radio environment. In 

B CA

Transmission 
Range

Carrier Sense 
Range

D

Interference 
Range

Rt

Rd

Ri

Figure 2-1. Transmission range, interference range and carrier sense range in a 
wireless multi-hop network. The figure shows the three ranges of station B. 

(2.2)
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practice (as shown later), Ri ≥ Rd > Rt. Figure 2-1 shows an example. Station C, D and A 
is in the transmission range, carrier sense range and interference range of B, respectively. 
When B transmits, C can decode the messages from B, while D can sense the trans-
mission but cannot decode the messages. Transmissions from station A shall corrupt 
another concurrent transmission destined to B. 

Now we simply reveal the relations between Ri, Rd and Rt by analyzing a simple inter-
ference model. The results can help to understand the importance of properly setting the 
carrier sense and decoding thresholds in a radio environment. Let CSth and Dth be signal 
strength thresholds of sensing the carrier and decoding messages, respectively; let K
denote gT gR (λ /4π) 2; and let Max(Ri), Max(Rd) and Max(Rt) be the maximum value of Ri, 
Rd and Rt, respectively. It can be derived from Eq. (2.1): Max(Rt) = (KPt /Dth)

1/γ, Max(Rd)
= (KPt / CSsh)

1/γ. Their relation is: 

γ/1)()()(
th

th
td CS

D
RMaxRMax ×=

Figure 2-2a reveals the relation of Max(Rd) with Max(Rt) under different Dth / CSth

values. It is shown that Max(Rd) can be 1.33 to 30 times of Max(Rt) under different 
attenuation factors γ and Dth / CSth values. A higher Dth / CSth under a given γ or a lower γ
under a given Dth / CSth leads to a higher Max(Rd) / Max(Rt). It is worth noting that the 
ratios of Dth / CSth may range from 5 dB from 30 dB in an environment when multiple 
modulation and coding schemes are available, like in IEEE 802.11a [3]. 

Suppose in the network shown in Figure 2-1, station C is transmitting to B with a 
transmission power of PT

T when A is transmitting with a transmission power of PT
I. 

Station C and A are dt and di away from station B, respectively. Station A is an inter-
ference source to B at this scenario. Let Pr

T and Pr
I be the received signal strengths at B 

from C and A, respectively, SINRB be the SINR at station B. Given that Pr
I >> N (noise 

power), SINRB is: 

γ)(
T

i
I

T

T
T

I
r

T
r

B d

d

P

P

P

P
SINR ×==

A message will fail to be decoded if SINRB < Dth / N. This means that station A shall 
cause interference to the receiver B if: 

T
T

I
Tth

T

i

P

P

N

D

d

d
×<γ)(

TT
T

I
Tth

i d
P

P

N

D
d ××< γ/1)(  

Eq. (2.4) suggests that Ri is highly dependent on the transmission distance of the on-
going transmission dt. From the definitions, It is clear that when di > Max(Ri), trans-

(2.4)

(2.3)
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missions from A will not cause interference to the reception at station B. Hence Max(Ri)
is given by: 
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Based on Eq. (2.3), and Eq. (2.6), the relations of Max(Ri), Max(Rd) and Max(Rt) under 
different γ values are plotted in Figure 2-2b, c and d assuming that Pr

I = Pr
T. It is clear to 

see that a longer distance dt (dt ≤ Max(Rt)) results into a longer Max(Ri) (note that 
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maximum interference range. Figures b, c, d are achived assuming Pr

I = Pr
T. 
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Max(Rt) is a fixed value since Dth is fixed). Varying CSth helps to adapt the carrier sense 
range. The proper selection of CSth to make the carrier sense range cover the interfer-
ence range is important for a carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) system. The reason 
for this has been stated before. It is evident that Dth > CSth > N. As indicated in Figure 
2-2b, c and d, a smaller Dth (in dB: Dth / N) leads to a smaller Max(Ri): given γ = 2 and dt

= Max(Rt) when Dth / N = 10 dB, Max(Ri) = 3.1 Max(Rt), whilst when Dth / N = 15 dB, 
Max(Ri) = 3.9 Max(Rt). The selection of a smaller CSth (then Dth / CSth is bigger) results 
into a larger carrier sense range: given γ = 2 when Dth / CSth = 10 dB, Max(Rd) =
3.1 Max(Rt), whilst when Dth / CSth = 5 dB, Max( Rd) = 1.7 Max(Rt). As shown in Figure 
2-2b, c and d, when let Dth / CSth = 10 dB, a potential interfering station can sense most 
transmissions which it shall cause interference to, because Max( Rd) covers the larger 
parts of Ri. In contrast to this, if let Dth / CSth = 5 dB, Max( Rd) only reaches a part of 
Max(Ri). Under the setting, obviously, some stations cannot detect an on-going trans-
mission which they shall cause interference to if they transmit. Comparing the results 
shown in Figure 2-2b, c and d, it can be found that when γ is increasing, both Max(Ri)
and Max( Rd) are decreasing. However the relative relations of Max(Ri), Max( Rd) and
Max(Rt) to each other keep the same.

The preceding results reveal the relation of the transmission range, carrier sense range 
and interference range using the simple model shown in Figure 2-1. In a real mesh 
environment, the situation becomes more complicated, since 1) Pr

I is not necessary be 
same as Pr

T and 2) the number of interfering stations is uncertain. However, from the 
analysis, it is clear that the carrier sense threshold CSth should be well selected in order 
to avoid interference while exploiting spatial reuse. Nevertheless, a small CSth helps to 
avoid interference but reduces the capability of spatial reuse, whilst a big CSth value 
shall result in unacceptable interference. Moreover the maximum interference range 
(Max(Ri)) highly depends on the distance between receiver and transmiter (dt). There-
fore, setting a fixed CSth causes that a station either over- or under- evaluate the inter-
ference in a mesh environment. 

For ease of analysis, in the following, we assume that  

� When station A is in the carrier sense range of B, a simultaneous transmission from 
station A shall interfere with another transmission to station B.  

� When station A is out of the carrier sense range of B, a simultaneous transmission 
from station A shall not interfere with another transmission to station B. 

� Max(Rd) = 2Max(Rt) (this is close to the pratical use, see [85]). 

2.2 Properties of Multi-hop Networks  
A MAC protocol for efficient multi-hop networks should be able to properly handle the 
following phenomena, which usually appear in wireless multi-hop networks. Figure 2-3 
is used for illustration. 
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� Highly loaded situations – Multi-hop forwarding brings multiple traffic. An n-hop 
transmission leads to n times increase of overall network traffic compared to a 
one-hop transmission. In Figure 2-3, the multi-hop transmission from station A to E 
needs 3 one-hop links (A -> B, B -> D, D -> E) established for relaying, bringing 3 
times overall traffic compared to the one-hop case. As a result, a multi-hop network 
shall be quite often in a highly loaded situation, resulting in a significant amount of 
contention for channel access. The IEEE 802.11 Enhanced Distributed Coordina-
tion Access (EDCA) cannot effectively handle the situation as will be shown in the 
simulation analysis part (Chapter 5.4.1). 

� Hidden stations – Supposing an ongoing transmission from station A to B, a hidden 
station E is one that is out of carrier sense range of A but its transmission shall cause 
collision to the reception at B. In 802.11 DCF/EDCA networks, hidden stations 
cause collisions and serious unfairness [28]. 

� Exposed stations –Supposing an ongoing transmission from station B to A, an 
exposed station E is one that is within the carrier sense range of B but its trans-
mission shall not cause collision to the reception at A. Exposed stations result in the 
underutilization of bandwidth and unfairness in 802.11 DCF/EDCA networks [28]. 

� Capture – Station B is in the transmission range of A and C. When A and C transmit 
simultaneously to B and the signal strength received from C is much higher than 
that from A, then B can decode the message from C and the signal from A is con-
sidered to be interference power. In this case, station C shall capture the channel. 
Capture results in serious unfairness in 802.11 DCF/EDCA networks [31],[33]. 

2.3 Design Issues of MAC Protocols for WMNs 
A MAC protocol for WMNs should provide solutions for highly loaded situations, the 
hidden station, exposed station and capture problems. The efficiency of a MAC protocol 
for multi-hop mesh networks can be evaluated by following metrics: 

� Channel Utilization – The fraction of time used for transmitting user data packets 
in a given period. Both, high overhead MAC protocols and inefficient MAC pro-

A DB E

C
Transmission 

range of D

Transmission 
range of B

Figure 2-3. A wireless multi-hop network: each station is with the 
same transmission power. It is assumed that Max(Rd) = 2Max(Rt). 
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tocols result in low channel utilization. A protocol for WMNs is considered ineffi-
cient if its spatial reuse and/or collision avoidance capability is poor. 

� Fairness – Traffic flows of the same QoS level should gain equally chances to use 
the wireless medium. However, highly loaded situations, hidden stations, exposed 
stations and capture may lead to unfairness. The fairness can be calculated by Jain’s 
fairness index [25]: 

∑
∑
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Where m is the total number of flows and γi is the proportion of received packets of 
flow i during run time. FJ is equal to 1 when all flows equally share the bandwidth, 
and equal to 1/m when a flow monopolizes the network. 

� End-to-end delay – Elapsed time between the generation of a packet at the source 
station and the correct reception of the packet at the final destination station. The 
delay performance depends on protocol capabilities of avoiding collision and ex-
ploiting spatial reuse. It also depends on the protocol efficiency of channel access 
and achieving fairness. 

� Throughput – The volume of user data transferred between two stations in a given 
period. Throughput is the most frequently used MAC performance metric. 

� QoS support – A MAC protocol should exhibit preferences to a high QoS level 
traffic flow in order to guarantee its specified throughput, packet loss ratio (PLR), 
packet delay and jitter requirements. The preferences include channel access pref-
erence and channel usage preference. Table 2-1 lists some of traffic services and 
their QoS requirements [9]. 

Table 2-1. Traffic services, their traffic behavior and QoS requirements. 

Traffic Load (Mbps) 
Packet size 

(bytes) 
Max Delay

(ms) 
Max Packet loss 

ratio (PLR) 

VoIP 0.0224 160 60 6% 

Video con-
ference 

Mean:0.256 
Max:1.28 

512 100 0.1% 

DVD 9.8 peak 1500 200 10^-7 

HDTV 19.2-24 1500 200 10^-7 

WWW - 
Mean:480 

Max:66666 
- 0 

FTP (TCP) - 1500 - 0 

(2.7)
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2.4 Related Work 
The research and industry efforts on designing MAC protocols for efficient wireless 
multi-hop networks are outlined in the first part. The second part gives an overview of 
efforts on developing MAC protocols aiming at support QoS under fully distributed 
control. A description of the ongoing IEEE 802 standardization activities on the 
multi-hop mesh networking is presented in the third part. 

2.4.1 MAC Protocols for Wireless Multi-hop Networks

The study of MAC protocols for multi-hop networks has been extensively performed 
over years. IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) [4] and IEEE 802.15.3 [5] are two standardized 
Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN) protocols. IEEE 802.15.3 is intended for 
high rate WPAN networks, supporting data rates of 20 Mbps or more, while Bluetooth is 
for wireless communications between portable devices supporting data rates up to 
723.2 kbps. Both the high rate and Bluetooth WPAN networks operate under central 
control. Bluetooth systems implement multi-hop operation by relaying data between 
multiple frequency channels. However, channel searching and switching in Bluetooth 
needs quite a lot of time. On the contrary, an 802.15.3 network implements multi-hop on 
a single frequency channel. A relaying station in an 802.15.3 network must use the time 
slots allocated by the piconet coordinators (PNC) to transmit both data and control 
packets with the source and destination stations. The multi-hop capability of 802.15.3 
networks is very limited. Its multi-hop solution targets at small scale scenarios. 

In Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access (DBTMA) [26], busy tones are transmitted on a 
separate control channel to calm down hidden stations, while data is transmitted on the 
data channel. A Wireless Collision Detection (WCD) [27] scheme is proposed based on 
a transceiver architecture, which overlays the data and feedback channel into a single 
frequency channel. The feedback signals are used to assist in properly handling hidden 
and exposed stations. 

The Ready to Send (RTS) and Clear to Send (CTS) dialogue is used in the IEEE 802.11 
DCF [1] and EDCA [2] to avoid collisions caused by hidden stations. The scheme works 
well in a single-hop or two-hop network. But it solves neither the hidden nor exposed 
station problems in beyond two-hop networks. As an additional result, the back-off 
policy of the 802.11 DCF/EDCA in favor of the last transmitting station may cause 
serious unfairness [28]. Lots of effort has been put on improving the fairness perform-
ance of 802.11 DCF/EDCA networks, such as Distributed Fair Scheduling [29], 
Max-Min Fair Share [30] and Power Adaptation for Starvation Avoidance [31]. How-
ever no effective and efficient approach has been reported so far which can be applied to 
802.11 DCF/EDCA multi-hop networks. 

Extending the 802.11 DCF/EDCA to utilize the multiple channels offered by the IEEE 
802.11a/b/g PHYs to improve the performance of 802.11 Basic Service Set (BSS) 
networks has been extensively studied. Slotted Seeded Channel Hopping (SSCH) [34] is 
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a link layer protocol able to run over the unmodified DCF MAC and to increase the 
capacity of a DCF network by utilizing frequency diversity. Jungmin et al. [32] propose 
a MAC protocol, which requires only one transceiver per host to utilize multiple 
channels to improve the traffic performance. Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) [35] 
is a protocol that assigns channels in an on-demand style. There, one dedicated control 
channel is used to exchange RTS/CTS packets while other channels are used for 
transmitting data packets. It turns out that those multi-channel protocols also can im-
prove the performance of multi-hop networks. The hidden station, exposed station and 
capture problems are mitigated since communicating station pairs may transmit in dif-
ferent frequency channels. However, there is no special mechanism in those protocols to 
handle capture, hidden and exposed stations in the multi-hop environment. Conse-
quently, those problems are far from being resolved and may substantially deteriorate 
the traffic performance of a multi-hop network. 

Some efforts have been put on adapting the 802.11 DCF to support the directional and 
smart antenna technology [39] or other technologies like Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (CDMA) [40] [43]. However, more efforts should be spent to make a wireless 
network operable in multi-hop environments by using those ideas. 

Some work aims at enhancing the multi-hop performance of the 802.11 DCF/EDCA 
without using the multiple frequency channels or other new hardware equipments. In 
Distributed Reservation Request Protocol (DRRP) [44], communicating stations inform 
their neighbor stations about the planned transmissions when exchanging RTS/CTS 
packets. Potential hidden stations restrain their transmission according to received res-
ervation requests. However, due to the existence of hidden stations and exposed stations, 
some stations cannot successfully send out RTS or CTS packets. Stations cannot estab-
lish a correct knowledge of their neighbor’s intended transmissions. Moreover, how to 
efficiently allocate radio resources for highly bursty traffic is another big challenge that 
is unsolved. 

2.4.2 Distributed Control MAC Protocols Supporting QoS 

The 802.11 EDCA and Hiperlan/I [36] are two standardized MAC protocols for sup-
porting QoS in fully distributed broadband networks. Both schemes provide prioritized 
channel access but without a mechanism to allocate a fixed portion of bandwidth for 
QoS transmission. In essential, those protocols implement QoS in distributed networks 
by letting each station try its best-effort in its location. In EDCA, the idle duration before 
starting a frame transmission is set in favor of higher level QoS traffic. Moreover the 
values of contention window (CW) limits CWmin and CWmax, from which the random 
backoff is computed, are also set in favor of higher QoS traffic. The higher the QoS 
requirement, the smaller CWmin and CWmax. However, smaller CWs lead to higher 
probability of collision in a highly loaded network by high QoS level traffic, increasing 
packet drop ratio.  
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Channel access in Hiperlan/I consists of three phases: the prioritization phase, conten-
tion phase and transmission phase. The first two phases comprise a number of conten-
tion slots used to transmit access bursts. The number of contention levels is equal to the 
number of contention slots. The aim of the prioritization phase is to allow stations with 
the highest priority frame to participate in the next phase. The contention phase is used 
to allow only one station to transmit its packet in the transmission phase. To achieve 
these goals, the number of contention slots in the first two stages amounts up to 31, 
introducing quite a lot overhead for each access cycle. The normalized maximum 
throughput is less than 0.4 when packet sizes are less than 512 bytes [45]. Furthermore, 
there is no mechanism to ensure fairness and resolve capture, hidden station and ex-
posed station problems. Sobrinho et al. [38] present black-burst (BB) contention for 
distributed prioritized channel access. BBs are pulses of energy, the durations of which 
are a function of the delay incurred by the stations until the channel became idle. Like in 
Hiperlan/I, the number of contention levels is equal to the number of BBs. In highly 
loaded situations, the number of BBs shall be large, leading to quite a lot of overhead. 
Even though, BB contention cannot ensure that only one station wins a contention. 

2.4.3 IEEE 802 Standardization Activities on the Multi-hop Mesh 
Networking 

� IEEE 802.11 TGs 
The IEEE 802.11 Task Group “s” is currently studying the MAC amendments for Ex-
tended Service Set (ESS) mesh networks [8].  

The SEE-Mesh group proposes two MAC proposals [11]: One is based on EDCA with 
its proposed congestion control mechanism; another one is called Common Control 
Frame (CCF) running on multiple channels and operates like DCA [35] but with a single 
radio. The first proposal applies for small scale and lightly loaded scenarios. For the 
second solution, in addition to disadvantages known from DCA, the common control 
channel could be overwhelmed by contention in a multi-hop network which usually is 
highly loaded. Accordingly, the system performance is significantly degraded. So far 
CCF has no effective mechanism to handle this adequate.  

The Wi-Mesh group has developed two MAC proposals [12]: Distributed Controlled 
Channel Access (DCCA) and Mesh Coordination Function (MCF). DCCA uses stan-
dard 802.11e elements and operates following a 3-steps procedure: Minimum common 
capability set identification, Mesh Transmission Opportunity (MTXOP) negotiation and 
MTXOP data transmission. MCF uses the EDCA for contention-based access or DCCA 
when a mesh station is in the regime of the HCCA. The issues of highly loaded situa-
tions, fairness, capture, hidden station and exposed station problems have not been 
addressed in the proposals. 

� IEEE 802.15 mesh networking 
As aforementioned, the IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) [4] and IEEE 802.15.3 [5] are two 
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standardized WPAN protocols capable to support multi-hop operation. Standard IEEE 
802.15.3a [6] is based on Multi-band OFDM Alliance (MBOA) [41] physical layer 
using ultra wide band (UWB) technology and supporting data rates up to 480 Mbps. A 
new MAC protocol proposed by MBOA for the standard is capable of supporting 
WMNs [42]. IEEE 802.15.4 [7] is intended for low data rate applications with low 
battery consumption and low device cost. Its MAC protocol supports network topolo-
gies including star, cluster and mesh. In a mesh topology, a PNC like in 802.15.3 net-
works starts the network and maintains key network parameters. A relaying station must 
use the time slots allocated by the PNC to transmit both data and control packets with 
the source and destination stations. 

� IEEE 802.16 mesh networking 
The IEEE 802.16 is a solution with central control, able to provide wireless broadband 
service with QoS guarantee in metropolitan areas. The 802.16 standard [13] specifies 
systems to operate in the 10-66 GHz and considers only line-of-sight scenarios. The 
802.16a amendment [14] covers operation in 2-11 GHz, with non-line-of-sight con-
nections. It supports point-to-multipoint (PMP) and mesh topologies. A mesh network 
can be created either by using distributed scheduling or centralized scheduling. With the 
distributed scheduling, all the stations including the mesh Base Station (BS) shall co-
ordinate their transmissions in their two-hop neighborhood and shall broadcast their 
schedules (available resources, requests and grants) to all their neighbors. Stations shall 
ensure that the resulting transmissions do not cause collisions with the data and control 
traffic scheduled by any other station in the two-hop neighborhood. With the centralized 
scheduling, resources are granted by the BS under central control. The mesh BS shall 
gather resource requests from all the mesh stations within a certain hop range. It shall 
determine the amount of granted resources for each link in the network both in downlink 
and uplink, and communicates these grants to all the mesh stations within the hop range. 

A mesh network with central scheduling control has limited multi-hop capability. It can 
support only a very small number of stations in a mesh. The distributed scheduling 
mode operates in a connectionless fashion, and is not compatible with the PMP mode. 
There is no way to guarantee QoS. Moreover, a formed network suffers from both the 
hidden station and exposed station problems. 

The IEEE 802.16’s Relay Task Group is developing a draft under P802.16j PAR [15], 
aiming at mesh protocols compatible with the 802.16 PMP mode and supporting TGe 
compliant mobile stations. 
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Mesh Distributed Coordination Function (MDCF) has been developed in this thesis. It 
aims at being a MAC solution for efficient WMNs supporting QoS delivery of high 
quality multi-media traffic in multi-hop operation. This chapter presents a detailed 
description of MDCF. As a MAC protocol, MDCF is designed to fit into the IEEE 802 
reference model. It contains three parts: Media Access Control Protocol (MACP), Radio 
Link Control Protocol (RLCP) and Mesh Routing & Security. A general description of 
MDCF is presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 introduces the mechanisms of MACP. 
Section 3.3 describes RLCP. The routing and security issues are presented in Section 3.4. 
Note that since MDCF is proposed for WMNs, later on, unless otherwise stated, the term 
Mesh Point (MP) is used instead of station when MDCF is refered to.

3.1 General Description 
MDCF is a protocol with fully distributed control running on a single frequency channel. 
It is based on Time Division Multiple Access/Time Division Duplex (TDMA/TDD) 
technology. Transmissions take place in periodic time slots. The operation of a network 
requires that the involved MPs are synchronized. MDCF runs independent of physical 
(PHY) schemes. The possible PHY layers include: the IEEE802.11a [3]/b [1]/g [18]/n 
[19] PHYs, Ultra Wideband (UWB) [6], Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Ac-
cess (OFDMA) [47], Multi Carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) [46], 
and other forthcoming high or low data rate transmission schemes. 

Unlike in 802.11 DCF/EDCA and Hiperlan/I networks, where an MP contends for 
channel access to send one or several data frames (TXOP in EDCA), an MP in an 
MDCF network contends for channel access to reserve one or more periodic traffic time 
slots for transmission. If successful, the reserved times slots are thereafter allocated as a 

3 Mesh Distributed Coordination 
Function 
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TDMA duplex channel to the MP and its transmission partner. As a consequence, QoS 
can be guaranteed even when a network is highly loaded. Furthermore, the transmission 
efficiency of MDCF is independent on the packet size, different from 802.11 
DCF/EDCA and Hiperlan/I. A Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol operating fully 
under distributed control is used to evaluate and allocate a portion of bandwidth to a 
specific flow dependent on its QoS requirement. The number of traffic slots allocated 
for a flow is adaptable with the traffic load and overall usage of traffic slots in an MDCF 
mesh network. 

An MP needs to perform the carrier sense function for channel access and also for de-
termining free traffic slots. Energy signals, in-band busy tones [26], [49], play important 
roles in MDCF. They serve for 3 purposes: implementing a prioritized channel access 
with fairness guarantee, informing the use of specific traffic slots by a receiving MP, and 
implementing an on demand TDD turnaround scheme. Well designed by making use of 
energy signals, MDCF is able to properly handle high network load, hidden MPs, ex-
posed MPs and signal capture which usually appear in a WMN and may dramatically 
deteriorate the network performance. 

Reserved traffic slots forming a TDMA channel between two MPs are used to multiplex 
any packets transmitted on the link. Packet multiplexing on TDMA channel signifi-
cantly enhances the channel utilization and reduces overall contention for channel ac-
cess.  

3.1.1 Architecture of MDCF Protocol Stack 

All the functionalities of MDCF are mapped into the MAC layer, following the IEEE 
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Figure 3-1. The protocol stack of MDCF. 
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802 reference model [17]. Figure 3-1 depicts the protocol stack of MDCF in the IEEE 
802 reference model and its relation to the OSI 7-layer reference model [16]. MDCF 
provides the delivery service to the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer and utilizes the 
bit-stream transport service provided by the PHY layer. Two Service Access Points 
(SAP) form interfaces between MDCF and its adjacent layers. 

MDCF comprises three sub-layers: Media Access Control Protocol (MACP), Radio 
Link Control Protocol (RLCP) and Mesh Routing & Security. MACP performs the 
prioritized channel access and transports its formatted packets following the 
TDMA/TDD mode of operation under fully distributed control. RLCP manages estab-
lishment of a radio link between RLCP entities, exchange of information via the radio 
link and adaptation of the radio resource (number of traffic slots) used for an established 
radio link. It mainly consists of three parts: Radio Resource Control (RRC), Error 
Control (EC) and Link management (LM). The Mesh Routing is responsible for dis-
covering and maintaining the mesh topology. Based on the established knowledge of the 
mesh topology, an MP determines the optimal route for packet delivery. The security 
part serves for the purpose of securing information exchange in a WMN over the shared 
medium. 

3.1.2 Brief Description of MACP 

MACP is used by an MP to acquire the right to use the wireless medium in a fully dis-
tributed manner. It is based on TDMA/TDD technology. A MAC frame consists of a 
number of time slots. Traffic slots are used to transmit data packets. An MP is allowed to 
perform the media access procedure after it has achieved the TDMA frame synchroni-
zation with its network neighbors in its initiation stage. 

When an MP has data to transmit, it first senses the carrier to check free traffic slots and 
then contends for channel access to transmit a request packet containing a number of 
traffic slots proposed for transmission. Channel access does favor high QoS level traffic. 
On reception of a request, the requested MP shall check whether to accept the request. In 
case of accepting, the MP transmits energy signals in energy channel slots paired to 
traffic channel slots to notify the requesting MP of the accepted traffic slots for trans-
mission. Afterwards, transmissions take place like the following: the sending MP 
transmits packets in the traffic slots, and the receiving MP transmits energy signals to 
notify its neighbors that the specific traffic slots are in use. Energy signals may be used 
by the receiving MP to request the reverse channel transmission opportunity on some or 
all of the reserved traffic slots if it wants to transmit packets to the sending MP. Hence 
traffic slots are used in an on-demand-TDD mode. 

Multi-hop operation is performed on a hop-by-hop basis, with each one-hop link oper-
ating independently from other links of a multi-hop route. The traffic slots reserved as a 
link by two MPs shall be used to multiplex any data packet routed via the link. The 
transmission sequence of competing packets is prioritized in each MP in favor of high 
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QoS level packets. 

3.1.3 Brief Description of RLCP 

A RLCP entity runs on the top of MACP and interacts with the LLC layer. A sending 
entity fragments a LLC protocol data unit (PDU) before passing it to MACP. A re-
ceiving entity reassembles the received packets into LLC PDUs and delivers it to the 
LLC layer.  

Two types of delivery service are provided by RLCP via a one-hop link: the acknowl-
edged mode (AM) for the error-free delivery service, and unacknowledged mode (UM) 
for connectionless services. A Selective Repeat Automatic Request (SR-ARQ) protocol 
is used to provide the error control and flow control service in the AM. A RLCP entity 
allocates service entities according to the traffic type. It may allocate a service entity 
solely for a flow. And it may also allow several traffic flows to share a service entity if 
their destinations and packet delay requirements are same. In a mesh network, a RLCP 
entity needs to maintain several service entities in parallel. It manages control of the 
overall buffer consumption. 

RLCP also performs the Radio Resource Control (RRC). On reception of a link setup 
request indication from MACP, a RLCP entity shall consider in a fully distributed 
manner whether to accept the request or not. A RLCP entity may send a request to its 
MACP entity, asking it to contend for more traffic slots, or to perform the 
on-demand-TDD request, or to release some traffic slots. A decision made at RRC shall 
account for the transmission volume, traffic type and overall usage of traffic slots. 

3.1.4 Frame Mapping in MDCF 

MDCF consists of three distinct sub-layers. Each sub-layer provides services for its 
upper sub-layer. The PDU used in MACP, RLCP and Mesh Routing & Security are 
called MACP PDUs (MPDU), RLCP PDUs (RPDU) and Routing Security PDUs 
(RS_PDU), respectively. Figure 3-2 shows their mapping relations. 

RS_PDUs are used by the Mesh Routing & Security sub-layer to implement the mesh 
topology discovery, topology maintenance, routes determination and security. They are 
mapped on the payload field of RPDUs. The RLCP fragments a LLC PDU into smaller 
RPDUs suitable for transmission over the lossy wireless medium. The length of a RPDU 
is dependent on the PHY data rate and the duration of a traffic slot. An MPDU is as-
sembled in MACP by adding an MACP header in front of a RPDU. A PHY preamble is 
added to an MPDU before the MPDU is transmitted over the radio interface at a speci-
fied time slot. The preamble enables an MPDU to be decoded at the receiver side. The 
amount of PHY overhead includes Tx power on ramp, the preamble used for Automatic 
Gain Control (AGC), synchronization and channel estimation, Tx power off ramp and a 
guard time. Those overheads are PHY scheme and application dependent. For instance, 
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assuming the IEEE 802.11a PHY and WLAN application, the amount of the PHY 
overheads in a traffic slot is 9 μs in length. 

The mapping of MPDU to PHY service data unit need not be 1:1 as shown in Figure 3-2, 
but would be n:1 or 1:n, dependent on the PHY cabpabilities. 

3.2 Media Access Control Protocol (MACP) 
Unless otherwise stated, all the following time parameters are example values assuming 
the IEEE 802.11a PHY [3] running on 5.2 GHz.

3.2.1 TDMA Frame and Energy Signals 

An Energy signal is a non-modulated single on-off pulse, occupying a short time slice, 
e.g. 6 μs. A receiver only needs to sense it to derive the meaning. Hence, the influence 
range of an energy signal transmitter is up to the carrier sense range of it. 

As shown in Figure 3-3, a TDMA frame contains a number of time slots that are logi-
cally grouped into 3 types: 

� Access Channel (ACH), where energy signals and access control data are trans-
mitted to implement a prioritized and fair channel access. 

� Traffic Channel (TCH), where a slot can carry one MAC protocol data unit 
(MPDU) per TDMA frame. 

� Echo Channel (ECH), that each is paired to a TCH slot, resulting in the same 
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Figure 3-2. Frame mapping between adjacent sub-layers.
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number of ECH slots in a TDMA frame as that of TCH slots. An ECH is used to 
transmit an energy signal per frame by an MP receiving in the corresponding TCH 
to notify its nearby MPs that the corresponding TCH is in use.  

Energy signals transmitted in the ACH (Access-E-Signals, AES) have a single burst 
nature, whilst those transmitted in ECHs are periodic and called Busy-E-Signals (BES). 
BES might be Single Value BES (SVB) or Double Value BES (DVB) according to the 
signal duration, see Figure 3-3. 

An AES has the same waveform as a DVB. A SVB is transmitted on the ECH by a 
receiving MP for inhibiting hidden MPs. If the MP wants to turn-around the transmit 
direction in TDD mode, a DVB is sent in the ECH instead of a SVB. 

An MPDU fits into a TCH slot, as shown Figure 3-3. It is preceded by a PHY preamble 
to enable decoding at the receiver. The MPDU length depends on the PHY mode. Table 
5-1 shows an example assuming the IEEE 802.11a PHY. Each MPDU is allowed to 
carry up to 9 OFDM symbols. For different modulation schemes, the maximum lengths 
of MPDU vary from 27 bytes (BPSK, 6Mbps) to 243 bytes (64QAM, 54Mbps). Energy 

Figure 3-3. TDMA frame and energy signals. 
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Figure 3-4. ACH structure. 
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signals and MPDUs can be transmitted on the IEEE 802.11 a/b/g PHYs, requiring only 
minor driver modifications. 

An ACH slot has three phases: Prioritization Phase (PP), Fair Elimination Phase (FEP) 
and Transmission Phase (TP), as shown in Figure 3-4. The PP and FEP consist of m and 
n contention slots, respectively, each slot one AES long. The PP is used to differentiate 
high QoS level traffic flows from others by prioritization. The FEP serves to guarantee 
with a high probability only one winner in each ACH contention and to ensure a fair 
channel access chance for each flow being maintained. A number of AESs are trans-
mitted in the contention slots of the first two phases. Parameters like the number of 
TCHs in a TDMA frame, waveforms of energy signals, and number of contention slots 
in the ACH may be different for different PHY layers and applications, but are never 
changed during operation 

Let THO
TMT be the normalized one-hop theoretical maximum throughput of MDCF 

assuming no packet loss during transmission, NTCH the number of TCHs in a TDMA 
frame, NECH the number of ECHs in a MAC frame, PTDMA the time period of a TDMA 
frame (unit: μs), PCon the duration of a contention slot in the ACH, PTP the duration of 
the TP, PECH the duration of an ECH slot, PTCH the duration of a TCH slot, and OTCH the 
amount of overheads in a TCH slot including durations of Tx power on, Tx power off, 
preamble and guard time. Form the definitions, we have: 

ECHECHTCHTCHTPConTDMA NPNPPnmPP ×+×+++×= )(

Applying NECH = NTCH and PECH = PCon into Eq. (3.1) yields: 
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It is clear from Eq. (3.3) that the increase of NTCH improves the efficiency of MDCF. 
When NTCH -> ∞, THO

TMT reaches its maximum value: (PTCH - OTCH)/(PTCH + PCon). 
However, a larger NTCH results in a longer PTDMA, as suggested in Eq. (3.2), causing a 
longer one-hop delay. 

As will be described later, the more TCHs there are in a TDMA frame, the higher is the 
probability that one-hop transmissions of a multi-hop connection take place in parallel 
in a TDMA frame. When this happens, the transmitted packets shall experience low 
end-to-end delays. However, putting more TCHs into a TDMA frame results in a long 
TDMA frame, which adversely leads to long access delays and further long end-to-end 

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)
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packet delays. The detailed impact relation of the number of TCHs in a TDMA frame 
and duration of a TCH on the traffic throughput is shown in Eqs (4.16) and (4.20).  

3.2.2 Prioritized Channel Access 

MDCF is intended for WMNs with QoS guarantee. The channel access mechanism 
plays an important role for this. To support QoS, channel access should be prioritized 
and set in favor of high QoS level traffic. Furthermore, it should be highly eliminative, 
meaning that each access under contention with other access to the ACH generates only 
one winner. As a result, collisions can be avoided in the TP of the ACH. As introduced 
in Section 2.2, multi-hop networks tend to be highly loaded networks, with a large 
number of contentions for channel access. A highly eliminating access mechanism is 
critical to prevent collisions and avoid wasting scarce bandwidth. Moreover, channel 
access should be fair for competing end-to-end flows. The multi-hop environment is 
pretty complicated. Hidden MPs, exposed MPs and capture may result in serious un-
fairness of channel allocation [28], [31], [33]. Even those phenomena are well handled 
by MDCF. Highly load may cause unfairness. Without using effective mechanism to 
ensure fairness, neither QoS can be guaranteed, nor a network can operate stably: Un-
intentionally initiating a new connection might cause a network crash. 

3.2.2.1 Contention Process 

In Hiperlan/I [36] and the BB contention [38], a contention level is implemented by 
transmitting a number of continuous bursts or pulses of energy in contention slots. The 
number of contention levels is equal to the number of contention slots. In MDCF, a 
contention level is implemented by transmitting a number of AESs as a binary number 
in contention slots. The larger a binary number, the higher is a contention number. The 
amount of contention levels is equal to 2(the number of contention slots). This is a significant 
enlargement of contention levels. For instance, Hiperlan/I uses 31 contention slots to 
obtain 31 different levels whilst MDCF uses 12 slots to obtain 212= 4096 different levels. 
Only with so many contention levels, MDCF is able to implement a prioritized, highly 
eliminating and fair channel access. The contention levels in the PP and FEP are called 
PP contention levels (PPCL) and FEP contention levels (FEPCL), respectively. The 
amounts of PPCLs and FEPCLs are 2m and 2n, respectively. 

When an MP wants to reserve TCHs for transmission, or broadcast a single packet in the 
TP, it needs to contend in the ACH for a chance to transmit in the TP.  

The contention is performed as follows:  

1) An MP selects a PPCL, 0 ≤ PPCL ≤ 2m-1, according to the type of traffic and the 
longest delay that the cached MPDUs have experienced. Section 3.2.2.2 gives a 
detailed description for the selection principle. The higher the number, the higher is 
the access priority.  
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2) The MP checks the number bit by bit, when the bit is 1 it sends an AES, for 0 it 
listens. The most significant digit is transmitted first.  

3) As long as the MP detects an energy signal during a listen period, it must cancel its 
pending energy signals and quit the contention.  

4) If surviving the PP, the MP shall contend again in the FEP with a FEPCL, 0 ≤
FEPCL ≤ 2n-1. A FEPCL is determined by the fair elimination principle described 
in Section 3.2.2.3.  

5) If the MP wins in the above phases, it is allowed to transmit in the TP.  

6) In case of losing, the MP shall contend again in the next TDMA frame.  

Figure 3-5 illustrates a contention process. MP1, MP2 and MP3 contend for channel 
access at the same time. MP1 and 2 want to reserve TCH(s) for delivering Voice over IP 
(VoIP) packets to their partners, while MP3 wants to transmit video streams. Assume 
that the QoS priorities of the VoIP and video stream are 5 (101) and 3 (011) respectively. 
Both MP1 and 2 win in the PP by means of listening and sending AESs. After that, each 
of them generates a number and uses the number to compete again in the FEP. As shown 
in Figure 3-5, the generated numbers of MP1 and 2 for the FEP are 441 (110111001) and 
283 (100011011) respectively. MP2 quits the FEP contention when it hears the second 
AES from MP1 in the FEP. Finally, MP1 sends out a request packet in the TP. 

3.2.2.2 PP Contention levels (PPCLs) 

Table 3-1 defines the PPCLs used in the PP. Beacons for synchronization are given the 
highest priority. Four traffic services are under consideration: voice, video, background 
and best-effort. Table 2-1 describes traffic services, their traffic behavior and their QoS 
requirements [9], [55]. According to the different packet delay requirements and their 
traffic behaviors, traffic flows are assigned with different access priorities. The Access 

Figure 3-5. An example of channel access. MP1, MP2 and MP3 are in the mutual transmission range. 
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Categories (AC) are ordered as: AC_VO (Voice, PPCL = 5), AC_VI (Video, PPCL = 3), 
AC_BK (background, PPCL = 1) and AC_BE (best effort, PPCL = 0). If pending traffic 
flows have been highly delayed, such as the delays (counted from the time that a packet 
was generated) for voice, video and background flows are over 30 ms, 50 ms and 200 ms, 
respectively, the corresponding PPCLs of those flows will be upgraded to 
AC_VO_HIGH, AC_VI_HIGH and AC_BK_HIGH, respectively. In case the delays of 
video MPDUs are over 75 ms (3/4 of the dropping threshold), their PPCLs are upgraded 
to AC_VI_SUP (PPCL = 5), which is equal to AC_VO. A voice flow generates traffic 
with a mean loaded of 0.0224 Mbps. In contrast, a video source is a highly loaded traffic 
with a mean load of 0.256 Mbps. This implies that in a period the service time of a voice 
flow on a TCH is much shorter than that of a video stream. Therefore, even when the 
MPDUs of a voice flow have the same residual life time as those of a video flow, they 
should be served first for achieving shorter overall delays and jitter [56]. The maximum 
allowed packet delay of video traffic is 200 ms. In a highly congested situation, video 
MPDUs of different flows shall experience long delays. Finely differentiating those 
MPDUs into different groups and letting the most stringent ones to be transmitted is an 
effective way to reduce the packet drop ratio. Based on this observation, video flows are 
classified into 3 groups (AV_VI, AV_VI_HIGH and VI_SUP) according to their ex-
perienced delay. 

Amount of the PPCL levels is 8 (corresponding to m = 3), which is enough to serve 4 
types of traffic flows in the multi-hop environment. 

An MP may have many types of traffic flows destined to a same one-hop destination at a 
time. It shall determine its PPCL from the MPDU with the highest PPCL. The delay 
value used for determining the PPCL in a traffic flow is from the MPDU experienced the 
longest delay among all the pending MPDUs. Normally the MPDU is at the head of a 
transmission buffer, when the queueing discipline is First In First Out (FIFO). 

It should be noted that a real-time MPDU is dropped (removed from the transmission 

Table 3-1. PP Contention levels (PPCL) in MDCF. 

Access Category Traffic Type Delay PPCL 

AC_Beacon Control - 7 
AC_VO_HIGH Voice > 30 ms 6 
AC_VO Voice <= 30 ms 5 
AC_VI_SUP Video > 75 ms 5 
AC_VI_HIGH Video (50 ms, 75 ms) 4 
AC_VI Video <= 50 ms 3 
AC_BK_HIGH Background > 200 ms 2 
AC_BK Background <= 200 ms 1 
AC_BE Best Effort - 0 
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buffer) as long as its delay is over 60 ms (Voice) or 100 ms (Video) [9]. 

3.2.2.3 Fair Elimination Channel Access 

The number of contention levels in MDCF can be set very high without introducing too 
much overhead. Assume that the number of contention slots in the FEP is n, each with a 
duration of 6 μs. With an overhead of 6n μs, the amount of FEPCLs is up to 2n. A fair 
elimination channel access is implemented in the FEP by making use of a wide range of 
contention levels. With this mechanism, even when a large number of MPs with the 
same level PPCL contend at the same time, after the FEP, only one survives and 
transmits in the TP, with a probability close to 1. Other MPs are eliminated for trans-
mitting in the TP at the current TDMA frame. However, a fairness mechanism helps 
losing MPs to win a contention in future. The more often an MP loses the contention, the 
higher its chance will be to win in the next TDMA frame. 

2n contention levels (FEPCLs) are grouped into K equal sized non-overlapping Con-
tention Number Groups (CNG): [0, (2n /K) -1], [2n /K, (2 × 2n /K) -1], ..., [(K-1) × 2n /K, 
2n -1]. Each CNG contains 2n /K contention levels. 

At a time, there may be several MPs contending for channel access with same PPCL. 
Each contending MP maintains variables ti counting the number of lost contentions for a 
given flow, where i is the flow ID. When an MP loses a contention in the FEP for 
competing for the flow i, it shall increment ti by 1. If it wins, it reset ti to 0. 

When several flows in an MP request TCH reservation at the same time, the MP shall 
contend for the flow with the highest PPCL. If more than two flows contend with the 
same PPCL, the MP contends for the flow with the largest ti. If there are more than two 
flows with the same largest ti, the MP shall randomly select one flow and competes for it. 
The ti values of other flows will be incremented by 1. 

After winning the contention in the PP, an MP determines a CNG for generating a 
FEPCL. Each CNG is associated with a group selection threshold Tk, k ∈ [0, K-1]. If Tk

≤ ti < Tk+1 when k < K-1, or Tk≤ ti when k = K-1, then the kth CNG is selected, from which 
a FEPCL randomly is generated. Note that a FEPCL from a higher CNG is bigger than 
that from a lower one. The amount of contention levels in a CNG is 2n /K, which should 
be big enough to ensure only one winner even under heavy contention. 

3.2.2.4 Access Performance 

To deepen the understanding of the channel access mechanism and highlight its ad-
vantages, this sub-Section shortly exhibits the access performance. A more detailed 
evaluation of the access mechanism is reported in the next chapter.  

� Contention success probability 

Suppose that N MPs contend at the same time with the same PPCL and the FEPCLs are 
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obtained from [0, 2n -1]. Let p(N) be the probability of only one winner in the contention. 
It can be derived: 
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Assume that N = 40, N’ = 20, the amount of contention slots in the FEP n = 9 and K = 4, 
then p(N) = 0.961 and p(N’) = 0.923. 

� Access delay 
Suppose that N MPs contend for TCH reservation at the same time when all the TCHs 
are free and each MP wants to reserve one TCH for use. Let PTDMA, NTCH, E(Dacc) the 
time period of a TDMA frame, the number of TCHs in a TDMA frame and the mean 
access delay, respectively. Assume the service time of a TCH is infinite and NTCH >= N. 
E(Dacc) can be easily derived: 
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As an example, assume that N = NTCH =16, PTDMA =1 ms. It can be computed that E(DO
acc)

= 7.5 ms. 

� Captureless channel access 

As introduced in Section 2.1 when being transmitted at the same time, instead of in-
terfering with each other, energy signals strengthen each other to be sensed (binary OR). 
The SINR for energy signals can be computed by Eq. (2.2). 

Take the contention process shown in Figure 3-5 as an example. No matter how MP1, 2, 
3 are relatively located, as long as MP3 can sense an AES either from MP1 or 2, when 
MP1 and 2 transmit their own AES at the same time, MP3 can sense the transmission 
since energy signals strengthen each other. As analyzed before, the FEP ensures a high 
probability of only one winner in each ACH contention. Therefore in a potential inter-
ference area, there is only one MP that is allowed to transmit in the TP. No MP shall 
capture the channel access. Capture elimination on TCHs will be discussed later. 

3.2.3 Link Setup and TCH Reservation 

A Link in this thesis is defined as a physical path over the radio that is used to transfer 
MPDUs between two adjacent MPs. An MP wishing to transmit data MPDUs needs to 
setup a one-hop link and reserve TCHs agreed by the receiving MP. It first checks the 
local TCH status by performing carrier sensing. A TCH is considered free if: 

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)
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1) No carrier is sensed in the TCH, and 

2) No BES is sensed in the ECH corresponding to the TCH. 

Several TCHs can be used together for a traffic flow in order to meet its specific 
throughput and delay requirement. The requested number of TCHs in a TDMA frame is 
calculated at RLCP by considering the PHY modulation scheme and traffic behavior. 
Section 3.3.4.1 provides a detailed description. In case the amount of free TCH(s) meets 
the traffic needs, the MP would contend to transmit a request packet containing the 
receiver address, QoS-related traffic specification (QTS) and a list of proposed TCH 
slots in the TP of the ACH. On reception of the request packet, the requested MP de-
termines whether to accept the request by evaluating the received QTS and the free TCH 
slots available at its location. The Call Admission Control (CAC) algorithm in RLCP 
performs this work. The request is accepted if:  

1) the common free TCHs at both sides are adequate for the QoS delivery, and 

2) establishment of the link will not corrupt the QoS of existing flows. 

In case of accepting a request, the requested MP transmits SVB(s) in the ECH(s) asso-
ciated to the accepted TCH(s). From the SVB(s), the requesting MP knows that the 
TCH(s) have been reserved, whereas nearby MPs derive that the TCH(s) are in use. 
Figure 3-6 shows the related message chart. Later on, transmission takes place in the 
reserved TCH(s). Please note that an end-to-end window based or TCP based flow 
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Check free TCHs

Send request packet on ACH

Transmit SVB(s) on related ECH(s) 
if accepting request

Call Admission 
Control

Send MPDU or dummy packet on reserved TCH(s)

Transmit SVB(s) on corresponding ECH(s)

Transmit DVB(s) on corresponding ECH(s)

TCH 
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On-Demand 
TCH Turnaround
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Send MPDU or dummy packet on reserved TCH(s)

Figure 3-6. One-hop TCH reservation, transmission and on-demand TCH turnaround. 
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control located in the routing or transport layer should be applied to avoid sending two 
much packet by a source via a multi-hop connection that does want to be a bottleneck 
link on the route. This is however out of the scope of the thesis. 

3.2.4 Transmission and On-demand TCH Turnaround 

Hidden MPs are in the carrier sense range of a receiving MP but out of the carrier sense 
range of the transmitting MP as illustrated in Section 2.2. In MDCF, the receiving MP 
transmits SVBs or DVBs in ECHs paired to the TCHs where it receives data to inform 
hidden MPs that the specific TCHs are in use. As introduced, a TCH is considered free 
only when no carriers are sensed in the TCH and its paired ECH.  

Reservation of fixed time slots to form a link for a transmission pair helps much to 
support QoS. But when traffic is bidirectional and especially asymmetric, how to effi-
ciently utilize time slots is a challenging issue. An on-demand TCH turnaround scheme 
is proposed to address this issue. The transmission process is as follows: 

Assume that two MPs reserve several TCHs, on each of which MP1 transmits either its 
MPDUs or dummy packets when it has no MPDU to transmit. As long as MP2 receives 
MPDUs or dummy packets in a reserved TCH (or a corrupted packet), it transmits a 
SVB in the ECH paired to the TCH, to signal the use of the TCH. If MP2 has MPDUs to 
send back, it transmits a DVB instead of a SVB in the ECH paired to a reserved TCH. If 
MP1 senses the DVB, from the next MAC frame on, it stops transmission in the TCH 
and starts to transmit energy signals in the related ECH, and MP2 starts to send its 
MPDUs in the TCH. This mechanism is called On-Demand TCH turnaround, see lower 
part of Figure 3-6. 

Figure 3-7 gives an example. Assume that two TCHs are reserved by a transmission pair 
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Figure 3-7. An example of packet transmission and on-demand TCH turnaround. 
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on which MP1 transmits MPDUs while MP2 transmits SVBs on the related ECHs. At 
the n+1th TDMA frame, MP2 has an MPDU to be sent to MP1. It transmits a DVB 
instead of a SVB on the related ECH of an intended TCH. Immediately after that frame, 
MP1 stops transmitting MPDU on the requested TCH but transmit a SVB on its related 
ECH, whilst MP2 transmits MPDUs on the requested TCH. At the n+3th TDMA frame, 
MP1 uses the same approach to acquire the transmission right back on the same TCH. 
Please note that with the example only, one of two TCHs used between MP1 and MP2 is 
being altered in its transmit direction, whilst the other one keeps its direction from MP1 
to MP2. 

On-demand TCH turnaround substantially increases the channel utilization efficiency. A 
receiving MP checks the number of pending MPDUs at both sides before turning around 
the channel. If necessary, one side shall initiate TCH reservation to request more TCHs. 
The related algorithm is presented in Section 3.3.4.3. 

An example of calming down hidden MPs is shown in Figure 3-8. In the following 
context, the notation TCH n/ECH n means nth TCH slot/nth ECH slot in a TDMA frame. 
A transmission is ongoing between MP1 and MP8, where MP1 uses TCH 3 to transmit 
and MP8 replies with BESs on ECH 3 to inform its nearby MPs that the TCH 3 is in use. 
MP4 and MP5 are potential hidden MPs to MP1. If they have data to exchange, they 
shall select TCH(s) other than TCH 3 for transmission, since both of them can hear the 
BES on ECH 3 and hence deduce that TCH 3 is currently in use. In this example, TCH 4 
is chosen by them. 

Transmitting BESes on ECHs may help to calm down hidden MPs in the vicinity of a 
transmission pair. However this is not enough in a mesh environment. Additional 
mechanisms to calm down hidden MPs and the in-depth analysis are presented in the 
next section. 

It is worth noting that each data MPDU does not need to contain the four addresses 
specified for the 802.11 DCF/EDCA MPDU. The address information has been ex-
changed earlier between a transmission MP pair during link setup. On reception of an 
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Figure 3-8. An example of calming down hidden MPs by transmitting BESes. 
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MPDU in a TCH, an MP knows which MP has sent the MPDU and where it is destined 
for. Overhead is greatly reduced by this compared to DCF/EDCA. Three types of data 
MPDUs are defined. Figure 3-9 shows the formats. The header of Type 1 data MPDUs 
is 2 bytes long, containing no address information. In contrast, the header of 802.11 
DCF MPDUs is 34 bytes in length. The header of Type 2 data MPDUs includes the 
MAC-addresses of the transmitting and receiving MPs, each MAC-address 6 bytes in 
length. Type 3 data MPDUs contain four MAC-addresses as with 802.11 DCF/EDCA. 
Type 1 data MPDUs are for unicast transmission while Type 2 and Type 3 are used for 
broadcast transmission. The field Frame Control indentifies frame type. The QoS Con-
trol field describes the type of traffic carried in a Data MPDU, and the number of 
pending Data MPDUs in the transmitter queue. Please refer to [109] for more details. 

3.2.5 Calming down Hidden MPs in Mesh 

Transmitting BESs helps to calm down some but not all hidden MPs of a transmission 
pair of two MPs in a multi-hop network. Additional mechanisms are proposed to assist 
in calming down hidden MPs while assuring good spatial reuse in mesh: 

1) AESs are transmitted at twice the power level of MPDUs that are transmitted in 
TCHs and of request packets transmitted in the TP. It can be derived from Eq.(2.1) 
that twice the transmission power enlarges the carrier sense range by 1.15 to 1.4 
assuming γ ∈ [2, 5]. 

2) MPDUs in TCHs and BESs in ECHs are transmitted with the same transmission 
power. This assures a reasonable spatial reuse distance. 

Suppose MP E in Figure 3-10 wants to reserve a TCH with F. E first checks the TCH 
occupancy status. Transmissions from B, C, D, F, G and H can be sensed by it, whilst 
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Figure 3-9. Frame formats of Data MPDUs.
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transmissions from C, D, E, G, H and I can be sensed by F. E contends to send a request 
packet to F if it finds at least one free TCH. Using 2 times larger transmission power to 
send AESs, E extends its carrier sense range to cover a range until A and I when con-
tending for channel access. As a consequence, there shall be only one winner (with a 
high probability) in the area covering A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I. In that area, it is not 
possible for a hidden MP pair to win contention in the same MAC frame. This prevents 
a hidden MP pair from reserving the same TCH. On receiving the request packet from E, 
F would select one or more TCHs that are not in use by B, C, D, G, H and I. Furthermore, 
since transmissions in the ACH and transmissions in TCHs take place in different time 
slots, contention for channel access and transmission of MPDUs will not interfere each 
other. When A and J want to transmit to some MPs, which are not in the carrier sense 
range of MPDUs and BESs transmitted by E and F, they may reuse the TCH being used 
by E and F. The spatial reuse distance is the sum of the transmission range and carrier 
sense range of MPDUs in this scenario. 

In the 802.11 DCF/EDCA, the time information contained in RTS, CTS, DATA, and ACK 
packets is used to notify hidden MPs of reserved transmission time intervals. However 
this mechanism requires that hidden MPs are located in the transmission range of either 

Figure 3-10. Calming hidden MPs in a MDCF multi-hop network. 
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the sending MP or receiving MP. But the fact is that hidden MPs are often outside the 
transmission range of the sending and receiving MPs as explained in Section 2.1 and 
2.2. A hidden MP most probably is able to sense those packets but not able to decode 
them. Therefore it only can roughly estimate the remaining time of an ongoing trans-
mission and refrain itself for the duration of extended interframe space (EIFS). This 
mechanism cannot avoid interference even at the cost of setting a long EIFS. In contrast, 
MDCF establishes the knowledge of available TCHs purely by sensing the carrier. 
Consequently the knowledge is valid covering potential interfering MPs - hidden MPs. 

3.2.6 Handling of Exposed MPs and Capture 

In Figure 3-10, assume a transmission is on-going between MPs E and F. When E 
transmits in a TCH, MPs B and C are potential exposed MPs of the transmission pair 
E-F. While, when F transmits in the same TCH (TCH turnaround), MPs H and I are 
potential exposed MPs of the transmission pair E-F. However as long as there are free 
TCHs in the vicinity of those MPs, they can reserve some for transmission. Therefore, 
exposed MP pairs may transmit concurrently in a TDMA frame if they are able to find 
disjunct TCHs that are free to be used. An exposed MP pair can fairly share the band-
width.  

In contrast, if it is a DCF/EDCA network, since B cannot sense transmissions from F, it 
may send a Ready to Send (RTS) to C. But C will reject the request since it can sense the 
transmission between E and F. Without receiving Clear to Send (CTS) from C, B derives 
that the network is busy and hence enlarges its back-off window, whereas E and F reset 
their back-off window after successful transmissions. If E and F have a large number of 
pending MPDUs, B will suffer from starvation. Similarly, C, D, G, H and I will be 
starved as well. The unfairness caused by exposed stations in DCF/EDCA multi-hop 
networks can hardly be resolved. Under MDCF control, this problem is eliminated. 

As described in Section 3.2.2.4, channel access in MDCF is without signal capture. 
Since hidden MPs are calmed down during transmission of MPDUs in given TCHs, no 
parallel transmissions in the TCHs will interfere each other. Accordingly, no MP may 
capture a TCH in MDCF multi-hop networks. 

Capture causes unfairness in a wireless network [33], [31]. To our best knowledge, we 
are not aware of any solutions able to resolve the capture impact in 802.11 DCF/EDCA 
multi-hop networks, although this topic has been extensively studied. 

3.2.7 Packet Multiplexing 

The reserved TCHs between two MPs are used to multiplex any MPDUs transmitted on 
the link. In a transmitting MP, MPDUs destined to the same MP are classified and put 
into 7 different priority queues according to their Access Categories shown in Table 3-1. 
The 7 priority queues are ordered as: VO_HIGH, VO, VI_SUP, VI_HIGH, VI, 
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BK_HIGH, BK and BE. The VO_HIGH queue is given the highest priority. 

Priority Queueing Weighted Round Robin (PQWRR) [57] is used as the queueing 
scheduling discipline. The overall queueing scheduling operates as Priority Queueing 
(PQ). The VO_HIGH queue is serviced first until the queue is empty. Then queues VO, 
VI_SUP, VI_HIGH are serviced one-by-one following the PQ fashion. The PQ sched-
uling assures that the most stringent real-time MPDUs are transmitted first. Conse-
quently incurred packet delays and jitter of real-time traffic in this MP are relatively low. 
However in the PQ scheduling, if the volume of high priority traffic becomes excessive, 
the low priority traffic shall experience very long delay or even be dropped due to buffer 
overflow. In order to mitigate these problems, after all higher priority queues are empty, 
MPDUs in the queues VI, BK_HIGH, BK and BE may be scheduled in a Weighted 
Round Robin (WRR) [58] manner. The scheduler there allocates the chance to transmit 
for queues according to their weight set in favor of high priorities. Owing to the same 
length of MPDUs in all the queues, WRR fully exploits it advantages [52], [58], and in 
addition it is simple to implement. MPDUs per queue are scheduled in FIFO order. 

Figure 3-11 illustrates the scheduler by example of an 802.11 ESS mesh network [8]. 
Four MPs form a multi-hop MDCF network on a single frequency channel while each of 
the MPs and its associated mobile stations communicate in a BSS network on another 
frequency channel. Assume that three TCHs are reserved for the link between MP 2 and 
1. In MP 2, MPDUs from different peer-to-peer flows, directly destined to MP 1 are 
placed into different priority queues. The scheduler issues the grants separately for each 
queue. All the queued MPDUs are multiplexed into the reserved TCHs.  
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Figure 3-11. An example of packet multiplexing on reserved TCHs. 
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Multiplexing of different streams to the same TCH(s) increases channel utilization. The 
bottleneck MPs will tend to have no more channel access overhead since it is then op-
erating permanently on TCHs to its neighbor MPs unless some reserved TCHs may be 
forced released under high mesh traffic load (see Section 3.2.9.2). As a result, the net-
work throughput and delay performance is optimized. In a more general WMN, the 
bottleneck MP may try to get access to more TCHs, and if successful, will starve the 
MPs keeping it with data packet. To prevent this, under high load, a timer is set for a 
TCH at a bottleneck MP since it is used to transmit non-real-time traffic. When the timer 
is expired, the related TCH is forced released. Hence, a stable balance in TCH allocation 
to the bottleneck MP and the other MPs is achieved and result then where some 
non-bottleneck MPs may compete and timewise will succeed to get TCHs allocated 
whilst other may then have to wait until a TCH becomes free.  

3.2.8 Multi-hop Operation 

A multi-hop transmission consists of multiple one-hop links in tandem that each inde-
pendently operates on one or more TCHs in parallel. A relaying MP first receives 
MPDUs on a one-hop link and then transmits it to its next hop MP on another one-hop 
link. Figure 3-12 shows an example. The one-hop links may not have TCHs allocated in 
the same TDMA frame. A relaying MP may need to contend for establishing a one-hop 
link to transmit it forward. Error control and flow control offered by RLCP are per-
formed on one-hop link basis. The end-to-end packet delay of a multi-hop connection is 
mainly attributed to retransmission delays at sequential one-hop links and access delay 
resulting from MPs contending for establishing one-hop links for transmitting. Under 
high load, end-to-end delay mainly comprises a sum total of access delays. 

As shown in Figure 3-12, in MDCF networks the hop-to-hop relaying of a multi-hop 
connection might take place quasi-simultaneously, in different TCHs of a TDMA frame, 
resulting in low end-to-end delay. It appears that the more TCHs in a TDMA frame, the 
better is the delay performance. However this setting shall lead to a long TDMA frame 
and cause long access and retransmission delay. A trade-off between frame length and 
delay should be made. An analysis concerning this is performed in the next chapter. 

The multi-hop routes of an end-to-end connection are determined by the Mesh Routing 
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Figure 3-12. Multi-hop relaying and allocation of TCHs to a link. 
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& Security sub-layer. The MACP entity in an MP only cares for transport within 
one-hop with its peer entities located in adjacent MPs. However, the MACP entity needs 
to provide information like status and quality of the link to the Mesh Routing & Security 
sub-layer for enabling a radio-aware mesh routing protocol [9]. 

3.2.9 TCH Release 

A TCH is released when one of the following conditions is met: 

1) No MPDU is in the TCH transmitting buffers at both sides of an MP pair operating 
a link and a system wide specified hang-on time of the TCH is expired. The 
hang-on time is a time period that neighbor MPs should wait before releasing a 
reserved TCH when they have no MPDUs to transmit on the TCH. During hang-on, 
dummy packets are being transmitted. 

2) Forced release of a TCH (may cause interruption of a link) that is used for trans-
mitting dummy, background or best-effort MPDUs. This might happen when used 
TCHs are observed to fully utilize the TDMA frame. 

3.2.9.1 Hang-On Release 

When no MPDU is available for transmission on a reserved TCH at a time, the involved 
MPs will not release the TCH immediately. Instead, they hold the TCH for a certain 
period (hang-on time), to wait for the arrival of new MPDUs from the higher layer or 
from nearby MPs to be relayed on the TCH. If new MPDUs for that link will arrive 
during the hang-on time, the overhead to establish the TCH anew is saved. During 
hang-on, the sending and receiving MPs must transmit dummy packets and SVB on the 
TCH and its paired ECH, respectively, so that other MPs can sense it occupied. On 
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expiration of the hang-on time, no more dummy and SVB are sent and the TCH is free. 

Figure 3-13 exemplifies the process. Suppose at the nth TDMA frame, two MPDUs in 
MP1 are waiting for transmission. Since MP1 has no reserved TCHs with the intended 
receiver MP2, it contends to transmit a request packet for reserving a TCH in the nth

TDMA frame. MP2 accepts the request by transmitting a BES on the ECH related to the 
agreed TCH. In the following two TDMA frames, MP1 transmits the 1st and 2nd

MPDUs on the reserved TCHs. After that, the transmit buffer of MP1 is empty. How-
ever the transmission MP pair does not release the TCH immediately, but starts to 
count the hang-on time individually. MP1 transmits dummy packets and MP2 trans-
mits SVBs during the hang-on period (n+4th and n+5th TDMA frames). The TCH is 
released at the n+6th TDMA frame on the expiration of the hang-on time (2 TDMA 
frames). No reserved TCH is available for transmission when the 3rd MPDU arrives at 
the n+7th TDMA frame at MP1. MP1 must repeat the contention and transmission pro-
cedure exactly the same as before. At the n+9th TDMA frame, the TCH enters the 
hang-on state again when the 4th MPDU arrives at MP1. Since the TCH is still reserved, 
the 4th MPDU is transmitted at the n+10th TDMA frame. The new transmission triggers 
the reset of the hang-on timer at both sides. 

TCH hang-on is aimed to reduce packet delay since the access delay at an MP may be 
avoided. For a specific flow, the longer the hang-on value is, the better will be the de-
lay performance. On the other hand, a long hang-on time may lead to low channel 
utilization: If no MPDU arrives during the hang-on time, for the reserved TCH, it is 
completely wasted.  

Finding an optimal hang-on value in a mesh network is of interest. It needs to account 
for the traffic behavior, mainly the interarrival time duration. Various traffic services 
can be roughly categorized as stream traffic such as voice and video, and TCP traffic 
like World Wide Web (WWW) and File Transmission Protocol (FTP) flows. A stream 
is generated at a specific pattern without considering the feedbacks from the receiver. 
However, it requires to be delivered under the QoS requirement. In contrast to this, a 
TCP source performs the error and congestion control during transmission. It sends a 
block of data packets at a time until the upper bound of the current congestion window 
is reached. Without receiving acknowledgements from the TCP sink, the source cannot 
continue to send higher sequence data packets. The interarrival time of packet blocks 
highly depends on the error control scheme in the MAC layer, the number of hops and 
the congestion situation of a network. Since TCP traffic is delay-tolerant, it is not of 
interest here. 

The interarrival time of packets in a stream can be computed by: 

APDU

APDUA
T SR

Len
I =

Where IT
A denotes the interarrval time of application packet data units (APDU),   

(3.7) 
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LenAPDU the packet length of APDUs in bits, SRAPDU the stream generation rate at the 
application layer. An active period and silent period alternatively appear in a voice 
flow. The ratio of the active to silent period is 350: 650 [59]. Assuming the G.711 Co-
dec [60], LenAPDU = 1280 bits and SRAPDU = 64 kbps. IT

A of a voice stream is 20 ms. 
Considering the bidirectional nature of a voice communication, the average interarrival 
times of a voice traffic can be either 10 ms when the active periods of two sources 
overlap or otherwise 20 ms. In contrast to this, video traffic is highly bursty in nature. 
By using the information specified in Table 2-1, it can be calculated that the values of 
IT

A for video conference traffic are 16 ms (mean rate) and 3.2 ms (peak rate), see 
Figure 3-14. 

Let PTDMA be the MAC frame length in ms, PH be the hang-on time in units of MAC 
frames, IT

M be the expected interarrival time of MPDUs on a TCH. As introduced be-
fore, MPDUs of different traffic types that are destined to different final destinations 
are multiplexed to a TCH. Therefore IT

M may be much smaller than IT
A. Assume IT

M = 
IT

A/n, where n ≥ 1 is an estimated multiplex factor. PH can be selected by the following 
equation: 
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Where the function Int[ ] returns the integer of a value. 

In Eq. (3.8), IT
A can be 20 ms, 10 ms, 16 ms and 3.2 ms, while n ∈ [1, 5]. Different 

combinations reflect different control policies. Selecting IT
A = 20 ms and n = 1, PH

reaches its maximum value. Then a single voice stream can be guaranteed with the best 
quality (lowest delay), but the channel utilization is low. Using IT

A = 2 ms and n = 5, PH

→ 0 i.e. no hang-on period is used on average. This setting shall lead to a worse delay 
performance and high contention for TCHs. 
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3.2.9.2 Forced Release 

Forced release may be applied to a TCH used to transmit traffic types “dummy”, 
“background” or “best-effort” by the MPs using it. This may happen in favor of 
real-time MPDUs waiting at other MPs, if the number of free TCHs in a TDMA frame is 
found to approach zero. Forced release of a TCH is performed by the sending MP 
through stopping transmission of MPDUs, or by the receiving MP by stopping trans-
mitting BESs in the ECH. The short-term mesh network traffic volume can be estimated 
by an MP from observing utilization of all TCHs. An MP can adapt its own packet traffic 
volume so that under light utilization even low QoS-level MPDUs are transmitted, but 
only high QoS-level MPDUs are transmitted during high load. 

When the MACP entity of an MP having reserved a TCH observes that all TCHs in a 
TDMA frame are reserved, it shall indicate the congestion situation to its RLCP entity. 
And the RLCP entity shall check whether with a reduced number of TCHs the MP 
would still be able to serve its real-time RPDUs in its buffer meeting the QoS re-
quirement. Note that at a time, an MP may operate several reserved TCHs with different 
MPs. Under WMN congestion the RLCP entity needs to find one TCH sutiable for 
release on reception of an indication from its MACP entity. Section 3.3.4.4 provides a 
detailed description of the related RRC algorithm. Once the RLCP entity finds a TCH 
for release, it shall inform the MACP entity to perform the release action. Upon re-
ceiving the message from the RLCP entity, the MACP entity generates a control MPDU 
and sends it via reserved TCHs to its peer entity in a receiving MP selected by the RLCP 
entity, to ask for agreement to release a TCH. From the next TDMA frame on, the 
sending MP stops transmission on the TCH, while the receiving MP stops transmitting 
BESs on the ECH paired with the TCH if it correctly received the control MPDU. In 
case the sending MP detects that the receiving MP still transmits on the ECH, it knows 
that the control MPDU was lost and it shall repeat the control MPDU. After having 
released a TCH and a certain period is expired, if the MACP entity of an MP still ob-
serves the congestion situation, it shall indicate this again to its RLCP entity if the 
network is still congested. Please note that the above procedure is not suitable for a 
bottleneck MP, since the WMN capacity would then be reduced. To prevent the starva-
tion caused by the bottleneck MP, under high load, a timer is set for a TCH at a bottle-
neck MP since it is used to transmit non-real-time traffic. When the timer is expired, the 
related TCH is forced released, see Section 3.2.7. 

3.2.10 Adaptation of the Number of TCHs used for a One-hop Link 

Reservation of part of the radio resource in a TDMA system for a link enables that QoS 
can be better guaranteed than in packet-based systems with reservation per packet such 
as 802.11 EDCA and Hiperlan/I. However, it is known that high-quality video streams 
are highly bursty in nature. Hence the allocation of a fixed share of the radio resource for 
transmitting video streams shall result in either a substantial waste of the bandwidth or a 
high queuing delay during a burst period. When adapting the number of TCHs reserved 
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for a link to the current needs of a video stream, loosing capacity or introducing large 
packet delay peak can be avoided. MDCF has this capability. 

1) An MP contends to reserve additional TCHs for a one-hop link if the reserved 
TCHs cannot satisfy the current traffic needs. The allowed maximum number of 
TCHs in a TDMA frame for a link at a time is related to the traffic type, traffic 
volume and channel utilization. The RRC algorithm in RLCP evaluates this. 

2) A TCH not currently needed to satisfy QoS requirement of a stream shall be re-
leased as stated in Section 3.2.9. 

Figure 3-15 illustrates how MDCF handles highly bursty video streams in an efficient 
way, satisfying the transmission needs while not wasting the radio resource. At the nth

TDMA frame, MP1 has 5 MPDUs in its transmit buffer destined to MP2, with one TCH 
reserved. In order to deliver those MPDUs more quickly, it contends for transmitting a 
request in the ACH to MP2 for reserving one more TCH at the nth TDMA frame. On 
evaluating the request, MP2 agrees on reserving TCH 4 with MP1 and transmits a SVB 
on ECH 4 at the same TDMA frame. Note that the notation of “TCH/ECH n” is defined 
at Section 3.2.4. Afterwards, MP1 transmits MPDUs in TCH 3 and TCH 4, while MP2 
transmits SVBs on ECH 3 and ECH 4. At the n+4th TDMA frames, MP1 only has one 
MPDU left and TCH 4 is not used. MP1 holds the TCH but starts the hang on procedure. 
The hang-on time in this example is 1 TDMA frame. At the n+5th TDMA frames, TCH 4 
is still not used and the hang-on time is expired. Accordingly TCH 4 is released: MP1 
stops transmitting dummy packets and MP2 stops transmitting BES. From n+6th to n+8th
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TDMA frame, a relative high volume of MPDUs arrive at MP1 in a short time. Again, 
MP1 starts requesting TCHs to MP2. Correspondingly, TCH 4 and TCH 6 are reserved 
at the n+6th and n+7th TDMA frames, respectively. With 2 to 3 TCHs, MP1 delivers 10 
MPDUs (from packet 9 to packet 18) in 4 TDMA frames (from n+7th to n+10th). From 
frame n+10th until n+12th, the reserved TCHs are released subsequently after expiration 
of their hang-on times. During all the transmitting, TCH 3 is kept. One TCH can satisfy 
and guarantee the delivery of a limited volume of traffic. Other TCHs should be re-
quested when more traffic has to be served than can be carried by one TCH. MACP is 
able to adapt the share of the radio resource for a link according to the traffic needs. 
Consequently, highly bursty video streams can be delivered in time while a high channel 
utilization is achieved. The simulation results presented in Chapter 6 do prove this. 

3.2.11 Broadcast and Multicast 

Broadcast and multicast MPDUs can be Type 2 or Type 3 Data MPDUs, containing 2 or 
4 addresses as introduced in Section 3.2.4. There are three means to broadcast or mul-
ticast MPDUs in MDCF multi-hop networks:  

1) In case an MP has reserved TCHs for use with another MP, it will use one or some 
of the reserved TCHs to transmit broadcast/multicast MPDUs. 

2) In case an MP does not have any reserved TCHs for use, it will select one MP from 
its one-hop neighbor list maintained in its cache, and send a TCH reservation re-
quest by contending in the ACH and then proceed according to 1. 

3) An MP may transmit single broadcast/multicast MPDU in the TP of the ACH after 
winning an ACH contention if the size of the MPDU fits into the TP. 

Broadcast/multicast transmissions in MDCF networks will not interfere with, or be 
interfered by other unicast transmissions in the multi-hop environment since interence 
free transmission via TCHs and via ACH-TP is guaranteed.  

In contrast, 802.11 DCF/EDCA networks suffer from the serious hidden MP problem 
when performing broadcast/multicast. In 802.11 DCF/EDCA networks, no RTS/CTS 
exchange shall be used when broadcast/multicast packets are transmitted. In addition, 
no ACK shall be transmitted by any recipient of the broadcast/multicast. Since a re-
ceiving MP is not allowed to transmit any packets on reception of broadcast/multicast 
packets, the hidden MPs of a broadcast/multicast source MP have no way to know about 
the ongoing transmission. Their transmissions will cause interference to reception of the 
broadcast/multicast packets. 

Delivery of broadcast/multicast MPDUs in an entire mesh network needs support by the 
specific higher layer protocol. A summary of various algorithms used to implement an 
efficient broadcast/multicast delivery in multi-hop networks is presented in [53]. 
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3.2.12 MACP Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) Trains 

Several TCHs may be used in parallel for transmission on a one-hop link (operating 
TCHs in parallel in MDCF is not limited to one frequency carrier). When two or more 
adjacent TCHs are used for a link, some control periods can be removed as shown in 
Figure 3-16b. As a result, a higher transmission efficiency can be achieved. When one 
TCH is used as shown in Figure 3-16a, the payload period is 36 μs while the amount of 
control periods is 4.7 + 4.3 = 9μs. The PHY transmission efficiency is 36/45 = 0.8. In 
contrast, when two adjacent TCHs are used combined for a one-hop link, if the inter-
mediate control periods are removed, the PHY transmission efficiency is increased to 
81/90 = 0.9. 

However transmitting a longer MPDU on the lossy radio channel may cause a higher 
packet error ratio. Therefore, a long payload period must be fitted with several short 
MPDUs, each containing its own Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) information. The 
respective MPDUs form a so-called MPDU train. All MPDUs in a train have the same 
length and format. The number of MPDUs and length of MPDUs fitted into a multiple 
TCH payload period may depend on the radio channel quality and PHY mode used. An 
agreement for this should be reached between the communicating MPs. 

3.2.13 Synchronization 

3.2.13.1 Introduction 

MDCF has lots of advantages over packet-oriented protocols like the 802.11 
DCF/EDCA and Hiperlan/I in mesh environments. The advantages include: 1) Alloca-
tion of a scalable portion of the radio resource to one-hop links for guaranteeing QoS 
even in highly loaded situations. 2) Separation of contention for channel access and data 
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      a) One TCH in use.                        b) Two adjacent TCHs used together.   

Figure 3-16. An example of transmitting as MPDU trains. 
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transmission in different time domains to avoid its mutual interference. 3) Use of the 
TCH utilization in an interference-prone area for efficiently handling hidden and ex-
posed MPs. 4) Knowledge of the short-term network traffic volume by monitoring the 
TCH utilization. The knowledge is important for the RRC protocol to take actions. 

These advantages apply if a global synchronization is acquired among MPs for TDMA 
operation in the multi-hop environment. In order to communicate in the TDMA mode, 
MPs in a network must agree on a common frame structure and a frame start time for 
operation. Caused by different drift rates of oscillators in MPs, MPs may lose syn-
chronization as time passes by. Therefore, the achieved synchronization is valid only for 
a while and needs to be maintained and refreshed from time to time. 

In a centrally control single-hop wireless network, the synchronization function can be 
easily implemented. Mobile stations only need to synchronize to the central controller, 
which periodically broadcasts synchronization messages. However, implementing 
synchronization for TDMA operation under distributed control is not trivial. An 802.11 
DCF/EDCA network requires that all stations in a network are synchronized for a 
number of reasons like power saving. But even if synchronization is not achieved, 
packet-oriented systems may function well for transmitting and receiving packets (ex-
cept the 802.11b FHSS version). Contrary, in a distributed TDMA system, a 
non-synchronized MP may crash the network when transmitting. 

This Section introduces a synchronization algorithm for MDCF, called MDCF timing 
synchronization function (MTSF). It operates in a fully distributed manner and can be 
used to synchronize MPs in an MDCF multi-hop network for TDMA operation. 

3.2.13.2  Related Work 

Numerous synchronization protocols have been proposed for distributed wired and 
wireless networks. Most of the protocols share a common idea: time information is 
periodically exchanged either by using packets or other formats of messages among 
stations. Recipients adjust their timer based on the received information.  

The network time protocol (NTP) [61] is widely used in the internet for achieving clock 
synchronization. It is based on the assumption that the network is static. In the network, 
a hierarchy structure is built among stations in a predefined manner. Multiple root sta-
tions are synchronized to an external clock. The other stations are synchronized with 
their parent stations by analyzing packets carrying timestamps from the parent stations.  

The IEEE 802.11 standard defines Time Synchronization Function (TSF) [1] for im-
plementing synchronization in a distributed manner within a BSS network. Each station 
maintains a local time. Beacon packets containing time information of sending stations 
are broadcast periodically. A station adopts a time when the time specified in a beacon is 
later than its own, which means that a station only synchronize to a faster station. All 
stations in a network are given an equal chance to generate and transmit beacons. L. 
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Huang etc. points out [63] that TSF does not scale well. When the number of stations in 
a BSS is not small, there is a non-negligible probability that the stations may get out of 
synchronization. It cannot support a large-scale ad-hoc network. The scalability prob-
lem of TSF stems from the fact that faster stations cannot send out beacons timely in a 
highly dense network. A modification named Adaptive Timing Synchronization Pro-
cedure (ATSP) is proposed in [63], where stations adjust their frequencies to transmit 
beacons in each beacon interval anew. A faster station increases its beacon transmit 
frequency while a slower station decreases its frequency. J. So etc. [64] propose 
Multi-hop Timing Synchronization Function (MTSF) for synchronizing stations in a 
DCF/EDCA multi-hop network. MTSF is based on TSF. The basic idea is to have each 
station maintain a path to the station with the fastest running clock in a network, and 
propagate the time of the fastest station through the path. Sooner or later, every station 
can synchronize with the fastest station. Simulation results in [64] show that MTSF 
achieves stable clock accuracy at a low cost. However the design and evaluation of 
MTSF does not take the hidden station problem into consideration. In an environment 
where the collision cannot be avoided, timely propagation of beacons throughout a 
network cannot be guaranteed especially when the network is highly loaded. As intro-
duced in Section 2.2, a multi-hop network tends to be highly loaded and the 802.11 
DCF/EDCA cannot inhibit hidden stations to prevent collision in a multi-hop envi-
ronment. Accordingly synchronization accuracy and stability can hardly be assured by 
using MTSF. 

Several uncertain delays like the access delay and computation delay may considerably 
impact synchronization accuracy [67]. The Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) 
[62] protocol considers those uncertain delays. In RBS, stations periodically send 
beacons using physical-layer broadcast. Receivers use the arrival time of beacons as 
point of reference for adjusting their clock. The uncertain delays are therefore largely 
eliminated. A high accuracy is achieved at the cost of high overhead and memory 
consumption. RBS does not scale for large networks.

Above protocols are designed for packet-oriented networks. Synchronization to an 
external clock is another category. Each station then does need an additional device for 
receiving the synchronization message. The Global Position System (GPS) [68] pro-
vides a generally available time synchronization source. The reception of the GPS signal 
requires a clear sky view, which is not available in lots of scenarios. W. Zhu [66] pro-
poses a synchronization scheme for distributed TDMA operation by using the external 
radio clock signal DCF77. Synchronization based on an external clock is applicable to 
every kind of systems and is also perfectly suitable for multi-hop scenarios as long as 
the external signal is available. The need for an additional device and high power con-
sumption makes external synchronization too costly for most applications.  

3.2.13.3 General Description of MTSF and Definitions 

Operation of an MDCF mesh requires that the frame level synchronization is achieved 
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between all MPs in the network. This function is provided by MTSF. MTSF is per-
formed by all MPs in a fully distributed manner. Synchronization in an MDCF network 
is said to be achieved if the TDMA frames of any two MPs match sufficiently well for 
TDMA operation. Beacons are used to exchange information for synchronization 
among MPs. Figure 3-17 shows shows the beacon frame format. The field of Trans-
mitter Address (TA) specifies the MAC address of the beacon transmitting MP. The 
Basic Service Set Identification (BSSID) field indentifies the ID of the BSS network 
where the beacon transmitting MP belongs. A beacon in MDCF is either transmitted in a 
TCH or ACH slot. The beacon frame body contains the information of the time slot 
where it was transmitted. From this information, a beacon receiving MP can derive the 
time instant that the beacon transmitting MP started its current TDMA frame. An MP 
does not need to maintain a local time. Instead, it only needs to record the start time 
instant of the last TDMA frame. Please note that the beacon frame body also contains 
the information of the utilization of TCHs observed by the beacon transmitting MP. The 
information serves for performing RRC, see Section 3.3.4. 

Beasons are generated and transmitted periodically. According to the different roles in 
initiating synchronization, MPs are classed into 2 types. The Type 1 MP is the one that 
has right to send out the first beacon in a network, specifying the frame structure and the 
start time of a TDMA frame. Others are Type 2 MPs, which are not allowed to send out 
beacons before receiving a beacon. On receiving the first beacon, a Type 2 MP starts to 
schedule it own TDMA frame synchronizing to the beacon sender, marks its state as 
synchronized and thereafter participates into beacon generation. In a single-hop MDCF 
network, every MP can be a Type 1 MP, whilst in a multi-hop MDCF network, only one 
MP can be Type 1 MP and others are Type 2 MPs. The TDMA frame information, 
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Figure 3-17. Beacon frame format.
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mainly the start time of the TDMA frame, is propagated from the Type 1 MP hop-by-hop 
throughout the entire network. After sending out the first beacon, the Type 1 MP acts 
same as the Type 2 MPs. The maintenance of synchronization is performed by all MPs 
in a fully distributed manner. 

When an MP is synchronized, it attempts to transmit beacons if it does not receive a 
valid beacon in a predetermined time interval. The definition of the valid beacon is 
given in 3.2.13.4.2. A beacon should be transmitted using the most robust PHY mode, a 
high transmission power, or both, to assure a high SINR at receiving MPs. On reception 
of a valid beacon, an MP adjusts the start of the next TDMA frame, trying to synchro-
nize to the beacon sender. In the period of no beacons received, an MP shall schedule 
periodical TDMA frames locally. 

Oscillators at different MPs tick at different rates, leading to clock drift in a given period. 
The time difference between two MPs at an instant is called time skew which is mainly 
due to clock drift in a beacon interval. A compensation algorithm is used to alleviate the 
effect of clock drift. Based on that, a high precision synchronization is achieved at low 
overhead.  

A mechanism is used to help an MP to determine whether it is located in an overlapped 
area in a multi-hop network. If so, it increases or otherwise reduces the frequency to 
transmit beacons. With this, synchronization for TDMA operation in a multi-hop net-
work can be achieved. 

The following definitions are used in this Section:

BTS: The minimal integer used for calculating a beacon generation period. 

BTW: The window size used for calculating a beacon generation period. 

di : A variable used to compensate the physical drift rate of MP i; di in units of ppm 
(parts per million). 

Dpro: The amount of processing delay on the way from sending a beacon to the 
completion of analyzing a beacon, including the computation times at the sending 
and receiving MPs, and initialization times of antenna and transceivers. 

max(x): The symbol denoting the maximum value of an uncertain value x. 

PACH: The duration of an ACH including Prioritization Phase (PP), Fair Elimination 
Phase (FEP) and Transmission Phase (TP). 

PFEP: The duration of the FEP in an ACH. 

PHYB: The PHY data rate used to transmit beacons. 

PPP: The duration of the PP in an ACH. 

PTCH: The duration of a TCH. 
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PTDMA: The period of a TDMA frame. 

SB: The length of the beacon frame in bits. 

STLi
n: The start time instant of the nth TDMA frame at MP i. 

STRi
n: The derived start time instant of the nth TDMA frame of the beacon sending MP, 

which is derived at the receiving MP i without considering the propagation delay and 
the time skew between the beacon sending and receiving MPs. 

ΔSTRLi
n: The time difference between STRi

n and STLi
n (i.e. ΔSTRLi

n = STRi
n - STLi

n) 
calculated at MP i. 

Tadj: The time instant until an MP is allowed to adjust di since it is synchronized. 

TCHi: An integer representing the ith TCH slot where an MP receives a beacon. The 
one next to the ACH is the 1st TCH, corresponding to TCH1. 

Tguard: The guard time in an energy signal and also in a TCH. 

tij: The propagation delay between MP i and j. 

Ti
n: The local time when receiving the last bit of a beacon frame at the nth TDMA 

frame at MP i. 

Tslow: The time instant from when an MP is only allowed to slowly adjust di.

TSYN: The time instant until an MP is synchronized. 

ΔXij: The time skew between the sending MP i and the receiving MP j in a beacon 
interval. The time skew here is owing to the clock drift. 

3.2.13.4 Use of Beacons 

3.2.13.4.1 Beacon generation 

Each MP in the synchronized state maintains an MTSF timer for beacon generation. An 
MP expects to receive beacons at a nominal duration. Otherwise, it shall generate and 
send a beacon. The beacon generation interval is defined by the parameter MeshBea-
conPeriod within each MP. The MeshBeaconPeriod shall be a multiple of PTDMA. It is 
randomly selected from [BTS × PTDMA, (BTS+BTW) × PTDMA]. On the expiration of a 
beacon generation timer, an MP shall: 

1) Select a TDMA slot to transmit a beacon. If at least one TCH is reserved by the MP 
for transmission, a TCH shall be selected for beacon transmission. Otherwise the 
beacon shall be sent on the ACH by contending with the highest priority. 

2) Wait for the start of the selected slot, either ACH or TCH.  

3) Stop preparing for beacon transmission, if a beacon arrives before the selected slot 
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starts. 

4) Generate and send a beacon if contending in the ACH is successful, or if the se-
lected TCH starts. Beacon carries the description of the time slot on which it is 
transmitted. 

If an MP receives a beacon before the expiration of its beacon generation timer, it shall 
reset the timer with a newly selected MeshBeaconPeriod. 

3.2.13.4.2 Beacon reception 

An MP in the synchronized state shall utilize information contained in received beacons 
for calibrating. Two types of received beacons are distinguished: 

1) A valid beacon is the one to contain the TDMA frame structure information that 
agrees with the local TDMA frame structure. Eq. (3.14) gives the principle to judge 
whether a received beacon is valid or not. An MP that receives a valid beacon is 
considered synchronized with the beacon sending MP. But it needs to calibrate the 
start of the next TDMA frame aiming at reducing ΔSTRLi

n in future. 

2) The second type of received beacons is the invalid beacon. In an invalid beacon the 
contained transmission channel description does not coincide with the local TDMA 
frame structure. An MP receiving an invalid beacon considers that it is in an in-
terfered area and shall take the action described in Section 3.2.13.5. 

3.2.13.5 The MTSF Finite State Machine 

3.2.13.5.1 Description 

The behavior of an MP for synchronization is described in the finite state machine 
shown in Figure 3-18. The MTSF finite state machine comprises four sates shown in 
Table 3-2. A description of the MTSF timers is presented in Section 3.2.13.5.2. 

1) After switched on or waked up, an MP shifts its state from CLOSED to SCAN, and 
initiates a T1 timer if it is a Type 1 MP. In SCAN state, an MP scans for beacons. 
The duration of a T1 timer is determined by the parameter MeshBeaconPeriod-
SCAN. The MeshBeaconPeriodSCAN is multiple times larger than MeshBeacon-
PeriodSYNCs, considering the possible loss of beacons during transmission. 

2) In case an MP receives a beacon in SCAN state, it shall schedule its first TDMA 
frame that is synchronized with the sending MP. At the same time, it cancels T1 if it 
is a Type 1 MP, switches its state to SYNC, and initiates a T2 timer with 
MeshBeaconPeriodSYNC which is randomly selected from a range. In case a Type 
1 MP senses a signal which it cannot decode or the decoded packet is not a beacon 
frame, it resets its T1 timer. On the expiration of the T1 timer, a Type 1 MP sends a 
beacon, switchs its state to SYNC state and initiates a T2 timer. 

3) Only in SYNC state, an MP is allowed to send and receive MPDUs on TDMA slots. 
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On the expiration of the T2 timer, an MP generates and sends a beacon as described 
in Section 3.2.13.4.1. After that, the MP initiates a new T2 timer for future use. 
When an MP receives a valid beacon, it adjusts the start of the next TDMA frame 
which it has scheduled locally. The adjustment algorithm is described in Section 
3.2.13.6 

4) In SYNC state, an MP receiving more than 2 beacons in a T2 timer interval shall 

Table 3-2. The states used in the MTSF state machine. 

State Description TDMA operation 

CLOSED Close state: the MP is inactive Not allowed 
SCAN Scan state: the MP scanns for beacons Not allowed 

SYNC 
Synchronized state: the MP is synchronized with ad-
jacent MPs 

Allowed 

INT 
Interfered state: the MP receives beaons with frame 
start times that are quite different.  

Not allowed 

CLOSED SYNCSCAN

INT

Input/Output

1.   Close or Sleep/
2.   Switch On or Wake Up/Set T1 Timer
3.   Sense Signal/Reset T1 Timer
4.   Timer T3 Expiration/
5.   Timer T1 Expiration/Send Beacon 
6.   Receive Beacon/Adopt Time Step, 
      Cancel T1  Timer & Set T2 Timer
7.   Timer T2  Expiration/Send Beacon

8.   Receive Valid Beacon
      /Renew Time Step & Reset T2 Timer
9.   Receive Beacons more than 2 in a T2 Timer Interval
      /Send Beacon & Increase Beacon Generating Level
10. Receive Beacons or Other MPDUs at Wrong Time Slots  
      over Specified Time/Cancel T2 Timer & Set T3 Timer
11. Receive Beacons with Different Time Steps
      /Reset T3 Timer

Note: 3 & 5 are only applicable for Type 1 mesh AP
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Figure 3-18. Finite state machine of MTSF. 
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increase the frequency to transmit beacons. The reason and approaches to change 
the frequency are presented at 3.2.13.7. 

5) In SYNC state, in case an MP receives invalid beacons over a specified time, it shall 
switch its state to INT state, cancel T2 timer and initiate a T3 timer. The duration of 
a T3 is determined by MeshIntPeriod, a multiple times of the mean MeshBea-
conPeriodPeriodSYNC. 

6) In INT state, an MP is not allowed to send beacons and other MPDUs. Instead, it 
scans for beacons. If an MP receives a beacon with different TMDA frame structure 
or frame start times, it shall reset T3 timer and stay in the state. Otherwise, on the 
expiration of the T3 timer, it switches to SCAN state. The above policies apply 
when an MDCF MP thinks that it is working with homogeneous MPs on one or 
more frequency channels. However, when an MP detects foreign MPDUs like 
802.11 DCF MPDUs or senses unknown signals on those frequency channels, it 
shall iniate the coexistence procedure, see [101] for details. 

3.2.13.5.2 MTSF timers 

MTSF relies on three timers: T1, T2 and T3. They are used in SCAN, SYNC and INT 
states, respectively. Table 3-3 presents a description. 

The beacon generation is performed in a distributed manner. In SYNC state, each MP 
attempts to send beacons, see Section 3.2.13.4.1. After the completion of sending or 
receiving a beacon, an MP sets a new T2 timer for future beacon generation. The period 
used for setting a T2 timer is a multiple of PTDMA. A period is the multiple of PTDMA and a 
number randomly generated from [BTS, BTS + BTW]. The mean beacon interval is (BTS+ 
BTW/2) × PTDMA. 

The T1 timer is used in SCAN state, during which period an MP waits for the arrival of a 
beacon. The period of the T1 timer is 10 × (BTS + BTW) × PTDMA. 

The T3 timer is used in INT state, during which period an MP checks whether it is still 
interfered by other MPs. The period of the T3 timer is 5 × (BTS+BTW) × PTDMA. 

Table 3-3. Timers in the MTSF. 

MTSF timer Used state Interval 
T1 SCAN MeshBeaconPeriodSCAN, 

10 × (BTS+BTW)×PTDMA

T2 SYNC MeshBeaconPeriodSYNC,  
Randomly from [BTS , BTS+BTW]×PTDMA

T3 INT MeshIntPeriod, 
5 × (BTS+BTW)×PTDMA
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3.2.13.6 On Reception of a Valid Beacon 

On receiving a valid beacon, an MP shall adjust the start time of its next TDMA frame, 
trying to synchronize with the beacon sending MP. 

3.2.13.6.1 The time skew when receiving a beacon 

Assume that two MPs are exactly synchronized at a time. After a certain period, one 
sends a beacon, and another one successfully receives the beacon. There are a number of 
reasons leading to a time skew between two MPs at the instant when the receiving MP 
completes the analysis of the beacon frame:  

1) The clock drift owing to the different drift rates of oscillators at two MPs since the 
previous synchronization time instant. 

2) The propagation delay from sender to receiver.  

3) The access delay starting from the instant that a beacon is generated until the instant 
it is transmitted over the radio. 

4) Various processing delays including the computer times consumed at the sending 
and receiving MPs, and initialization times spent on antenna and transceiver etc.  

In summary, the time skews caused by the first two reasons are non-deterministic. The 
skew values may be quite different from time to time and also from MP to MP. The time 
skews caused by the last two reasons are deterministic. In the MDCF TDMA system, a 
beacon is generated after an MP has gained the right to transmit on a slot. Therefore the 
access delay is deterministic. In a given environment, the amount of processing delays is 
almost a constant value independent of time. In MTSF, it is assumed that the sum of the 
access day and various processing delays is a fixed value. The remaining work is to 
estimate the propagation delay and clock drift. 

3.2.13.6.2 Calibrating the TDMA frames 

The drift rates of crystal oscillators found in most consumer electronics range from 1 
ppm (parts per million) to 100 ppm. The variable di is used in each MP to compensate 
the oscillator drift effect when calculating the start of the next TDMA frame. The initial 
value of the variable is 0 and it is adjusted whenever receiving a valid beacon within a 
specified period from T SYN to T adj.  

Assume at the nth TDMA frame MP i receives a beacon from j. The STRi
n and STLi

n can 
be calculated directly from the definitions, which relations are depicted in Figure 3-19. 

When no beacon arrives (n > 1), an MP schedules a new TDMA frame by: 

iTDMATDMA
n

Lj
n

Lj dPPSTST ×++= −1

If a beacon is received in the TP of an ACH, STRi
n is calculated by: 

(3.9)
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BBoFEPPP
n

i
n

Ri PHYSDPPTST /Pr −−−−=

Otherwise if a beacon is received in a TCHi, the equation for calculating STRi
n is  

BBoTCHiACH
n

i
n

Ri PHYSDPTCHPTST /)( Pr −−×−−=

On reception of the first beacon, MP i shall schedule the start time of the next TDMA 
frame is calculated by: 

TDMARiLi PSTST += 01

Note that STRi
n is a derived value without considering the propagation delay and the 

clock drift. The value ΔSTRLi
n (ΔSTRLi

n = STRi
n - STLi

n) is equal to the propagation delay 
plus the clock drift between the sending and the receiving MPs in a beacon interval. 
Obviously, there exists: 

ijij
n

RLiijij XtSTXt Δ+<Δ<Δ−

The value ΔSTRLi
n is very important for TDMA operation. If ΔSTRLi

n is larger than the 
guard time in a time slot as illustrated in Figure 3-3, the TDMA operation cannot be 
correctly processed. It is clear that a received beacon is valid (see Section 3.2.13.4.2) 
only if ΔSTRLi

n calculated at a receiving MP meets: 

)max()max()max( ijij
n

RLiij XtSTX Δ+<Δ<Δ−

Based on the relation revealed by Eq. (3.13), the lowest boundary to select the guard 
time in a specified environment can be determined: 

)max()max( ijijguard XtT Δ+>

Note that the max(ΔXij) is determined by MeshBeaconPeriodSYNC and relative drift rate 

Figure 3-19. Time skew in TDMA operation. 
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between two MPs. The beacon intervals should be set as long as possible for the sake of 
reducing overhead and energy consumption. Upon receiving a beacon, an MP shall 
compute the start time of the next TDMA frame by: 

iTDMATDMA
RLin

Li
n

Li dPP
ST

STST ×++
Δ

+=+

δ
1

Where δ is an integer, either 1 or 2. Let ξ ∈ (0, 0.5] be an implementation dependent 
value. If | max (ΔXij) | < ξTguard, δ = 1, otherwise δ = 2. When | max (ΔXij) | < ξTguard, 
ΔSTRLi

n is regarded mainly due to tij. Eq. (3.16) is therefore reduced to STLi
n+1 = STRi

n + 
PTDMA + diPTDMA. On the contrary, when | max (ΔXij) | ≥ ξTguard, the clock drift may 
contribute a lot to ΔSTRLi

n. Since ΔXij can be either a negative or a positive value, in order 
to mitigate the effect caused by the clock drift, δ is selected as 2. 

The relation shown in Eq. (3.13) can be used to design a compensation mechanism for 
combating the clock drift. As shown in Eq. (3.9) and Eq.(3.16), when computing the 
start time instant of the next TDMA frame, an MP would use di to compensate the os-
cillator drift rate. After a certain period, the sum of the physical oscillator drift rate plus 
di in each MP in a network tends to get close. Consequently, higher synchronization 
accuracy would be achieved as indicated in Eq. (3.13) (ΔXij → 0). 

3.2.13.6.3 Compensating for clock drift 

A general applicable model [69] describing the clock error of oscillators with time is: 
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Where x(t) represents the time error of the oscillator relative to some standard; a is the 
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Figure 3-20. Compensation for clock drift.
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(3.18)

initial time offset; b is the frequency offset; D is the frequency drift and ε(t) represents 
the effect of random error. a, b and D are constants for a particular clock. x(t) is a ran-
dom variable by virtue of its dependence on ε(t). ε(t) is a white noise (i.e. random, un-
correlated, normally distributed, zero mean and finite variance). 

Let ai, bi and Di denote the initial time offset, frequency offset and frequency drift at MP
i, respectively. Assume that MP i and j are synchronized after receiving a common 
beacon. Then the time skew in the next beacon interval between them is ΔXij = xi(t) - xj(t) 
- ai – aj, where t is a beacon interval and xi(t) and xj(t) are clock error of oscillators at MP 
i and j, respectively. Obviously, 
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1
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From the measurement reported in [70], as long as the beacon interval t is within a range 
(eg. t < 100 s), the second term is negligible. Under this condition, the equation be-
comes: 

)()( ttbbX jiij εΔ+×−=Δ

bi and bj are physical frequency offsets and can not be changed. However, when 
scheduling a new TDMA frame, a variable di can be used by an MP to compensate for 
the clock drift. Figure 3-20 illustrates the scheme. X-axis is a standard time – Coordi-
nated Universal Time (UTC) time, while y-axis shows the MP clock reading. The ideal 
clock exhibits a slope of one. MP i is a fast clock MP with bi > 0, while MP j is a slow 
clock MP with bj < 0. At the time instant t1, the time skew is ΔXij = (bi - bj) × t1. Given 
that the compensation factor di and dj are used to schedule the new TDMA frame since at 
t2, the time skew is ΔXij = (bi + di - bj - dj) × (t2 - t1), which value is much smaller than that 
at t1. 

The adjustment of di is divided into two phases: the fast compensation and slow com-
pensation phases. After the second phase, di will not be changed anymore. In consumer 
applications, the drift rates bi are between 1 ppm and 100 ppm [62]. The adjusting 
principles are based on the relation shown in Eq. (3.13). After the compensation, the bi + 
di is close to bj + dj. 

The following pseudo code specifies how to calculate di for the fast and slow compen-
sation phases: 

When TSYN  < Ti
n < Tslow (Fast compensation phase): 

If ΔSTRLi
n > max(tij),          then di = di +5 ppm 

Else if ΔSTRLi
n > 2 × max(tij)/3,   then di = di +2 ppm 

Else if ΔSTRLi
n < - 2 × max(tij)/3,  then di = di -2 ppm 

(3.19)
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Else if ΔSTRLi
n < - max(tij),        then di = di -5 ppm 

When Tslow < Ti
n < Tadj (Slow compensation phase): 

If ΔSTRLi
n > max(tij),          then di = di +2 ppm 

Else if ΔSTRLi
n > 2 × max(tij)/3,   then di = di +1 ppm 

Else if ΔSTRLi
n < - 2 × max(tij)/3,  then di = di -1 ppm 

Else if ΔSTRLi
n < - max(tij),        then di = di -2 ppm

3.2.13.7 Synchronization in Multi-hop Networks 

In SYNC state, MPs that receive a valid beacon shall reset their T2 timer. When a beacon 
is sent out in the ACH, the highly eliminating prioritized access mechanism guarantees 
that one beacon can be sent out only per beacon interval even under heavy load. As 
introduced in 3.2.13.4.1, an MP shall cancel its pending beacon transmission as long as 
it receives a valid one. Therefore in an area where MPs are in mutual transmit range, 
there is only one beacon in a T2 timer interval. If an MP receives more than 2 beacons in 
a T2 timer interval, the MP shall realize that it is in an overlap area of more than two 
transmission neighborhoods. Figure 3-21 shows two examples. MP 2, 3 and 4 in 
graph a), and MP 2, 3, 5 and 6 in graph b) are in overlap areas. In graph a) when MP 1 
and 3 transmit their beacons in a beacon interval, MP 2 can receive beacons twice. In 
graph b), MP 3 receives beacons three times in a beacon interval if MP 2, 5 and 6 happen 
to transmit a beacon during a beacon interval. When an MP in an overlap area transmits 
beacons, the MPs, nearby but not that in the mutual transmission range, can receive the 
beacons: For instance in graph a), when MP 2 transmits a beacon, both MP 1 and 3 can 
hear. If MPs in overlap area transmit beacons more frequently than others, MPs in dif-
ferent transmission neighborhoods can be kept synchronized. In graph a), MP 1 and 5 

                            
                  a)                                              b) 

Figure 3-21. Synchronization in multi-hop networks.
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are 4 hops away. If the start times of their TDMA frames are not aligned over a period, 
saying 10 beacon intervals, they may get out of synchronization with each other as 
suggested by Eq. (3.19). If so, the channel utilization knowledge established in MPs 1 to 
5 is no longer valid. However, if beacons are mostly transmitted by MP 2, 3 and 4, MP 1 
and 5 can be kept synchronized since they follow the beacon frame information from 
MP 2 and 4, leading to a relatively shorter beacon period in a multi-hop network. The 
similar situation happens in graph b), which network covers a wider area. 

There are two means for an MP to change its frequency to transmit beacon:  

The first one is to divide BTW into n smaller windows, i.e. n levels for setting beacon 
generation timers: [BTS, BTS + BTW ×(1/n)-1], [BTS + BTW ×(1/n), BTS + BTW×(2/n) 
-1], … [BTS + BTW ×(n-1)/n, BTS + BTW -1]. All MPs start from the lowest level, i.e. the 
last one. In case an MP receives multiple beacons in a period of (BTS+ BTW) × PTDMA for 
more than a specified frame duration, it shall upgrade the window level by 1 for in-
creasing the beacon transmit frequency. On the contrary, when an MP continuously 
transmits beacons exceeding a predefined number, it shall degrade the window level by 
1 for reducing the beacon transmit frequency. This allows that other MPs also have 
chance to transmit beacons. Otherwise, the clock drift compensation algorithm (see 
Section 3.2.13.6.3), which requires mutual beacon exchange between adjacent MPs, 
may not take effect. 

The second rule is to take advantage of the channel access scheme: 2n FEPCLs used for 
contending in the FEP of the ACH are grouped into K equal sized non-overlapping 
CNGs. An MP adapts its beacon frequency sending level by adjusting the CNG used for 
contention: when it needs to increase the frequency to send out beacons, it chooses a 
higher level CNG, or chooses a lower level CNG in case it wants to decrease the fre-
quency. 

The combined use of the two approaches offers a high flexibility.  

The synchronization algorithm described above has been evaluated and the concept is 
proven valid, see Section 5.2. 

3.3 Radio Link Control Protocol (RLCP) 

3.3.1 Service Modes 

RLCP offers one-hop transmission services on the top of MACP. The services are im-
plemented between peer-to-peer entities. There are two service modes: Unacknow-
ledged Mode (UM) for connectionless point-to-point, multicast and broadcast applica-
tions, and Acknowledged Mode (AM) for reliable point-to-point applications. A selec-
tive repeat automatic request (SR-ARQ) protocol is a key component of AM, offering 
the error and flow control. 
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3.3.1.1 UM 

Figure 3-22a illustrates the data delivery process between two UM entities over the 
radio. The transmission entity segments a received LLC PDUs into smaller RPDUs, and 
puts each of them into the transmission buffer after adding a RPDU header. On receiving 
RPDUs, the receiving UM entity removes RPDU headers, reassembles them into LLC 
RPUs and passes the LLC PDUs to the LLC layer. 

3.3.1.2 AM 

Figure 3-22b shows the data delivery process between two AM entities over the radio. 
The transmitting AM entity segments an upcoming LLC PDUs into smaller RPDUs, and 
puts each of them into the transmission buffer after adding a RPDU header. On receiving 
RPDUs, the receiving AM entity removes the RPDU headers, reassembles them into 
LLC RPUs and passes the LLC PDUs to the LLC layer. The transmission control 
module at the transmitting entity transmits data packets to the receiving control module 
at the receiving entity on the forward link, and the receiving control module sends re-
ceiving status reports to the transmission control modules on the backwards link. Owing 
to the on-demand-TDD turnaround feature offered by MACP, transmissions on the 
forward link and backwards link can be in a single TCH. The error and flow control is 
implemented by negotiation between two control modules. 
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Figure 3-22. UM and AM services mode. 
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3.3.1.3 Allocation of Service Entities 

RLCP manages the allocation of service entities for performing the UM or AM services. 
The peer-to-peer service entities need to establish service links before transmissions. A 
service link is defined as a logical path within one-hop which is used to transmit RPDUs 
between a pair of peer-to-peer service entities. It runs on the top of a link established 
between two peer-to-peer MACP entities. The definition of the link is given in Section 
3.2.3. Service links between two RLCP entities share a link by multiplexing RPDUs as 
introduced in Section 3.2.7. Figure 3-23 shows their relation. It should be noted that 
each MP maintains one RLCP entity and one MACP entity, whilst a RLCP entity may 
maintain a number of service entities at a time. 

A service entity is allocated according to the destination, service mode and QoS re-
quirement. A service link identifier (S-link_ID), which is unique between a transmission 
pair, is assigned to each service entity. It is used to identify a service entity together with 
the destination identifier (Des_ID) in a RLCP entity. Data RPDUs with the same traffic 
type and Des_ID can share a service entity. However a traffic flow with a strict packet 
delay requirement, like a multi-hop real-time flow, may be allocated with an individual 
service entity. The parameters set for the service entity are suited for a quick delivery 
while guaranteeing a low PLR. 

As suggested in Table 2-1, in comparison with the video traffic, the voice traffic requires 
low packet delay but it tolerates a relatively high PLR: The tolerable PLR of voice 
traffic is 6%. Therefore, the service entity for the single-hop voice traffic can be the UM 
entity if the channel condition is good enough. Let PER be the one-hop packet error ratio 
(PER), Nhop be the number of hops. The end-to-end PLR of a Nhop flow under the UM is: 

hopNPERPLR )1(1 −−=

Given that the one-hop PER of voice flows is 2.5%, the end-to-end PLRs after 2 and 3 
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Figure 3-23. Allocation of service entities. 
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hop relaying are 4.94%, 7.31%, respectively. Hence, to ensure a low end-to-end PLR, a 
voice flow that needs to be relayed should be transmitted under the AM in each one-hop 
link. Unlike the voice traffic, the video traffic has extremely high PLR requirements but 
relatively low delay requirements, see Table 2-1. Therefore, a video flow should be 
transmitted under the AM no matter whether its final destination is single-hop or 
multi-hop away. TCP traffic is non-real-time traffic, but it requires zero PLR. Accord-
ingly, a TCP flow should be transmitted under the AM even if it is a single-hop flow.  

Figure 3-23 shows an example. Two service links are established between MP1 and 
MP2. Each is used by a pair of peer-to-peer service entities at the RLCP sub-layer: one 
under the UM and another under the AM. The two service links run on top of the un-
derlying link established at the MACP sub-layer. Each service entity is uniquely iden-
tified by the combination of the S-link_ID and Des_ID. MP1 and 2 are in a mesh en-
vironment aiming at being able to perform multi-hop operation. They also maintain 
other RLCP service entities whose peer entities are in MP3 and 4, respectively. 

3.3.2 Error Control and Flow Control 

3.3.2.1 General 

Error control schemes include Automatic Request (ARQ) and Forward Error Correction 
(FEC). In FEC, each packet is transmitted with appended redundant bits in the forward 
channel. The redundant bits help to recover the erroneous bits. The packet delay 
achieved by using FEC is smaller than using ARQ. However, the FEC overhead is fixed 
and not adaptable to the channel conditions. It can be implemented in the PHY layer or 
application layer but is not considered in the link layer. 

Unlike FEC schemes, the transmission efficiencies of ARQ schemes adapt to the 
channel conditions. A better channel condition shall lead to a higher efficiency. There 
are three basic types of ARQ schemes. The Selective Repeat Automatic Request 
(SR-ARQ) protocol is known by its high transmission efficiency in comparison with the 
Stop-and-Wait (SW) and Go-Back-N (GBN). However, the high efficiency is achieved 
at the costs of high complexity, high buffer consumption and high delay and jitter that 
packets experience. The SW is the simplest and least efficient ARQ. But its delay and 
jitter performance is the best. The GBN-ARQ is in the middle of the SW-ARQ and 
SR-ARQ in all above mentioned fields. In lots of applications, the GBN is a good 
compromise. 

In a SR-ARQ system, the transmitter maintains a retransmission buffer while the re-
ceiver maintains a receiving buffer. Each transmitted packet at the transmitter is put 
into the retransmission buffer waiting for the acknowledgement after transmission. 
Driven by the ARQ protocol, the receiver sends status report packets back to the 
transmitter from time to time. On reception of a status report packet, the transmitter 
removes the acknowledged packets from the retransmission buffer while it retransmits 
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the others. Different with SW and GBN schemes, the retransmitted packets are not 
continuous in sequence number and the receiver must reassemble packets to deliver in 
sequence to its upper layer. 

The acknowledgement mechanism plays a crucial role in a SR-ARQ protocol for 
achieving high transmission efficiency. The major acknowledgement approaches are: 

1) Periodical polling – set a timer at the transmitter side. On the expiration of the 
timer, the transmitter sends a poll either by a dedicated packet or piggyback with a 
data packet to the receiver. The receiver sends a status report back to the transmit-
ter on receiving the poll.

2) Periodical status report – set a timer at the receiver side. On the expiration of the 
timer, the receiver sends a status report back to the transmitter.   

3) Window based polling – when the transmitting window is approaching its upper 
bound, the transmitter sends a poll. 

4) Polling on every sending a predefined number of packets – once the number of 
sent packets are over the predefined threshold, the transmitter sends a poll. The 
number might depend on the size of a TCP packet fragmented into LLC packets, 
known at the transmitter.

5) Status report on every receiving a predefined number of packets – once the 
number of received packets is over the predefined threshold, the receiver sends a 
status report.

6) Polling with last packet in buffer – the transmitter sends a poll piggyback with 
the last data packet in the transmission buffer.

7) Polling with last packet in retransmission buffer –the transmitter sends a poll 
piggyback with the last data packet in the retransmission buffer. 

3.3.2.2 A SR-ARQ Protocol Utilizing On-demand-TDD TCH Turnaround 

A window based SR-ARQ is designed to perform the error and flow control for one-hop 
transmissions under the AM. It is built up by taking advantage of the on-demand-TDD 
turnaround feature offered by MACP. The key parameters of an ARQ entity can be set in 
favor of achieving high throughput, or low delay or low buffer consumption. With a 
right setting, the SR-ARQ protocol can be reduced to a SW or GNB like protocol 
aiming at low packet delay, low buffer consumption and low complexity while ensur-
ing an adequate throughput. 

The acknowledgement mechanisms listed above have their pro and con. Mechanism 1) 
and 2) are generally applicable: The correct completion of a status report in 1) requires 
that a poll packet and its triggered status report packet are correctly delivered over the 
lossy medium, whilst mechanism 2) only requires that a status report packet is cor-
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rectly delivered. Therefore, if the backwards channel is always available, 2) is better 
than 1) in terms of efficiency. The transmission efficiency in mechanism 4) and 5) be-
comes low if the thresholds there are set small. But if the thresholds are too big, in 
case traffic comes intermittently, the jitter and delay shall be quite large, unacceptable 
for a QoS delivery. The approaches 3, 6 and 7 are auxiliary mechanisms. 

Timely report of the receipt situation is important in an ARQ protocol. Without status 
reports, a transmitter has no way to determine whether to transmit new packets or to 
retransmit cached packets, and the transmission efficiency shall be low. In MDCF, 
TCHs used to transmit MPDUs by adjacent MPs may be in hang-on state or forced 
released as introduced in Section 3.2.9. When two peer-to-peer transmission entities 
generate a poll or a status report RPDU, they may have no reserved TCHs to transmit 
the control packet, and first need to contend with adjacent MPs to reserve a TCH be-
fore transmitting the control packet on the TCH. The access time clearly increases with 
the number of contending MPs. As a consequence, status reports may be substantially 
delayed, causing low transmission efficiency. This, apparently, must be avoided under 
MDCF. 

MACP implements the on-demand-TDD TCH turnaround. When an MP transmission 
pair has reserved a TCH for use, status reports can be quickly delivered back to the 
transmitter in TDD mode of operation. An efficient acknowledgement mechanism is 
proposed for the SR-ARQ in MDCF by combining mechanism 4) and 5): 

1) The ARQ transmitting entity sends a poll piggybacked to a data RPDU when the 
number of sent data RPDU exceeds a predefined threshold. The threshold is set 
according to the type of traffic. The transmit counter is reset after polling. On re-
ception of a poll, the receiving entity sends back a status report RPDU back 
without delay. 

2) The ARQ transmitting entity sets a timer when the retransmit and transmit buffers 
are being occupied. The timer is reset whenever a status report is received and the 
retransmit buffer is emptied. On the expiration of the timer, the transmitting entity 
sends a poll either by a dedicated RPDU or piggybacked to a data RPDU if avail-
able. The value of timer should be a bit longer than the equivalent frame period of 
sending a poll using the first method. A receive MP needs to contend to reserve a 
TCH to transmit a RPDU with the poll bit set in case the previously reserved TCH 
has been released. 

The polling threshold used to compare with the counted number of sent packets should 
be a small value. Because a smaller value guarantees with high probability that a poll 
request can piggybacked to a data RPDU and be transmitted before a TCHs is released. 
This setting leads to relative low transmission efficiency since the overhead is substan-
tial. However, the level of the degraded efficiency caused by this is controllable and 
much smaller than that caused by contending for channel access to reserve a TCH for 
transmitting control RPDUs. 
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Figure 3-24 illustrates the scheme. In this example, the transmitting entity polls on 
every sending 4 RPDUs. In the left hand graph, the transmitter entity sends a poll pig-
gyback with the fourth RPDU. And the ARQ receiving entity sends a status RPDU 
back immediately. As a result, the status RPDU arrives at the transmitting entity in the 
next TDMA frame. The arrival of the status RPDU causes the reset of the scheduled 
poll timer. In the middle graph, the fourth data RPDU carrying the poll request is as-
sumed lost. The scheduled polling timer at the transmitting entity expires since it re-
ceives no status report in the next TDMA frame. On expiration of the timer, a Poll 
RPDU is sent. The transmitting MACP entity may need to contend for channel access 
to reserve a TCH if it has not TCH for use at the time. On receiving the poll, the re-
ceiving entity sends a status report back immediately on the reserved TCH. In the right 
hand graph, the status RPDU is lost during transmission. On expiration of the polling 
timer, a Poll RPDU is sent as in the middle graph. 

3.3.2.3 Determination of Key ARQ Parameters for Specific Scenarios 

MDCF is intended to support a wide range of applications in different scenarios hav-
ing different requirements on using the ARQ protocol. In lots of scenarios, obtaining 
high throughput is the main target, while the major concern of some applications, like 
when delivering real-time services, is to achieve low packet delay and low jitter. Be-
sides those, low buffer consumption and low implementation complexity is of concern 
for some applications. The designed SR-ARQ protocol can be tuned suitable for spe-
cific scenarios by changing the following parameters: the number of TCHs for use, 
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Figure 3-24. Status report mechanism of the SR-ARQ by takes advantage of the on-demand-TDD turn-
around provided by MACP. A Poll RPDU (or Data RPDU + Poll) and its Status RPDU can be transmitted 
in the same TCH subsequently without a need to contend for channel access.
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poll threshold of sent RPDUs, poll timer period and window sizes. 

Let PER be the packet error ratio; PTDMA the time period of a TDMA frame (unit: μs), 
LRPDU be the length of RPDUs in bytes; THo

AM be the one-hop SR-ARQ throughput; PT

be the threshold of the number of sent RPDUs that triggers to send a poll; TP be the value 
of the polling timer; WINt and WINr be the transmit and receive window size, respec-
tively.  

Assume that the transmitting entity always has RPDUs to transmit and nTCH TCHs are 
used for transmission. Figure 3-7 shows an example of the on-demand-TDD turnaround 
where a receiving MP completes to request the TDD turnaround on a TCH and returns 
the right to transmit on the TCH to the partner MP after two TDMA frames. This is an 
optimal case. Let NTDD denote the number of TDMA frames needed to complete a 
process of sending a status RPDU on a TCH and returning the right to transmit on the 
TCH to the partner MP when using on-demand-TDD turnaround. NTDD is configurable 
and its minimal value is 2 TDMA frame like in Figure 3-7.  

From the definitions, it is clear that after every sending of PT data RPDUs on nTCH TCH 
slots (equal to PT / nTCH TDMA frames), NTDD TDMA frames on a TCH slot shall be used 
for completing a status report. Obviously, in PT /nTCH + NTDD TDMA frames, there are 
altogether (PT /nTCH + NTDD) × nTCH TCH slots, NTDD of which are control overhead used 
for sending a status report. Given no packet is lost during transmission, then the highest 
transmission efficiency is [PT + (nTCH - 1) × NTDD] / (PT + nTCH × NTDD). The 
on-demand-TDD feature makes the SR-ARQ protocol operate in a slotted system since 
both data and acknowledgement packets are transmitted on reserved TCHs without a 
need to contend for channel access to gain a transmission chance. Therefore THo

AM can 
be computed by the formula suggested in [71]: 
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Note in practice, PT is about 3 ~ 6 times of NTDD, accordingly [PT + (nTCH - 1) × NTDD] / 
(PT + nTCH × NTDD) is close to 0.85 (more or less). Hence Eq. (3.21) can be reduced to: 
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As analyzed before, the buffer consumption at each side is highly dependent on the 
window size at it. Obviously, we have: 

TT PWIN ≥

Tr PWIN ≥

Let TAck be the acknowledgement period (unit: TDMA frames), p(n) be the probability 
that a data RPDU is successfully transmitted at the nth retransmission, RMax the maxi-
mal retransmission time, and DO

AM be the mean one-hop packet delay (unit: ms) under 
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AM. The one-hop mean delay then can be derived: 
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From the definition, we have TAck = PT /nTCH. Thus: 
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The polling timer is used in the transmitter to resend a poll timely in case that the last 
data RPDU with the poll request or status RPDU was lost. The period TP should meet: 
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Eqs. (3.21) – (3.25) quantify the behaviors of the designed SR-ARQ protocol. From the 
equations, it can be seen that a higher value of the polling timer PT requires a larger 
buffer size (Eq. (3.23)), leading to a higher throughput (Eq. (3.21)) and also to a longer 
packet delay (Eq. (3.24)). Using multiple nTCH in parallel for a link helps to improve 
both the throughput and delay performances. The key ARQ parameters suited for a 
specific application can be determined from these equations. 

3.3.3 RLCP Transmission Processes 

This section describes the transmission processes between peer service entities in RLCP. 
A RLCP transmission takes place only after a service link is established between two 
peer service entities. Establishment of a service link requires that an agreement is 
reached between two peer RLCP entities responsible for allocating service entities in 
their buffers used for the RLCP transmission. The way to allocate service entities is 
introduced in Section 0. Afterwards, the peer service entities exchange RPDUs via the 
service link as shown in Figure 3-23.  

A service link is a logical link running on top of a link established between two MACP 
entities. A service link exist is irrespective of whether there are reserved TCHs for its 
underlying link. For instance, owing to the bursty nature of some traffic source, a pair of 
service entities does not have RPDUs to exchange for some interval time. Consequently, 
the reserved TCHs for the underlying link shall be released on the expiration of the 
hang-on time. However, the service link and related service entities still exist. They 
perform the transmission service as long as new RPDUs arrive. 

(3.24)

(3.25)
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Figure 3-25 describes the RLCP transmission processes. The MACP management enti-
ties (MPME) primitives are used to exchange information between a RLCP entity and it 
MACP entity in an MP. The symbol MPME_xx is used to denote a specific primitive. 
The specification describes what has been investigated in the simulation study in 
Chapter 5. 

3.3.3.1 Service Link Setup 

3.3.3.1.1 Single hop transmissions 

On reception of a request packet from the LLC layer or Routing & Security sub-layer, a 
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Figure 3-25. RLCP transmission processes. 
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RLCP entity shall check whether a corresponding service entity has been allocated. If no 
proper service entity is found, the RLCP entity shall initiate the service link setup 
process with the intended peer RLCP entity. Note the allocation of a service entity needs 
to consider the traffic type and destination as explained in Section 0.  

The requesting RLCP entity sends the primitive MPME_LinkSetup.request (S_ID, 
ND_ID, FD_ID, S-Link_ID, LinkSetupReq RPDU) to its MACP entity. The S-link_ID 
is a proposed service link identifier (ID) which is an integer and should be unique be-
tween a pair of peer RLCP entities. The fields of S_ID, ND_ID, FD_ID and LinkSet-
upReq RPDU denote the source MP ID, next hop destination MP ID, final destination 
MP ID and the control RPDU for the service link setup, respectively. The LinkSetupReq 
RPDU contains QoS related parameters of the requested traffic and a list of proposed 
TCHs for use. On the reception of the primitive, the MACP entity generates a Link-
SetupReq MPDU carrying the LinkSetupReq RPDU, and contends for channel access to 

RLCP

MP A

RLCP RLCP RLCP

MP B MP C MP D

Service link setup request
(S_ID: A,     ND_ID: B,
 FD_ID: D,  S-link_ID:1, 
 LinkSetupReq RPDU)

CAC

Service link setup request
(S_ID: B,     ND_ID: C,
 FD_ID: D,  S-link_ID:5 
 LinkSetupReq RPDU)

CAC

CAC

Service link setup request
(S_ID: C,     ND_ID: D,
 FD_ID: D,  S-link_ID:2 
 LinkSetupReq RPDU)

Request confirmed

(S_ID: C,     ND_ID: D,
 FD_ID: D,  S-link_ID:2)

(S_ID: B,     ND_ID: C,
 FD_ID: D,  S-link_ID:5)

(S_ID: A,     ND_ID: B,
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(Congestion station: C
 LinkSetupFail RPDU)

Figure 3-26. Setup of service links for a multi-hop transmission. 
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transmit the MPDU in the TP of the ACH. On reception of the MPDU, the receiving 
MACP entity notifies its RLCP entity via the primitive MPME_LinkSetup.indication 
(S_ID, ND_ID, FD_ID, S-Link_ID, LinkSetupReq RPDU). The CAC module in the 
requested RLCP entity shall evaluate whether to accept the link setup request by con-
sidering: 

1) Whether the available resources can satisfy the requested QoS delivery.  

2) Whether the establishment of the service link will corrupt the QoS of existing 
service links.  

The CAC is performed in a fully distributed manner. Section 3.3.4.2 gives a detailed 
description. In case that the request is admitted and the ND_ID and FD_ID are same, the 
RLCP entity shall allocate a service entity in its buffer with the parameters suggested by 
the requesting entity. At the same time it informs its MACP entity via the primitive 
MPME_LinkSetup.respond (S_ID, ND_ID, FD_ID, S-Link_ID, granted TCH seq.). 
The field of the granted TCH seq. describes the sequence numbers of the accepted TCHs 
for use. Then the MACP entity shall transmit SVBs on the ECHs related to the TCHs 
informed in the primitive. 

Upon receiving SVBs, the transmitting MACP entity generates a primitive 
MPME_LinkSetup.confirm (S_ID, ND_ID, FD_ID, S-Link_ID, granted TCH Seq.) and 
passes it to the requested RLCP entity. The information of granted TCHs is obtained at 
the transmitter side by observing the SVBs. On reception of the confirmation primitive, 
the RLCP entity allocates a service entity and is ready for transmission. 

3.3.3.1.2 Multi-hop transmissions 

The establishment of a sequence of service links for a multi-hop transmission needs 
consents of all the MPs along a multi-hop route. Figure 3-26 illustrates the process. MP 
A wants to initiate a real-time transmission to MP D. MP B and C are selected as re-
laying MPs. MP A sends a service link request packet to B. Note the combination of the 
ND_ID and S-Link_ID should be unique between two peer RLCP entities. On reception 
of the request, B performs the CAC check. If the request is admitted by B, it generates a 
service link setup request packet with the modified addresses on the received one from 
A, and sends it to C. C performs the CAC at its location upon receiving the request. If 
the request is not permitted, C sends a LinkSetupFail RPDU back to B to report its 
congestion situation. On the contrary, if the request is granted, C generates a service link 
setup request packet and sends it to D. MP D is the final destination where the packet 
fields ND_ID and FD_ID are same. Like in previous MPs, D performs the CAC check. 
If the request is admitted, it allocates a service entity following the information specified 
in the requested packet. Then it notifies C of the request confirmation using the way 
introduced in the last part. On reception of the request confirmation, C allocates a ser-
vice entity in its buffer and notifies B of the request confirmation. B performs the same 
actions as in C. Upon receiving the request confirmation, A allocates a service entity in 
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its RLCP entity. Until now, the establishment of the four service links for the multi-hop 
transmission is completed. 

On reception of a LinkSetupFail RPDU, a RLCP indicates the congestion situation to its 
Routing & Security sub-layer. The routing algorithm shall perform the congestion 
control, refresh the state of its routing table, and search for an alternate route. 

3.3.3.2 Data Delivery 

After a service link for a specific traffic flow is established, the data delivery can be 
performed between two peer service entities. Assume that at least one TCH has been 
reserved for use at the underlying link. As illustrated in Figure 3-25, whenever the 
transmitting service has a data RPDU destined to its partner, it sends the primitive 
MPME_Data.request (S_ID, ND_ID, S-Link_ID, data RPDU) to its MACP entity. The 
data RPDU is contained in the primitive. In response to the request, the MACP entity 
generates a Type 1 Date MPDU by adding an MPDU header in front of the data RPDU, 
and then transmits it on the reserved TCHs. On reception of the Data MPDU, the re-
ceiving MACP entity takes out the contained data RPDU and uses it to generate the 
primitive MPME_Data.indication (S_ID, ND_ID, S-Link_ID, Data RPDU). Then it 
indicates the primitive to its RLCP entity. Upon receiving the primitive, the RLCP entity 
shall locate the intended service entity by checking the S_ID and S-Link_ID. As stated 
before, the combination of the S-Link_ID and destination ID uniquely identifies a ser-
vice entity. After locating the service entity, the receiving RLCP entity passes the data 
RPDU to it. And the service entity shall process the packet in its buffer. 

3.3.3.3 TCH Reservation Request 

As stated before, the reserved TCHs might be released even though service entities in a 
RLCP entity still exist and new Data RPDU may arrive. When new data RPDUs come, 
in case that a RLCP entity finds no reserved TCHs for transmission or the number of the 
reserved TCHs cannot satisfy the QoS delivery, it shall initiate the TCH request process. 
The process is described in Figure 3-25. It is quite similar with the service link setup 
process. Those two processes differ in the CAC check in RLCP to handle a request. On 
reception of a TCH reservation request, a receiving RLCP entity shall grant the request 
as long as it finds free TCHs agreed with the requesting entity. Section 3.3.4.2 presents 
the details. 

3.3.3.4 Adaptation of ARQ Parameters during Operation 

As described in Section 0, the key ARQ parameters, like the poll threshold of sent 
RPDUs, poll timer period, transmission window size and receiving window size, have 
a great impact on the traffic performance. A pair of AM service entities can adjust 
those parameters during transmission adapted to the network load situation, for 
achieving a desired performance. The AM service entity, wishing to initiate the process 
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of adjusting ARQ parameters, transmits an ARQParReq RPDU to its partner. On re-
ception of the RPDU, the peer service entity shall change the parameters following the 
description specified in the RPDU, and then reply with an ARQParRes RPDU to the 
peer entity. On receiving the ARQParRes RPDU, the requesting service entity changes 
its own parameters. 

3.3.4 Radio Resource Control (RRC) 

RRC is very important for exploiting the channel capacity in an MDCF mesh network. It 
serves to efficiently utilize TCH slots, including the resource request, call admission 
control (CAC), resource control during transmission and TCH release. Following defi-
nitions are used in this section. 

B(RL): The burstiness of a traffic flow (ratio of RLP to RLM).

min(a, b): Return the minimal value of a and b.

LRPDU: The length of RPDUs in bytes.

Num(RLP), Num(RLM) : The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame needed to transmit a 
traffic flow without causing much queue delay when the flow operates at {peak, mean} 
rate.  

Num(RQTCH): The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame requested by an MP. 

Num(G): The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame granted to an MP. 

Num(NeedTCH): The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame needed by the requesting MP 
for transmission with its intended MP. It is calculated from the number of pending 
RPDUs in the transmit buffer and the number of TCHs in use with the partner MP. 

Num(Sum(ALM)), Num(Sum(MLM)): The sum of number of TCHs needed to transmit 
all real-time traffic flows which are generated or relayed at (all the one-hop adjacent 
MPs of the requesting MP, the requesting MP), when each of the flows operates at its 
mean rate. 

NUM(TCH): The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame. 

Num(TCHA), Num(TCHS): The number of (TCHA, TCHS).  

RLP, RLM: The (peak, mean) traffic load of a traffic flow. 

TCHA: Common free TCHs in a TDMA frame at both the requesting and requested 
MPs. 

TCHR, TCHS: Free TCHs in a TDMA frame observed by the (requested, requesting) 
MP. 
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3.3.4.1 Resource Request 

The one-hop Throughput under the AM is described in Eqs. (3.21) - (3.22). Let THo
UM

be the one-hop UM throughput. Similarly, assuming that an UM transmitting entity 
always has RPDUs for transmission and nTCH TCHs are used for transmission, we have: 
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Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.26) are derived based on the assumption that the transmitting 
entity always has RPDUs ready for transmission. But this is not true in reality. Because 
the mean interarrival time of RPDUs from a traffic flow may be longer than the period 
of a TDMA frame as described in Section 3.2.9.1. Therefore given nTCH TCHs used for 
transmission, the actual throughput for a specific traffic flow is smaller than that indi-
cated by Eq. (3.22) or Eq. (3.26). Let UT  ∈ [0, 1] be the TCH utilization factor. It is 
evident that the factor is dependent on the prespecified hang-on time, interarrival time of 
RPDUs from the flow relative to the period of a TDMA frame and the estimated packet 
multiplexing factor (see Section 3.2.9.1). 

Given that the mean rate and peak rate of a bursty traffic flow are RLm and RLP, re-
spectively, the TCHs in a TDMA frame needed for transmission can be derived from 
Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.26): 
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The PER in the above equation is an estimated packet loss ratio. The definitions of PT, 
NDD and LRPDU are given in Section 0. LRPDU is related to the PHY rate. Note that 
Num(RLm) and Num(RLP) are not integers but fractions. 

Resource requests are divided into two types: The first type of request is for establishing 
a service link between two peer service entities. The second type is for reserving one or 
more TCHs for an established service link. An MP shall carefully check whether the 

(3.26)

(3.27)
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available resource is sufficient to meet the QoS delivery before sending a request of first 
type, while when it intends to send a request of second type, it only checks whether free 
TCHs in a TDMA frame are available at the moment. Requests for different types of 
traffic are treated differently. 

The pseudo code in Figure 3-27 shows the resource request control algorithms. Lines 1 
– 10 describe the control algorithm when a request is needed for transmitting back-
ground or best effort MPDUs. It is applicable for controlling both the service link setup 
and TCH reservation requests. Only if the number of free TCHs in a TDMA frame 
observed by the requesting MP is over 20% of the amount of TCHs in a TDMA frame, 
the MP considers initiating a request (note that 20% is implementation dependent). This 

1    /* For background and best effort traffic:
2        (Applicable for both the service link setup request 
3        and TCH reservation request) */
4 
5    If        Num (TCH S) > 0.2 × NUM  (TCH)
6               Then   request the setup of a service link 
7                           or reservation of TCHs  
8                           and  Num (RQ TCH) = min (Num (NeedTCH),
9                                                                      Num (TCH A)-0.1× NUM  (TCH))
10  Else    quit the request process
11
12  /* For real-time traffic:
13     (Applicable for the service link setup request) */
14  
15  If         Num (RLM)+ Num (Sum (M LM))+Num (Sum (ALM)) > NUM  (TCH)
16              Then   quit the request process
17  Else if Num (RLP) + Num (Sum (M LM))+Num (Sum (ALM)) > NUM  (TCH)
18              and     B (RL) > 2 
19              Then   quit the request process
20  Else if Num (TCHs) > 0
21              Then request the setup of a service link
22                          and Num (RQ TCH)= min(Num (NeedTCH), Num (TCH S))
23
24 /*For real-time traffic:
25     (Applicable for the TCH reservation request) */
26
27  If          Num (TCH S) > 0 
28              Then   request the reservation of TCHs
29                          and Num (RQ TCH)= min (Num (NeedTCH), Num (TCH S))  
31  Else     quit the request process

Figure 3-27. Resource request control algorithms.
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is to prevent non-real-time traffic flows from using the TCHs when the TDMA frame 
capacity is approximately saturated. For the same reason, Num(RQTCH) is not bigger 
than 0.1× NUM(TCH). 

Lines 12 – 22 describes the algorithm for real-time traffic when an MP wishes to set up 
a service link with its partner. The MP checks whether the available resource, which is 
unused by the real-time flows in the one-hop neighborhood of the MP, are enough to 
satisfy the QoS delivery of requested traffic (lines 15-19). The checks also guarantee 
that the establishment of the service link shall not corrupt the QoS of the established 
real-time service links in the same neighborhood. If those checks are passed, as long as 
Num(TCHS) > 0, the request shall be initiated. The information of Num(Sum (LP)) and 
Num(Sum (LM)) are collected at an MP by monitoring MPDUs sent by others within a 
certain period. When an MP transmits an MPDU, it put information of its own sum of 
the real-time loads in the MPDU. Since the load is expressed as the number of needed 
TCHs in a TDMA frame, the bits used to carry the information are very limited. On 
reception of the request confirmation, the MP shall adjust Num(Sum(MLM)) += 
Num(RLM). 

Lines 24 – 31 show the algorithm when an MP wants to reserve TCHs for existing 
service links delivering real-time traffic. As long as Num(TCHS) > 0, the MP shall ini-
tiate a request. 

3.3.4.2 Call Admission Control (CAC) 

As introduced before, on reception of a service link setup or TCH Reservation request, 
the requested MP shall execute the CAC locally to evaluate whether to accept the re-
quest or not. An MP initiates the service link setup procedure when it has not established 
a service link with its intended partner. An MP transmission pair may release a reserved 
TCH for a number of reasons even when the service link still exists. On arrival of more 
RPDUs in a service entity at an MP when it has no or insufficient TCH capacity for use, 
it shall initiate the TCH Reservation request. Figure 3-28 shows the pseudo code de-
scribing the CAC alogrothm. 

A requested MP shall calculate TCHA on reception of a service link setup or TCH res-
ervation request (Line 1) in Figure 3-28. It will grant the request for background or best 
effort traffic as long as TCHA > 0 (lines 3 -10). A TCH used for background/best effort 
traffic may be forced released in high load. In case the request is for setting up a service 
link for real-time traffic, the CAC shall evaluate whether the QoS of requested traffic 
flow can be satisfied and the establishment of the link will corrupt the QoS of granted 
flows. Lines 12-28 describe the corresponding algorithm. Note that the Num(RLM) and 
Num(RLP) are calculated by Eq. (3.27) when an MP considers sending a request. When a 
requested MP receives a request for a multi-hop transmission, it shall double the re-
ceived Num(RLM) and Num(RLP) before applying the values into the calculations shown 
at lines 18-20. On reception of a request of TCH Reservation for real-time traffic, the 
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CAC grants the request as long as TCHA > 0 (lines 29-35). Let Num(RLM
n-hop) be the 

average number of TCHs in a TDMA frame needed for a n-hop real-time transmission. 
Given the spatial reuse distance is m hops, it can be derived that: 
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FRLmnMinRLNum
1
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Eq. (3.28) suggests that a multi-hop transmission consumes multiple radio resource 
compared to a single hop transmission. 

Figure 3-28. Call admission control. 

(3.28)
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3.3.4.3 Resource Control during Transmission 

During operation of one or more TCHs, one MP may wish to turnaround one TCH, or it 
may wish to initiate TCH reservation to reserve more TCHs. Some parameters are used 
in the algorithm shown in Figure 3-29 that applies to unicast links: 

NRPDU
r, NRPDU

T The number of pending real-time RPDUs destined to my partner; r = 
real-time, T = total 

NRPDU
P: The number of pending RPDUs of my partner. 

NTCH
P: The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame used by my partner for transmitting with 

me. 

NTCH
M: The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame used by me to transmit with my partner 

NTCH
F: The number of free TCHs in a TDMA frame observed by me 

Thr_i (1 <  i < 6): The threshold values, implementation dependent 

Variables NRPDU
r, NRPDU

T, NTCH
M and NTCH

F are maintained by each MP, whilst NTCH
P and

NRPDU
P are carried in data RPDUs. 

If an MP has zero NRPDU
T or its NTCH

M can satisfy the current needs, it quits the algorithm 
(lines 1-2). If it has no TCH for transmission but the number of its pending PPDUs < 
Thr_2 whilst NTCH

P > 0, then it requests TCH turnaround (lines 3-4). If its partner MP uses 
> 1 TCHs for transmitting and can handle its transmission with less TCHs, the MP shall 
request TCH turnaround of one TCH (lines 5-6). If the MP has pending real-time 
RPDUs and some free TCHs in a TDMA frame exist, it initiates TCH reservation (lines 
7-9). If the MP finds > Thr_5 free TCHs existing, if it has not enough TCHs for trans-
mitting its pending RPDUs, it shall initiate TCH reservation (lines 10-12). 

1      I f           N R P D U
T =  0  o r  (  N T C H

M  >  0  a n d  N R P D U
T / N T C H

M <  T h r_ 1 )
2                   T h e n   e x it
3      E ls e  I f    N T C H

M  =  0 a n d N T C H
P   >  0 a n d N R P D U

T  <  T h r _ 2  
4                   T h e n  re q u e s t O n -d e m a n d  T C H  T u rn a ro u n d
5      E ls e  if    N T C H

P  >  1 a n d N R P D U
P /  (N T C H

P  –  1 )  <  T h r_ 3
6                   T h e n  re q u e s t O n -d e m a n d  T C H  T u rn a ro u n d
7      E ls e  if    N T C H

F  >  0 a n d N R P D U
r > 0 a n d

8                   (  N T C H
M  =  0  o r  N R P D U

r  /  N T C H
M  > T h r _ 4 )

9                   T h e n  in it ia te  T C H  R e s e rv a t io n
1 0    E ls e  if    N T C H

F  >  T h r _ 5 a n d
1 1                 (N T C H

M  =  0  o r  N R P D U
T  /  N T C H

M > T h r_ 6 )
1 2                 T h e n  in it ia te  T C H  R e s e rv a tio n

Figure 3-29. Requesting on-demand-TDD or TCH reservation during transmission.
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3.3.4.4 Forced Release of TCHs 

One advantage of MDCF is that the short-term traffic situation in an area can be derived 
by an MP by monitoring the TCH usage. When an MP finds that the TCHs in a TDMA 
frame are close to be fully reserved at a time, it knows that the network is highly loaded. 
When this happens, the MP shall check whether it can forced release a reserved TCH in 
order to ensure that there are free TCHs in a TDMA frame available for forthcoming 
real-time traffic.  

The following definitions are extended from those given in Section 3.3.4.3: 

NRPDU
r(i): The number of pending real-time RPDUs destined to my adjacent MP i

NRPDU
T(i): The number of pending RPDUs destined to my my adjacent MP i

NTCH
M(i): The number of TCHs used by me for transmitting with my adjacent MP i

Sum(NTCH
M): The sum of number of TCHs used by me for transmitting 

Thr_1: A threshold, implementation dependent 

Figure 3-30 shows the algorithm for forced releasing a TCH. On detecting the free 
TCHs in a TDMA frame is less than a predefined threshold, an MP having reserved 
TCHs for use shall perform this algorithm (Line 1). In this example, the predefined 
threshold for judging the congestion situation is 10% of the number of the TCHs in a 
TDMA frame. It is implementation dependent. If the MP finds one of its reserved TCHs 
in the hang-on state, it releases the TCH and quits the algorithm (Lines 2-3). Otherwise, 
it checks its maintained links having reserved TCHs one by one. The MP evaluates 
whether it is able to timely deliver the pending real-time RPDUs with one reduced 
number of TCHs to a destination. If it finds more than one of those links, it shall choose 

1  I f       N T C H
F  <  0 .1  ×  N U M  ( T C H )  a n d   S u m ( N T C H

M ) > 0
2           T h e n   I f       f i n d  a  r e s e r v e d  T C H  i n  t h e  h a n g - o n  s t a t e
3                               T h e n  r e l e a s e  t h e  T C H
4                     E l s e    c h e c k  a l l  m a i n t a i n e d  s e r i v c e  l i n k s  o n e - b y - o n e
5                                I f     N T C H

M  ( i )  = = 1  a n d  N R P D U
r ( i )  = = 0

6                                       T h e n   A ( i ) = 0  
7                                                  B ( i ) = N R P D U

P ( i ) /  N T C H
M ( i )

8                                I f      N T C H
M  ( i )  > 1

9                                        T h e n   A ( i ) = N R P D U
r ( i ) /  ( N T C H

M ( i ) - 1 )
1 0                                                 B ( i ) = N R P D U

P ( i ) /  N T C H
M ( i )

1 1                   I f        f i n d  k  w h o s e  A ( k )  <  T h r _ 1   
1 2                              a n d B ( k )  i s  t h e  s m a l l e s t
1 3                              T h e n  r e l e a s e  a  T C H  i n  u s e  f o r
1 4                                        t r a n s m i s s i o n  w i t h  s t a t i o n  k

Figure 3-30. Forced release a TCH.
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one whose NRPDU
T(i)/NTCH

M(i) is the smallest, and release one TCH reserved for the link 
(Lines 4 -14). 

Upon forced releasing a TCH, an MP shall perform the algorithm again after a certain 
period when necessary. 

3.4 Mesh Routing and Security 
The Mesh Routing is responsible for discovering and maintaining the mesh topology, 
and determining the optimal route for packet delivery. The Security part is for securing 
information exchange between MPs over the shared medium. 

An MACF network is formed in a fully distributed manner. The mesh topology 
knowledge can be built up in the routing discovery stage of running a routing protocol at 
each MP. The mesh topology knowledge includes status and quality of mesh links be-
tween MPs. A routing protocol also takes care of the topology knowledge refreshment 
during operation. 

Routing protocols [74]-[78] have been extensively studied in the scope of Mobile Ad 
Hoc Networks (MANET) [73] working group in the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF). The mesh routing protocol used for MDCF networks can be any accepted 
MANET protocol or any recently proposed mesh routing scheme. Advanced routing 
protocols appear possible to realize when considering the special feature of MDCF, e.g. 
existence or non existence of TCHs for a given link. A route might be selected that has 
already reserved TCHs, compared to any other route. This might contribute to extent the 
lift time of TCHs and reduce overhead for reestablishment of TCHs. However, routing 
protocol development is out of scope of the thesis.

The IEEE 802.11i [20] security mechanisms have been well developed for the WLAN 
application. The mesh security for MDCF adopts the mechanisms including their future 
extensions.
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A WMN tends to be highly loaded, since multi-hop relaying increases traffic: An n-hop 
transmission leads to n times higher overall network traffic than a one-hop transmission. 
This also causes much more contention for channel access. Hence, how well MDCF 
handles the situation is of great interest. Besides this, as MDCF is a TDMA based pro-
tocol aiming at supporting QoS in mesh, it is of importance to find out the optimal frame 
parameter settings for achieving a high possible network throughput as well as a low 
possible end-to-end delay meeting QoS requirements. The above reasons motivate the 
analytical study presented here. 

This Chapter uses mathematical analysis to reveal the two key performances of MDCF: 
the elimination performance of the channel access scheme (Section 4.1) and the traffic 
performance of MDCF in mesh (Section 4.2). The traffic performance here means the 
throughput and end-to-end delay performance. To study the traffic performance of 
MDCF in mesh, a simple yet highly accurate analytical model is established based on 
the theory of queueing network [81]. The accuracy of the model is verified by simula-
tions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analytical model used to study the 
traffic performance of a specific system in mesh environments. After that, the impact of 
the key frame parameters on the results gained is investigated by using the model. Based 
on this, the optimal frame parameter settings accounting for supporting QoS in mesh can 
be precisely determined. 

4.1 Elimination Performance  

4.1.1 Background and Motivation 

As introduced, contention for channel access in a WMN is much more serious than that 
in a single hop network. To handle this and hence avoid collisions, the channel access 
scheme for WMNs should be highly eliminating, namely, ensuring only one winner in 
each contention even where a large number of MPs contend at the same time.  
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Channel access in MDCF is performed in the ACH, which consists of three phases: PP, 
FEP and TP. The PP is the prioritized contention phase in favor of high QoS level traffic, 
while the FEP is used to ensure a highly eliminating and fair channel access. Both the PP 
and FEP comprise a number of contention slots, in each of which a contending MP 
either transmits an AES or listens the channel. Figure 3-4 shows the structure of the 
ACH. A contention level is represented by a binary number whose bits correspond to the 
contention slots one by one. The higher a binary number, the higher a contention priority 
level. Section 3.2.2 describes the contention scheme in detail. The contention levels in 
the PP and FEP are called PPCLs and FEPCLs, respectively. The way to determine the 
PPCL at a contending MP is introduced in Section 3.2.2.2. This section focuses on 
studying the elimination performance of the channel access scheme. 

Let n denote the number of contention slots in the FEP. Obviously, the amount of 
FEPCLs is 2n. To implement a fair channel access, the amount of FEPCLs 2n is divided 
into K equal-size non-overlapping CNGs ordered as: [0, (2n /K) -1], [2n /K, (2 × 2n /K) 
-1], ..., [(K-1) × 2n /K, 2n -1]. The last one is the highest CNG. Each CNG contains 2n /K
contention levels. After winning the contention in the PP, a contending MP determines a 
CNG to select a FEPCL number. The fairness mechanism ensures that the more often an 
MP loses the contention, the higher CNG level it will use to select a FEPCL. Obviously, 
the more CNGs exist, the better the short term fairness performance would be. With a 
big K, an MP that lost a contention is able to stepwise increase its FEPCL as the number 
of lost contentions for the same packet. This enables an MP to win a future contention 
soon compared to MPs starting to contend later for a transmission via the ACH. How-
ever a big K results into a small 2n / K, the amount of contention levels in each CNG. If 2n

/ K is small, a good elimination performance cannot be guaranteed. The numbers n and 
K should be well selected so that a fair elimination can be ensured with a lowest possible 
overhead. 

4.1.2 Elimination Performance 

Suppose that N MPs contend at the same time with the same PPCL. Let p(N, n) be the 
probability of only one winner in the contention given the number of contention slots in 
the FEP is n. Assume that after a contending MP wins the contention in the PP, it ran-
domly select a FEPCL l ∈ [0, 2n -1] for the contention in the FEP. The probability that it 
wins the contention in the FEP over the other N-1 MPs is: p( L= l) × p( L<l )N-1, where 
p( L=l ) and p (L<l ) denote the probabilities that the FEPCL is equal to l and smaller 
than l, respectively, given l ∈ [0, 2n -1]. Obviously, p(N, n) is given by, 
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Inserting Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3) into Eq. (4.1) yields 
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Assume that N’ of N MPs generate their FEPCLs from the same CNG. Let p’(N’, n, K)
be the probability of only one winner in the contention given 1) the number of conten-
tion slots in the FEP is n and 2) the number of CNGs is K. Similarly, it can be derived:  
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Where the function Int(·) returns the integer of a value. 

As introduced in Chapter 3, when a contending MP wants to send beacons via the ACH 
it generates the FEPCL from [0, 2n -1], whilst for the other cases, it generates the FEPCL 
from a CNG ( the number of contention levels is 2n / K). Therefore, p(N, n) and p’(N’, n,
K) are the elimination probabilities of contending for sending beacons and other packets, 
respectively.  

The relation of p(N, n) and N is plotted in Figure 4-1. It is clear that n should be big 
enough to ensure a high elimination performance to avoid collision and hence the waste 
of the scare bandwidth. As to be seen from the graph, when N is 5 and the values of n are 
2, 3 and 4, respectively, the elimination probabilities are 0.4, 0.66 and 0.82. When N is 
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Figure 4-1. p(N, n) vs. N - the number of contending MPs with the same PPCL.
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increased to 15, the elimination probabilities are reduced to 0.05 (n = 2), 0.3 (n = 3) and 
0.58 (n = 4). However a slight increase of n results in significantly improving the 
elimination performance. Even if N is 30, when the values of n are 7 and 8, the elimi-
nation probabilities reach 0.88 and 0.95, respectively. Note that in TG “s” of the 802.11 
project, the working assumption for the maximum number N of MPs is 32. As shown in 
Table 4-1, we assume m = 2 as a reasonable assumption in this thesis.  

Figure 4-2 shows the relation of p’(N’, n, K) and N’. As indicated in Figure 4-2a & b, 
when N’ is 10 and the values of n are 7 and 8, in case K is 8, the elimination probabilities 
are 0.69 and 0.83, respectively. As N’ increases, the elimination performance decreases 
sharply: When N’ is 20, the elimination probabilities go down to 0.48 (n = 7, K = 8) and 
0.70 (n = 8, K = 8). The elimination performance can be improved at the cost of reducing 
K: When K is 3, in case N’ is 20, the elimination probabilities are 0.77 and 0.88 if the 
values of n are 7 and 8, respectively. As aforementioned, a small K cannot ensure a 
short-term fairness. In order to achieve a satisfactory short-term fairness performance 
while ensuring a high elimination performance in a middle-scale multi-hop network, n 
should be big enough. As shown in Figure 4-2c & d, when the values of n are 9 and 10, 
respectively, even if N’ = 40 and K=8, the elimination probabilities still reach 0.72 and 
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Figure 4-2. p’(N’,n, K) vs. N’ - the number of contending MPs in the same CNG.
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0.85. When N’ =100 and K = 8, in case that n is 10, the elimination probability is still 
around 0.65. 

It should be noted that in an MDCF multi-hop network, MPs contending with each other 
for channel access may spread up to 4 hops, see Section 3.2.5. Hence, to ensure a high 
elimination performance (p’(N’, n, K) > 0.9) in small scale mesh networks (like N < 32 
and N’ < 10), n can be 8 if K is smaller than 5. While for medium scale mesh networks 
(N ∈ [0, 50], N’ ∈ [0, 30]), n should be at least 9 or 10. This also allows that K can be 
over 6. 

4.2 Analysis of Traffic Performance in Mesh 

4.2.1 Related Work 

The study of throughput and delay performance of MDCF in mesh is the main concern 
of the Chapter. The throughput-delay characteristics of non- and p-persistent carrier 
sense multiple access (CSMA) are analyzed in [48] based on the renewal theory. Similar 
approaches are widely used to analyze the traffic performance of packet-oriented pro-
tocols. In [50], an analytical model is proposed to compute the single-hop saturation 
throughput of the 802.11 DCF, which is packet-oriented based on CSMA with collision 
avoidance (CA) with binary slotted exponential backoff. In the above mentioned 
packet-oriented systems, a station contends for channel access to gain a single packet 
transmission chance, different from MDCF where a TCH is reserved instead. Accord-
ingly, the analytical approaches proposed in those papers cannot be used here. The 
performance of TDMA-based cellular networks has been extensively analyzed like in 
[51]. The methods used there also cannot be borrowed since MDCF is distributed in 
nature for mesh networks, which is significantly different from the centralized protocols  
of cellular radio networks. This Section presents a simple yet highly accurate analytical 
model based on the theory of queueing network [81], [80], to study the traffic per-
formance of MDCF in both single-hop and mesh environments. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first analytical model used to study the traffic performance of a a 
TDMA based mesh network. 

4.2.2 System Model: Scenario and Assumptions 

Multi-hop mesh networks differ in topology from scenario to scenario. It is, therefore, 
difficult to develop an analytical model generally applicable for any multi-hop network 
topology. We focus here on the free space multi-hop scenario shown in Figure 4-3, 
where spatial reuse is impossible. It is worth noting that since MDCF is able to inhibit 
hidden stations in multi-hop environments (see Secion 3.2.5), the traffic performance of 
MDCF mesh networks with spatial channel reuse (like in indoor scenarios) is better than 
calculated for the scenario considered here. In this sense, this Section studies a worst 
case scenario. Moreover, the evaluation on the scenario provides an insight in the 
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multi-hop capability of MDCF. Based on that, the impacts of frame parameters are 
investigated, and the optimal frame settings can be determined.  

The analysis is split into two parts. First, we establish an open queueing network model 
to study the behavior of single-hop MDCF networks. Based on that, we then extend the 
model to study the performance of multi-hop MDCF networks. 

Figure 4-3 shows the network used for evaluation. The detailed description of the sce-
nario and the assumptions made for deriving the analytical model are as follows: 

1) MPs are in a free space area that is divided into four clusters: A, B, C and D. Only 
one, two, and three hop transmissions are under consideration. All MPs are iden-
tical in transmission and reception capabilities. Assuming that the carrier sense 
range is 2 times the transmission range, the spatial reuse distance is 4 hops away in 
a free space MDCF mesh network (see Secion 3.2.5). Hence, no spatial reuse is 
possible in this scenario. 

2) Each MP generates packet trains, all with the same QoS level. A packet train con-
tains g MPDUs, as shown in Figure 4-4. The MPDUs in a packet train are generated 
at the same time. All packet trains in a given scenario have the same number of 
MPDUs.  

3) The traffic source consists of a large number of MPs and stations associated in 
one-hop distance to an MP which collectively form an independent Poisson source 
with a mean packet train generation rate of λPT packet trains/s. Obviously the ag-
gregate mean MPDU generation rate λMPDU is gλPT. 

4) The number of ACH and TCHs in a TDMA frame is 1 and N, respectively.  

5) Channel access is assumed to be absolutely eliminative, with only one winner in 
each ACH contention. This is close to what is achieved in MDCF, see last Section. 

6) Transmissions are under the Unacknowledged Mode (UM). No packet is lost dur-
ing transmission. On-demand-TDD TCH turnaround (see Section 3.2.4) and packet 

Figure 4-3. Study scenario: a free space multi-hop network. 
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multiplex (see Section 3.2.7) are not enabled. 

7) The hang-on count is started on the completion of transmission of the last MPDU in 
a packet train on a TCH. The TCH is considered free on the expiration of the 
hang-on time, which is h TDMA frames and same at each MP. 

8) For simplicity, the evaluation scenarios are: a) all transmissions span single hop; b) 
all transmissions span two-hop; c) all transmissions span three-hop. 

4.2.3 Analytical Model 

4.2.3.1 Introduction of the Model 

We simply review a transmission process in MDCF assuming that only one TCH is 
needed for such a packet train: An MP having pending MPDUs checks whether there is 
a free TCH in a TDMA frame. If so, it contends in the ACH to reserve a TCH for 
transmission, or otherwise it waits until a free TCH appears. If the MP succeeds in an 
ACH contention, it thereafter transmits its g pending MPDUs on the reserved TCH. 
After that, the MP starts to hang on. On expiration of the hang-on time, the reserved 
TCH is freed. 

Unlike in 802.11 DCF [50] and with non- and p-persistent CSMA [48], the level of 
contention for channel access in MDCF does not contribute a significant load to the 
network since channel access is highly eliminative. The loss caused by collision is very 
small. Instead, the ratio of the average number of pending MPDUs at MPs to the 

Figure 4-4. A queueing model for single-hop MDCF networks. 
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hang-on time mostly affects the TCH utilization and in turn the achievable network 
throughput. However, the contention level impacts on the packet delay significantly: 
When contention in a network is heavy, only one ACH per TDMA frame may result in a 
bottleneck. When all TCHs in a TDMA frame are occupied, an MP wishing to transmit 
must wait until a free TCH appears. 

A model is proposed to simulate the above described transmission process: Use packet
trains (see Assumption 2) as input traffic to go through an open queueing network, 
which consists of 1 ACH queuing system and 1 TCH queueing system with N servers. 
The performance of a network can be characterized by the throughput and delay per-
formance of MPDUs, contained in packet trains. This model considers the impact of the 
contention level and the number of pending MPDUs for a TCH on the performance. 
Figure 4-4 shows the model for single-hop networks. It works as follows: 

MPs having pending packet trains first contend in the ACH if at least one free server in 
the TCH queueing system is available. In the following, we call the server ACH and 
TCH with its related queues, ACH queue and TCH queue, respectively. The ACH queue 
represents the number of pending packet trains waiting decentrally in the buffer of the 
MPs. Clearly, the arrival rate of packet trains to the ACH queue is a Poisson process 
with rate λPT packet trains/s. Since no collision happens in the TP of the ACH (As-
sumption 5), a packet train is served successfully per TDMA frame, i.e. the service rate 
of the ACH queue is 1 packet train/TDMA frame if free TCHs exist. However, the ACH 
queue stops handling packet trains if no free TCH is available. When this situation ever 
happens, the overall service rate of the ACH is below 1 packet train/TDMA frame. 
Based on above analysis, the ACH can be modeled as M/D/1 queue, whose service rate 
is dependent on the availability of at least one free server in the TCH queueing system. 

After being served by the ACH queue, a packet train is transferred into the TCH 
queueing system. Then, the arrival rate of packet trains to the TCH queueing system 
equals to λPT when λPT ≤ service rate of the ACH queue or otherwise the service rate of 
the ACH queue. Under Assumption 6, it is clear that the service rate of a TCH is 1 
packet train per g+ h TDMA frames: A TCH needs g TDMA frames to complete the 
service for a packet train. After that, the TCH starts to hang on h TDMA frames and will 
not serve for any MPDU before it is freed. Since the number of TCHs in a TDMA frame 
is N, clearly, those TCHs can be modeled as M/D/N queue.  

The following definitions are used: 

DM
j-hop: j-hop mean end-to-end MPDU delay, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} 

Di: End-to-end delay of the ith MPDU in a packet train, i ∈ [1, g] 

g: The number of MPDUs in a packet train 

h: The hang-on time of a TCH counted in number of TDMA frames 

max(x): Upper bound of an uncertain value x
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N: The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame 

PTDMA: The length of a TDMA frame in ms

QAcc
 j-hop: Access delay of a packet train at the jth hop. It is the sum of the service time and 

waiting time in the ACH queue 

TACH, TTCH, TECH: Duration of a (ACH, TCH, ECH) slot 

ThPT
j-hop, ThMPDU

j-hop, N(ThMPDU
j-hop): j-hop (packet train, MPDU, normalized MPDU) 

throughput, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} 

TTran: Transmission delay of an MPDU on a TCH 

Wi
TCH Waiting time of the ith MPDU in a packet train at a TCH, i ∈ [1, g] 

XACH: Service time of the ACH queue 

ρACH Utilization factor of the ACH server 

Λ: Time difference between the start of the ACH and start time of a TCH in a TDMA 
frame 

4.2.3.2 Performance Analysis of Single-hop Network 

From the queueing model shown in Figure 4-4, it is clear: 
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Assuming an MP wins an ACH contention at the nth TDMA frame, it shall transmit the 
first MPDU on a TCH in the (n+1)th TDMA frame. The term Λ reflects the time dif-
ferences between the start of the ACH and the start of a TCH in a TDMA frame that is 
randomly selected. Obviously, the waiting time Wi
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As the ACH can be modeled as M/D/1 queue, hence QAcc is given by [79]: 
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Transfer of a packet train (g MPDUs) on a TCH needs g+h TDMA frames (taking the 
hang-on time into account), whilst reservation of N TCHs to serve N packet trains in 
parallel needs N TDMA frames. Then, if g+h ≤ N, even when the ACH server is fully 
utilized, there are still N-g-h free TCHs. Under this, the service time of the ACH is 
1 TDMA frame. But if g+h > N, when the arrival rate of packet trains is high enough, all 
N TCHs may be occupied at a time. If so, the ACH stops working until one free TCH 
appears again. Under this condition, the service time of the ACH can be looked as 
(g+h)/N TDMA frames to match the processing capability of the N TCHs. Hence, we 
have, 
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The delay performance is jointly described by Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.12). 

Since no packet train is lost in the queueing network (Assumption 6), ThPT
1-hop is equal 

to λPT:
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4.2.3.3 Performance Analysis of Multi-hop Network 

Since spatial reuse is not possible in the evaluated scenario (Assumption 1), source and 
relaying MPs must share using the radio resource. Figure 4-5 depicts the queueing 
model proposed for such multi-hop networks, which is also an open queueing network. 
Beside an external input, there are two internal inputs to the ACH queue. The two in-
ternal inputs come from the outputs of relaying MPs. The 1-hop output of a TCH at an 
MP is the 2nd -hop input to the ACH, and in turn the 2-hop output of a TCH becomes the 
3rd -hop input to the ACH. The ACH queueing system and TCH queueing system to-
gether forms a one-hop queueing network. A 3-hop transmission needs to go through the 
one-hop queueing network 3 times. The output port 3 of the TCH queueing system in 
Figure 4-5 is the output of the entire queueing network. Note this model is valid only 
when no spatial reuse is possible. Otherwise, source and relaying MPs may not contend 
in the same ACH queue, and the number of TCH queue servers available at each MP 
may be different. 

Based on the model, it is easy to have: 
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where j is the number of hops. The term (j-1)PTDMA(g+2)(g-1)/(2g) takes into account 
that the 2rd to gth MPDUs in a packet train do not need to wait for a duration of QAcc

j-hop as 

Figure 4-5. A queueing model for multi-hop MDCF networks. It is an open queueing network, shown inside 
the dotted box. Specifically, this model is for a 3-hop MDCF network, where no spatial reuse is possible. 

(4.15)
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the 1st MPDU does at a relaying MP. This is because MPDUs in a packet train arrive at a 
relaying MP every TDMA frame one after another, and a relaying MP starts to contend 
for channel access for relaying as long as the 1st MPDU is received. Its delay contribu-
tion is (j-1)PTDMAΣi, i ∈ [2, g]. Averaging the value over the train length g gives 
(j-1)PTDMA(g+2)(g-1)/(2g). 

Since no packet is lost during transmission or owing to overflow of a queue, the traffic 
output (throughput) of each one-hop queueing network is same as its traffic input. Given 
an external traffic load of λPT, the traffic load to the ACH queue is jλPT, where j is the 
number of hops. Therefore, QAcc

j-hop is given by: 
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XACH is same as in the single-hop case, see Eq. (4.10). Similarly,  
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As stated, given an external traffic load of λPT, for a j ∈ (1, 2, 3) hop network, the traffic 
load for the ACH queue is jλPT. From Eq. (4.11), we have max(λPT) = 1/(jXACH). Thus, 
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The unit of ThMPDU
j-hop is MPDUs/s. Hence, TTCHThMPDU

j-hop is a throughput with the unit of 
MPDUs/TCH. Since an MPDU is one TCH slot in length, obviously, TTCHThMPDU

j-hop is 
the normalized MPDU throughput. We have,
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4.2.4 Performance Results 

4.2.4.1 Evaluation Environment 

The IEEE 802.11a PHY [3] working at 5.2 GHz is assumed. For validation purpose, the 
analytical results are compared with the results achieved in a simulator, which is built up 
based on the system assumptions (see Section 4.2.2). Table 4-1 shows the parameter 
settings used for analysis. The number of contention slots in the PP is 2, corresponding 
to 22 = 4 PPCLs. The PPCL of each newly generated packet train at a source MP is 1. As 
long as the increased delay of the first MPDU in a packet train at an MP is more than 20 
ms, the PPCL used for contention for the packet train shall be incremented by 1. Note 
that Assumption 5 is relaxed in simulation, since the number of contention slots in the 
FEP is 10, which guarantees a highly but not fully eliminative channel access. 

4.2.4.2 Throughput and Delay Performance in Mesh 

The terms “throughput” and “delay” presented in this Section signify the normalized 
MPDU throughput and end-to-end mean MPDU delay, respectively. 

Note:1) in the following graphs, analytical results are plotted with solid lines while 
simulation results are represented by points; 2) transmissions in single-, two- and 
three-hop networks span one hop, two hops and three hops, respectively; 3) Simulation 
results are gained applying the batch mean method with a level of confidence of 95%.

4.2.4.2.1 Impact of the traffic load by packet trains 

The throughput vs. the traffic load of packet trains in single-, two-, and three-hop net-
works is depicted in Figure 4-6a, c and e, respectively. In all networks, under a given g, 
the throughput increases lineally with the traffic load until reaching its saturation value 

Table 4-1. Key parameter settings used for performance analysis. 

Number of contention slots in the PP (ACH) m 2 

Number of contention slots in the FEP (ACH) n 10 

Duration of a contention slot used in the ACH 6 μs 

Duration of the TP in an ACH 28 μs 

Duration of a TCH 45 μs 

Duration of an ECH 6 μs 

Number of TCHs/ECHs in a TDMA frame 16 

Duration of a TDMA frame 916 μs 

Hang on period (unit: TDMA frames) 6 
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and thereafter stays the same irrespective of any further increase of the traffic load. The 
latter performance is mainly owing to the highly eliminative channel access scheme: 
Even when a network is highly loaded and a large number of MPs contend at the same 
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Figure 4-6. Impact of the traffic load of packet trains, N = 16, TTCH = 45 μs: a) Throughput in single-hop 
network; b) Delay in single-hop network; c) Throughput in two-hop network; d) Delay in two-hop network; 
e) Throughput in three-hop network; f) Delay in three-hop network. Note: Throughput and delay here mean 
normalized MPDU throughput and end-to-end MPDU delay, respectively.  
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time, only one MP wins. The loss caused by collision is very small. It also can be seen 
that in a given j-hop network, for a given traffic load, a higher g leads to a higher 
throughput. The reason for this is obvious: On completion of transmitting g MPDUs, an 
MP starts to hang on for h TDMA frames before releasing the reserved TCHs. Therefore, 
the smaller g, the higher the overhead contribution resulting from h and the smaller the 
TCH utilization. Note that setting the hang-on time for a TCH helps to increase the 
channel utilization in mesh networks when packet multiplexing is enabled, see Section 
3.2.9. This however is not the case here. 

By comparing the results obtained for j-hop networks (j = 1, 2, 3), it can be found that 
under a given g, the highest achievable saturation throughput of single-hop networks is 
2 and 3 times larger than that of two-hop and three-hop networks, respectively. This is 
understandable since an n-hop transmission brings n times network traffic, saturating a 
network faster. 

Figure 4-6b, d and f show the delay performance in single-, two- and three-hop networks, 
respectively. As to be seen, in all networks, a smaller g leads to a smaller delay under the 
same traffic load. The reason is clear: An MP needs at least g TDMA frames to transmit 
g MPDUs on a TCH. The more MPDUs in a packet train, the higher the queueing delay. 

Under a given m, when λPT is smaller than a certain value L, the delay is almost the same 
irrespective of λPT. A network under this situation can be considered lightly loaded 
where the packet delay is mainly resulting from the queueing delay: PTDMA(g+1)/2. In a 
lightly loaded network, the end-to-end delay is small: e.g when g = 16, the delays in 
single, two and three hop networks are 9 ms, 13 ms and 15 ms, respectively, well under 
the QoS delay requirements for real-time traffic [9]. In contrast, when λPT is higher than 
L, the delay shall increase sharply. When this happens, a network is considered highly 
loaded where the delay is mainly due to the access delay: QAcc

j-hop. It can be seen that 
single-hop, two-hop and three-hop networks are lightly loaded when λPT < 
0.8max(ThPT

1-hop), λPT <  0.7max(ThPT
2-hop) and λPT < 0.6max(ThPT

3-hop), respectively.  
As to be seen, the saturation throughput max(ThPT

j-hop) is highly dependent on g and j: a 
higher g or a small j leads to a larger max(ThPT

j-hop).

To sum up, a larger g results into a higher max(ThPT
j-hop) but a longer mean delay. With a 

higher max(ThPT
j-hop), a network is more likely to be in the lightly loaded situation, only 

under which the QoS delivery in mesh is possible. Besides, a multi-hop network tends to 
be highly loaded: the more hops are being passed by a packet, the higher the delay 
would be. 

4.2.4.2.2 Impact of the traffic load by MPDUs 

The traffic load of packet trains cannot really reflect the load situation in a network, 
which is measured by the traffic load resulting from MPDUs. This sub-section reveals 
the impact of the traffic load by MPDUs on the traffic performance. 
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The normalized throughput ThMPDU
j-hop for j = 1, 2 and 3 is plotted in Figure 4-7a, c and 

e, respectively. It is clear to see that the simulation results match well with the analytical 
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Figure 4-7. Impact of the traffic load of MPDUs, N = 16, TTCH = 45 μs: a) Throughput in single-hop net-
works; b) Delay in single-hop networks; c) Throughput in two-hop networks; d) Delay in two-hop networks; 
e) Throughput in three-hop networks; f) Delay in three-hop networks. Note: Throughput and delay here 
mean normalized MPDU throughput and end-to-end MPDU delay, respectively.
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results plotted by using Eqs. (4.19) - (4.21). Same as the result shown in Figure 4-6a, c 
and e, in all networks, a larger g leads to a higher maximum throughput: E.g. in two-hop 
networks, when g = 1 and g = 32, the maximum throughput is 0.025 and 0.33, respec-
tively. However, given a traffic load, the throughputs under different g values are same 
as long as the load is not high enough to saturate a network. This is different from the 
result shown in Figure 4-6a, c and e. Moreover, a smaller g value tends to saturate a 
network under low load which is also different from that shown in Figure 4-6a, c and e. 

The delay performance is shown in Figure 4-7b, d and f. When a network is lightly 
loaded, under a given λMPDU, a higher g causes a higher delay. However, with a smaller g, 
a network is saturated with a low load, under which the delay is significantly high. This 
is different from the results shown in Figure 4-6b, d and f, where under a given λPT, a 
higher g is prone to get a network saturated. As shown in Figure 4-7b, when g = 1, a 
single-hop network is highly loaded where the delay is 9 ms, given λMPDU = 103

MPDUs/s. In contrast, under the same λMPDU, when g = 4 and g = 8, the network is 
lightly loaded, where the delay is 3 ms and 5 ms, respectively. A higher g results into a 
wider range of λMPDU, under which a network is in lightly loaded situations. It is worth 
pointing out that under a given g, the delays in single-, two- and three-hop networks are 
close as long as those networks are lightly loaded: E.g. when g = 8, given λMPDU = 103

MPDUs/s, the single-, two- and three- hop delays are 5 ms, 8 ms and 10 ms, respectively. 
This is important for ensuring QoS in mesh. 

From the above analysis, it is clear to see that g has a great impact on the achievable 
throughput, delay and range of the λMPDU, under which a network is considered lightly 
loaded. In order to obtain a better performance in the first and third aspects, g should be 
as high as possible, which is however adverse to the delay performance. It can be found 
that a good trade-off is achieved when g = 16. With this value, the max(ThMPDU

j-hop) is 
close to its maximum value N/(jPTDMA) as indicated in Eq. (4.20). As a result, the range 
of λMPDU leading to a lightly loaded network is wide. At the same time the delays in 
single-, two- and three-hop networks are only 9 ms, 13 ms and 15 ms, respectively, 
when networks are lightly loaded. 

4.2.4.2.3 Impact of number of TCHs in a TDMA frame 

The number N of TCHs in a TDMA frame impacts the throughput and delay perform-
ance: With a larger N, MDCF is able to serve for transmitting more packet trains (or 
MPDUs) in parallel, resulting in a higher throughput. Moreover, the probability that 
one-hop transmissions of a multi-hop connection take place in parallel in a TDMA 
frame is higher, see Figure 3-12. As a consequence, the end-to-end packet delay is lower. 
On the other hand, a larger N leads to a longer TDMA frame, which in turn results in a 
longer access delay and in a lower throughput as well as a larger packet delay, too. 

The correctness of the analytical model has been validated by simulation in the last two 
sub-sections. In the following, the analytical model is used to study the above men-
tioned impact. This helps to find out the optimal frame length for QoS support in mesh. 
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To save the space, only the delay under different N values in three-hop networks is 
plotted, according to Eqs. (4.15) - (4.16). The saturation throughput max(ThMPDU

3-hop)
can be derived by observing the delay: in a given condition, a λMPDU value causing a 
significant high delay is almost equal to the max(ThMPDU

3-hop), see Eq. (4.19). 

Figure 4-8a, b and c exhibit the impact of N on the delay performance in three-hop 
networks when g is 4, 16 and 32, respectively. As can be seen, a larger N causes a higher 
delay under a given g. This is obvious: given a TTCH, a larger N results into a longer 
PTDMA and accordingly a higher delay. When g is small (g = 4), high max(ThMPDU

3-hop) is 
obtained when N is small, whilst when g is increased to 16, the highest max(ThMPDU

3-hop) 
appears at when N = 16. In contrast, when g = 32, the max(ThMPDU

3-hop) increases with N
and are almost same when N > 8. In real network runs, g can be either small or big. 
Accounting for this, to ensure a high network throughput and a low delay in mesh, N
should be between [8, 20]. 
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Figure 4-8. Impact of N in three hop networks, where TTCH = 45 μs: a) g = 4; b) g = 16; c) g =32.
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4.2.4.2.4 Impact of the duration of a TCH slot 

Clearly, TTCH depends on the PHY data rate. Given a predefined maximum MPDU size, 
the higher the PHY data rate, the shorter TTCH. The impact of TTCH on the delay in sin-
gle-hop, two-hop and three-hop networks is depicted in Figure 4-9a, b and c, respec-
tively. It is shown that a short TTCH leads to a lower delay as well as a higher 
max(ThMPDU

j-hop), derived by observing the delay change. When TTCH = 4.5 μs, the delay 
in a lightly loaded three-hop networks is 0.9 ms while the max(ThMPDU

3-hop) is 2.1 × 10^4 
MPDUs/s. Note this performance can only be achieved on a PHY supporting a very high 
data rate. Assuming a MPDU is 100 bytes long, the PHY data rate should be over 100 
bytes /4.5μs = 177 Mbps. On the contrary, when TTCH = 0.5 ms, the single-hop delay
under lightly loaded situations and max(ThMPDU

1-hop) are 80 ms and 1.5 × 10^3 MPDUs/s, 
respectively. Similarly, given a MPDU is 100 bytes long, the required PHY data rate in 
this scenario is 100 bytes /0.5 ms = 1.6 Mbps. To obtain a better delay performance 
under this PHY, N should be small. This however leads to a smaller max(ThMPDU

j-hop). 
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Figure 4-9. Impact of TTCH, where g = N = 16: a) in single hop networks; b) in two hop networks; c) in three 
hop networks.
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In short, to achieve a high traffic performance, TTCH should be set as short as possible as 
long as a PHY allows. 

4.2.4.2.5 A short summary 

In Section 4.2.4, the throughput and delay performance of MDCF in the mesh envi-
ronment is investigated using the analytical model established in Section 4.2.3. The 
accuracy of the analytical result is examined and proven by simulation. Further, the 
impacts of the following parameters are studied using the analytical model: 1) The 
number of MPDUs in a packet train: g; 2) The number of TCHs per TDMA frame: N; 
3) The duration of a TCH slot: TTCH. The evaluation result of the impact of g can be 
utilized to design the TCH scheduling policy, and the results of the impacts of N and 
TTCH can be used to optimize the TDMA frame structure. 

Please note that the hang-on time h also impacts the throughput and delay performance. 
However, h is selected in an environment mainly by considering traffic patterns and the 
estimated multiplexing factor, as already described in Section 3.2.9.1. Hence, we do not 
investigate the impact of h here. 

4.2.5 Performance Evaluation with the Erlang-C (M/M/N) System 

4.2.5.1 Introduction 

The Erlang-C (M/M/N) system [82] is widely applicable to systems found in our daily 
life, where 

� A large number of customers jointly generate requests, modeled with a Poisson 
arrival process, to a number of N (N > 1) servers. 

� Service times are exponentially (geometrically for a discrete random variable) 
distributed. 

� An arriving request is queued when all the servers are busy. 

� The resource is allocated exclusively to serve one request for the specified (random) 
time period. 

An example of the system is the call centre, which is a centralized office used to receive 
and transmit a large volume of requests by telephone. The behavior of the system can be 
modeled by M/M/N. Similar to an Erlang-C system, an MDCF system provides the 
transmission service with N (N > 1) servers (N - the number of TCHs per TDMA frame). 
Hence, it is of interest to see how well the performance of an MDCF system can be 
described by an Erlang-C system, given that they work under the same conditions, i.e. 
the same server number N, same traffic input process and same service time distribution 
function. 

Figure 4-10a and b show the queueing models of single- and multi-hop Erlang-C net-
works, respectively. The input of the system is one packet train per request and each 
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server is occupied for the duration needed to transmit a packet train. In the following, 
unless otherwise stated, the term Erlang-C network refers to the system of Figure 4-10. 

The following performance study adopts the assumptions described in Section 4.2.2 
except that 

1): A TCH in transmission is considered free on the expiration of the hang-on time (see 
Assumption 7) 

2): All packet trains in a given scenario have the same number of MPDUs (see As-
sumption 2) 

3): The number of ACH per TDMA frame is 1 (see attachment 4).  

a) 

b) 

Figure 4-10. Queuing models of the envisioned Erlang-C transmission system: a) Single-hop networks; b) 
Multi-hop networks – Note that this model is for 3-hop networks, where no spatial reuse is possible. 
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Instead, we assume: 

� After completion of transmission of a packet train, a TCH is available for use again. 

� In a given scenario, the number of MPDUs in a packet train is geometrically dis-
tributed with a mean value of g. 

� In an Erlang-C network, no ACH exists (representing collision free channel access 
in zero time duration). 

Clearly, under these conditions, the service time of a server is geometrically distributed, 
enabling application of Erlang-C. The following definitions are used: 

DM
j-hop: j-hop mean end-to-end MPDU delay, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} 

Di: End-to-end delay of the ith MPDU in a packet train 

g: Mean number of MPDUs in a packet train 

N: Number of servers (TCHs per TDMA frame) in an Erlang-C network

p: Probability of only 1 MPDU in a packet train (p ∈ [0, 1]) 

P(X= k): Probability of k MPDUs in a packet train, k ∈{1, 2, 3, …} 

PTDMA: The length of a TDMA frame in ms 

WPT: Mean one-hop waiting time of packet trains at an Erlang-C network 

λPT: Packet train arrival rate to an Erlang-C network 

μ: Mean service rate per server 

ρ: Utilization of the Erlang-C queue, ρ = λPT /(Nμ)

4.2.5.2 Performance Analysis of Erlang-C Networks 

The number of MPDUs in a packet train is geometrically distributed, i.e., 

,...}3,2,1{)1()( 1 ∈−×== − kppKXP K

Accodingly, g is given by [79], 
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Using expressions in [82], we have, 
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The utilization ρ for a queueing system with multiple servers is [79]: 
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The queueing model for multi-hop Erlang-C networks is shown in Figure 4-10b. From 
the model, it is easy to derive,  
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where j is the number of hops. In mesh environments, a relaying MP starts to contend for 
channel access for relaying when the 1st MPDU in a packet train is received, i.e. the ith

MPDU (i ≥ 2) in a packet train does not need to wait for a period of iPTDMA until being 
transmitted by the relaying MP. Hence, in Eq. (4.28), this part of the time is deduced: 
The sum of the time for the 2rd to gth MPDUs is (j-1)PTDMAΣi, i ∈ [2, g]. Averaging the 
value over the mean train length g yields (j-1)PTDMA(g+2)(g-1)/(2g). 

Given an external traffic arrival rate of λPT, for a j ∈ (1, 2, 3) hop network, the traffic 
load for the queueing system is jλPT. From Eq. (4.25), we have ρ = (jλPT)/(Nμ) ≤ 1, i.e., 

(4.27)

(4.26)

(4.28)

(4.25)
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where j is the number of hops. The above equation specifies the upper limit of λPT.

4.2.5.3 Performance Comparison Results 

In this sub-Section, the performance result of MDCF networks is compared to that of the 
Erlang-C network working under the same conditions. The performance of MDCF 
networks is studied using both the simulation and analytical model described in Section 
4.2.3, whilst the performance of Erlang-C networks is studied using the analytical model 
presented in Section 4.2.5.2. For fair comparison with Erlang-C networks, both simu-
lation and analytical results of MDCF networks are taken assuming a hang-on time 
h = 0. Simulation results of MDCF networks, where packet trains with the number of 
MPDUs geometrically distributed with mean g, have been generated.

Figure 4-11 shows the results. Please note that the MDCF analytical model presented in 
Section 4.2.3 is derived assuming that packet trains comprise a fixed number of MPDUs 
g. It is visible that the MDCF simulation result matches the MDCF analytical result very 
well. This implies that the MDCF analytical model appears to be more generally ap-
plicable and is not limited to fix length packet trains. 

For a network with a given number of hops, the smaller g, the larger the difference of the 
saturation throughput is (Note that the saturation throughput can be derived from the 
pole of the delay curve, see Caption of Figure 4-11). As plotted in Figure 4-11a, b and c, 
in case of single-hop networks, when g = 1, the saturation throughput of the Erlang-C 
model is 17000/1400 ≈ 12 times higher than that gained from the MDCF analysis and 
simulation, whilst when g = 8, the saturation throughput of Erlang-C networks is only 
2100/1050 = 2 times higher than that of MDCF. Further, when g = 32, the saturation 
throughput of MDCF single-hop networks is very close to that of the Erlang-C sin-
gle-hop network. 

The same trends applies for two- and three-hop networks, see Figure 4-11d, e, f, g, h 
and i. There is a reason for this: An ACH server exists in an MDCF network that is not 
contained in an Erlang-C network. As a consequence, in an MDCF network, no matter 
how many TCHs are free, only one packet train can be put into a free TCH for to be 
served per TDMA frame. In contrast to this, any number of newly arriving packet trains 
can be put into free TCHs per TDMA frame in the Erlang-C model, as long as there are 
free servers available. When g is small, the ACH server in MDCF networks is a bot-
tleneck since the service time of a request is one TCH time slot only. That is why the 
saturation throughput of Erlang-C networks is much higher than that of MDCF net-
works in that case. Since the service duration of a request increases with increased 
length g of the packet trains, the ACH queue in MDCF networks is unloaded then and 
the bottleneck disappears - the more, the higher g is. Under larger g, the saturation 

(4.29)
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throughput of MDCF is close to that of the Erlang-C model. 

The above result motivates to improve the performance of MDCF: An adaptation of the 
number of ACH slots per TDMA frame according to traffic volume in a network would 
remove the ACH bottleneck. In case of light load that might result from small g, put in 
use > 1 ACH slots per TDMA frame in order to speed up the channel access in a network, 
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Figure 4-11. Performance comparison between MDCF networks and Erlang-C networks. Only the delay 
performance is given. The saturation throughput can be derived from the pole traffic load volume. 
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whilst in case of high load (larger g), use one ACH slot per TDMA frame only, to have 
as much TCH available as possible per TDMA frame. A similar scheme is proposed in 
[95]. However, implementation of such a scheme under decentral control in mesh is not 
trivial. 

Comparing the results obtained for j-hop networks (j = 1, 2, 3), it can be found that 
under a given g, the saturation throughput of single-hop networks is 2 and 3 times larger 
than that of two-hop and three-hop networks, respectively, both when using MDCF and 
Erlang-C. This is understandable since an n-hop transmission brings n times network 
traffic, saturating a network faster. 

Another notable result is that under a given g and a given λPT causing a lightly loaded 
network, the delay difference between when using MDCF and Erlang-C increases with 
the number of hops: E.g., given g = 8 and λPT = 100 packet trains/s, the delay under 
single-, two- and three-hop MDCF networks is 2 ms, 3.5 ms and 5 ms longer than that 
under single-, two- and three-hop Erlang-C networks, respectively. This is also owing to 
the existence of the ACH server in an MDCF network: A packet train in MDCF net-
works needs to go through the ACH queue and TCH queue to complete a one-hop 
transmission, whilst a packet train in Erlang-C networks only needs to go through the 
TCH queue per one-hop transmission. Obiviously, the more hops that a transmission 
needs to go through, the larger delay the difference of the two models is. 
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In this Chapter, the performance of MDCF is extensively studied by simulation. For 
comparison reason, simulation is also performed on the same scenarios by using the 
802.11 DCF or EDCA. Section 5.1 introduces the simulation tool and key parameter 
settings used. The performance evaluation of MTSF for synchronizing MPs for TDMA 
operation in MDCF multi-hop networks is presented in Section 5.2. The performance 
analysis of MDCF networks is performed in Chapter 4 assuming a specific scenario. 
Section 5.3 uses simulation to reveal the performance of MDCF networks in more 
realistic scenarios. MDCF can be used to interconnect Access Points (APs) of individual 
802.11 Basic Service Set (BSS) networks to form an 802.11 ESS mesh network. Section 
5.4 presents the performance of an ESS mesh network using MDCF. 

5.1 Simulation Tool 
To evaluate the performance of MDCF in multi-hop mesh environments, an 
event-driven simulator is developed based on Specification and Description Lan-
guage (SDL) Performance Evaluation Tool Class Library (SPEETCL) [83] in C++. The 
structure and main components of the simulator is shown in Figure 5-1. Note that 
Internet Protocol (IP) and LLC protocol are not included in the simulator, since the 
evaluation focus is on the performance of the MAC protocol where the impact of above 
two protocols can be ignored.  

The simulator comprises 6 parts: traffic generators, transport protocols, MAC protocols, 
PHY layer (the IEEE 802.11a PHY), location & mobility management and radio 
channel. In the remainder of the Section, each part will be introduced in detail. 
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5.1.1 Radio Channel Model 

Two channel models are implemented in the simulator: error model and multi-wall 
multi-floor model [84].  

5.1.1.1 Error Model 

The error model can provide the packet error information. Errors are generated ac-
cording to a predefined probability distribution. The error information (correct or not in 
future) can be specified in terms of packets or time interval. The error model is simple 
yet able to represent the quality of a channel. For instance, given a targeted packet error 
ratio and an error generation statistical model, the lossy nature of the wireless channel in 
a given scenario can be simulated. However, the error model cannot reflect the path loss 
behavior of an actual radio channel. Moreover, interference, which usually appears in a 
wireless network, cannot be simulated using this model. 

5.1.1.2 Multi-Wall Multi-Floor Model 

To precisely simulate the indoor radio channel, the multi-wall multi-floor model is 
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Figure 5-1. The structure and components of the MDCF simulator. 
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adopted as the path loss model [84]:  
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Where LMWF is the path loss between the sender and receiver, LWik the attenuation due to 
wall type i and kth traversed wall, Lfjk the attenuation due to floor type j and kth traversed 
floor, d the distance between the transmitter and receiver, I the number of wall types, J
the number of floor types, Kwi the number of traversed walls of category i, Kfi the 
number of traversed floors of category j, n the path loss exponent. 

The received power PR in dBm is given by: 

GLPP MWFTR +−=

Where PT is the transmitted power; LMWF is path loss between sender and receiver; G is 
the amount of receive and transmit antenna gains. It is assumed that omni directional 
antennas are used and the amount of the transmit and receive antenna gains is 6 dBi. 

5.1.2 Physical Layer 

The PHY layer is the OFDM-based IEEE 802.11a PHY working at 5.2 GHz. A TCH slot 
fits into 9 OFDM symbols. Table 5-1 shows the MPDU length per TCH and the mini-
mum sensitivity levels of a receiver under each modulation scheme [3]. 

The SINR values of energy signals and MPDUs are calculated by using Eq. (2.2). The 
receive noise floor is assumed as -93 dBm. In the simulator, an MPDU may be decoded 
at a receiver only if the received SINR is over the minimal sensitivity level under a given 
PHY mode. 

Table 5-1. The MPDU lengths used in MDCF and the minimum receiving 
sensitivities under different PHY modes on the IEEE 802.11a PHY. 

Modulation Bit rate 
[Mbps] 

MPDU lengths 
(Bytes) 

Minimum sensitivity at 
receiver (dbm) 

BPSK ½ 6 27 -82 

BPSK ¾ 9 40.5 -81 

QPSK ½ 12 54 -79  

QPSK ¾ 18 81 -77 

16QAM ½ 24 108 -74 

16QAM ¾ 36 162 -70 

64QAM ¾ 54 243 -65 

(5.1)

(5.2)
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In [87], J. KunJush et al. study the relation of SINR and packet error rate (PER) at the 
example of the Hiperlan/2 PHY [37], which is based on the same OFDM technology as 
802.11a is. Figure 5-2 shows the relation. User protocol data units in Hiperlan/2 have a 
fixed length of 54 bytes irrespective of the PHY mode.  

The implemented simulator utilizes the reported results. Unlike in Hiperlan/2, the 
lengths of MPDUs used in MDCF on the IEEE 802.11a PHY vary from 27 bytes (BPSK 
1/2) to 243 bytes (64QAM 3/4) as shown in Table 5-1. As packet - oriented schemes, the 
802.11 DCF/EDCA use different lengths of MPDUs for transmission. In the simulator, 
given a SINR at a receiver, the PER of an MPDU PMPDU is calculated from:  

54)1(1
MPDUL

MPDU pP −−=

where p is the PER corresponding to a given SINR reported in [87], and LMPDU is the 
length of an MPDU in bytes. 

5.1.3 Location & Mobility Management 

Stations and MPs in each simulation run are assumed to be in a two dimensional to-
pology and be movable inside the topology. Each station or MP has X, Y coordinates 
that can be continuously adjusted as it moves.  

Two mobility models are implemented in the simulator. The first one is the fixed speed 
move model. Each MP in this model moves with a fixed speed until reaching its pre-
defined destination. The second model is called random waypoint [88], where the level 
of movement is related to the predifined pause time: Each station or MP remains sta-
tionary for a pause time since it is actived. It then selects a random destination in the 
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specified topology and moves to that destination at a speed uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and a maximum speed value. Upon reaching the destination, the station or MP 
pauses again, selects another destination, and moves towards the new destination. It 
repeats this behavior during a simulation run. 

5.1.4 MAC Layer 

In the MAC layer, MDCF, 802.11 DCF, 802.11 EDCA and two mesh routing schemes 
are implemented, see Figure 5-1. All the features of MDCF are implemented. Table 5-2 
describes the TDMA frame parameter settings used in the simulator. DCF is imple-
mented by applying modified code from ns-2 [86], and EDCA is implemented on top of 
DCF. Important settings of DCF and EDCA are listed in Table 5-3.  

Table 5-2. The TDMA frame settings of MDCF used in simulation. 

Parameter settings in a TDMA frame 

Number m of contention slots in the PP of the ACH 3 

Number n of contention slots in the FEP of the ACH 9 

Duration of the TP in the ACH 28 μs 

Duration of a TCH 45 μs 

Duration of an ECH 6 μs 

Number of TCHs/ECHs in a TDMA frame 16 

Duration of a TDMA frame 916 μs 

Table 5-3. Key parameter setting of DCF and EDCA used in simulation. 

Key parameter settings of the DCF and EDCA in the simulator 

CWmin 15 

CWmax 1023 DCF 

Retry time 7 

Parameters AC_VO AC_VI AC_BK 

CWmin 7 15 31 

CWmax 15 31 1023 

AIFSN 2 2 3 

EDCA

Retry time 7 7 7 
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The mesh routing algorithms used in the simulator include the fixed routing scheme and 
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [76]. Fixed routing is used to manually configure the 
transmission routes in a given scenario. DSR is a known wireless routing protocol that 
establishes and maintains mesh routes in an on-demand manner. The performance of the 
MAC protocols can be evaluated for both algorithms.

5.1.5 Transport Layer 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transport Control Protocol (TCP) are also imple-
mented using modified code from ns-2. The TCP version implemented is Reno.  

UDP is one of the core protocols of the Internet protocol suite. It does not provide re-
liable transfer and re-ordering of data packets delivered by the protocol. Packets may 
arrive out of order or go lost. Since no packet retransmission is used, delivered UDP 
packets experience small delays. Accordingly, UDP is used to transfer time-bounded 
services like voice and video traffic that tolerate a certain level of PLR.  

TCP is one of the prevalent transmission protocols in the Internet, offering reliable 
in-sequence data transfer to the upper layer. It adapts its traffic load to the network 
condition and performs congestion control. File Transfer Protocol (FTP) traffic and 
World Wide Web (WWW) traffic are transferred by using TCP. A TCP connection needs 
to be established between a TCP source and a TCP sink for transmission before user data 
can be transmitted. The TCP source and TCP sink are separately implemented in the 
simulator. 

5.1.6 Application Layer 

Six types of traffic sources are implemented in the simulator: Poisson, voice, video 
conference, FTP, WWW and CBR traffic. They are used for different evaluation pur-
poses. FTP and WWW traffic are best effort traffic, whilst voice and video conference 
traffic are real-time traffic. Poisson and CBR traffic can be real-time, background or 
best effort traffic dependent on the evaluation intention. The PPCLs of various traffic 
classes are given in Table 2-1. 

5.1.6.1 Poisson Traffic 

Due to its attractive theoretical properties [79], the Poisson process is often used to 
model network traffic behavior and packet arrivals.  

The Poisson and exponential distributions are related: If the packet generation process is 
a Poisson with rate λ, then the inter-arrival times of successive packets are exponentially 
distributed with mean 1/λ [79]. A Poisson traffic flow is generated by making use of this 
relation in the simulator. 

However, a Poisson traffic flow in many cases is not suitable as a realistic model for 
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performance evaluation. Instead statistically self-similar processes, which much differ 
from the Poisson process, should be used [89]. This is the reason why 5 other types of 
traffic generators are implemented and used for evaluation. 

5.1.6.2 Voice Traffic 

The voice traffic (G. 711 coder) is modeled by the known two-state on-off model [59] 
with exponentially distributed duration of voice spurts and silence gaps. A G.711 vo-
coder operates at 64 kbps by using the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) scheme. In the 
simulator, the time intervals spent in the On (talk spurt) and off (silent gap) states are 
geometrically distributed. The mean periods of the On and Off states are 0.35 s and 0.65 
s, respectively. As a result, a voice source generates data with a mean bit rate of 
22.4 kbps. The voice payload is 160 bytes [60]. Accordingly, the mean inter-arrival time 
of voice packets is (160 × 8) / (64 × 103) = 20 ms. 

Assume that the Packet Loss Concealment (PLC) technique is used. Based on that, to 
preserve voice quality [90], the maximum delay and PLR should be lower than 60 ms 
and 6% [9], respectively. When the MAC protocol is MDCF, it is clear that the RLCP 
service mode can be the UM if voice transmissions are within one-hop. However, for 
multi-hop voice transmissions, the service mode should be the AM in order to ensure a 
PLR under 6%. The detailed explanation for this is given in Section 3.3.1.3. 

5.1.6.3 Video Conference Traffic 

The on-off minisources model [54] is used to generate high bit rate video conference (H. 
263 codec) streams. A video conference stream is the aggregated output of N inde-
pendent On-Off minisources. An On minisource produces a constant bit-rate of λ bit/s. 
The time intervals on the On and off states are geometrically distributed with mean 
values of α and β, respectively. The minisource activity factor is given by p = α / (α + β). 
It is clear that the mean bit rate of a video conference source is Nλp bit/s and the 
maximum bit rate is Nλ. 

In the simulator, we let N = 5, λ = 256 kbps, α = 1250 s-1 and β = 5000 s-1. Accordingly, 
the mean and highest bit rates of a video conference source are 256 kbps and 1.28 Mbps, 
respectively. The video payload is 512 bytes [9]. The tolerable delay and PLR for video 
conference traffic are 100 ms and 0.1% [9], respectively. Note the required PLR is 
extremely low. Therefore, when the MAC protocol is MDCF, the AM should be used to 
perform the delivery service even if transmissions are in one-hop. 

Both voice and video traffic are extremely delay-sensitive. Real-time Transport Protocol 
(RTP) is used on top of UDP to deliver the traffic. The RTP/UDP/IP introduces an 
overhead of 40 bytes. A real-time MPDU is dropped if its experienced delay is higher 
than the tolerable delay value. 
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5.1.6.4 FTP Traffic 

FTP is the protocol used for exchanging files over a network based on the TCP/IP 
protocol. The transport protocol for it is TCP. Accordingly, its transmission behavior is 
dependent on the behavior of TCP. In the simulator, the FTP performance is equivalent 
to the TCP performance. The TCP traffic and FTP traffic are used interchangeable in this 
thesis. FTP is located in the application layer. It specifies file sizes, from which TCP 
derives the number of FTP packets that should be transmitted. A TCP connection for 
transmission is released when the amount of transferred FTP packets reaches the pre-
defined number. 

TCP is designed for wired networks assuming that packet losses are almost solely owing 
to network congestion. Using TCP directly over the lossy radio link shall lead to a very 
low transmission efficiency. One solution for this is to adapt TCP itself suitable for the 
wireless environment. Another one is to utilize the error control scheme provided by the 
link layer. The error control protocol in the link layer retransmits lost packets when 
necessary. It seems to TCP that there is no packet loss as long as no buffer overflow 
occurs in the link layer and the Round Trip Time keeps small. As a result, TCP is able to 
perform well over the wireless medium. When the MAC protocol is MDCF, the AM 
should be used to deliver TCP protocol data units. 

5.1.6.5 WWW Traffic 

Another highly bursty WWW traffic class is simulated using the model specified in [55]. 
A WWW source switches between the packet call state and reading time state. In the 
packet call state, a source generates a number of packets according to the geometric 
distribution with mean value of 25 s. The interarrival time of packets is exponentially 
distributed with mean value of 0.0104 s. In the reading time, no traffic is generated. The 
generated packets are with a mean packet length of 480 bytes, while the longest packet 
length reaches 66666 bytes. The average requested file size is 12 kBytes. 

The WWW traffic has no delay requirement but requires zero PLR. The transport pro-
tocol for it is TCP. 

5.1.6.6 CBR Traffic 

The constant bit rate (CBR) traffic is a simple and ideal traffic. A CBR source generates 
data packets of a fixed length at a predefined constant rate. Some multi-media contents 
are streamed as CBR traffic.  

In addition to its simplicity, another advantage of the traffic is that its generation be-
havior is predicable. The packet size, packet generation interval and stream duration of a 
given flow are fixed. Owing to this, the CBR traffic is often used to analyze the per-
formance of a network.  

For different evaluation purposes, the transport protocol serving for the CBR traffic can 
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be either UDP or TCP. Accordingly, when the MAC protocol is MDCF, both the AM 
and UM can be used in RLCP to deliver the traffic. 

5.2 Synchronization Performance 

5.2.1 Simulation Scenarios 

An indoor and an outdoor scenario are used to evaluate the performance of MTSF - the 
synchronization algorithm is described in Section 3.2.13.  

An indoor scenario (50 m × 60 m) shown in Figure 5-3 represents a typical office en-
vironment using mesh technology. When the IEEE 802.11a PHY is used, walls between 
adjacent rooms cause serious signal attenuation: 16 dBm/wall at 5.2 GHz [84]. In order 
to assure connectivity in every room in the scenario, 12 mesh points are deployed as 
shown in Figure 5-3. Note MPs 10 and 11 are for providing connectivity to the area 
outside the office building but near the lobby. In this scenario, the transmission ranges of 
a given MP in different directions are different. See the caption of Figure 5-3 for details. 
Hidden MPs widely exist in the scenario. For instance, when MP10 or 11 is transmitting 
to MP 5 or 6, MPs 7 and 8 are potential hidden MPs.  

A 5 × 5 grid topology network depicted in Figure 5-4 is used to simulate an interfer-
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Figure 5-3. An indoor scenario (office): Assuming the IEEE 802.11a PHY, the path loss caused by a wall is 
16 dB [84]. Transmit power of each MP is 80 mW. 16QAM 1/2 is used to transmit beacons,see Table 5-1. 
The beacon transmission ranges from a given MP across free space, one wall and two walls are > 60 m, 36 
m and 7 m, respectively. 12 MPs are deployed to assure service connectivity in each room. MP 3 is the only 
AP in the scenario, providing Internet access for the mesh network. The maximal hop count for packet 
relaying between two farthest located MPs is 3 hops. Any MP can be Type 1 MP (see Section 3.2.13.3). 
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ence-prone outdoor environment, where hidden and exposed MPs widely exist. See the 
caption of Figure 5-4 for a detailed scenario description. 

5.2.2 Evaluation Results 

The metric used to measure the synchronization performance is global time error (GTE), 
which is defined as the maximum clock difference between any pair of MPs in a net-
work. Firstly, the GTE in the indoor scenario is traced over time to show how the syn-
chronization algorithm works. Then the mean GTE value and its respective standard 
devition are plotted as error bar graphs to show the synchronization performance under 
the impacts of the physical clock drift rate, the beacon interval, the network size (in 
terms of number of the maximum relaying hops) and the maximum transmission 
range. 

5.2.2.1 Trace of GTE over Time 

Figure 5-5 shows the trace of the GTE over time and traces of compensated clock drift 
rates of 6 randomly selected MPs in the indoor scenario. It is easy to see that the com-
pensated clock drift rate at each MP gets close with time. As a result, the GTE gets 
small over time. As indicated by the figure, at the beginning of the simulation, the 
maximum difference of clock drift rates of sampled MPs is up to 0.02 - (-0.02) = 0.04 
μs/TDMA frame. Consequently, the GTE is 4 μs. The period [0, 3] (s) is the fast com-
pensation phase, during which the synchronization function at each MP quickly adjusts 
the compensation factor di (see Section 3.2.13.6.3). At the end of the stage, the maxi-
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Figure 5-4. An outdoor scenario: Adjacent MPs are evenly apart from each other. The distance between 
adjacent MPs is different for different evaluation purposes. 16QAM 1/2 is used to transmit beacons. The 
transmit power is selected in a way to guarantee that the beacon transmission range is a bit larger than the 
distance between two adjacent MPs, but smaller than twice the value of the distance. Parts of the topology 
are also used for evaluation. Clearly when the used topologies are 1 × 2, 2 × 2, 2 × 3, 3 × 3, 3 × 4, 4 × 4, 4 
× 5 and 5 × 5, the maximum hop count for packet relaying between two farthest located MPs in the related 
topology are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. Any MP can be Type 1 MP (see Section 3.2.13.3).
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mum difference of clock drift rates is reduced to 0.01 – 0.002  0.01 μs/TDMA 
frame and the related GTE is reduced to 0.7 μs. After that, the synchronization func-
tion at each MP slowly adjusts di. The maximum difference of clock drift rates at sam-
pled MPs keeps getting close with time. In the period [25, 30] (s), the maximum dif-
ference is less than 0.005 μs/TDMA frame and corresponding GTE is around 0.5 μs. 
Obviously, the distributed synchronization function works effectively in the indoor 
mesh environment. It is worth noting that the compensation algorithm is important for 
achieving a high synchronization precision and is helpful to reduce the overhead used 
to send beacons. Only when differences of clock drift rates between MPs are small 
enough, a larger beacon interval is possible to be used, as shown in the following. 

5.2.2.2 Impact of Physical Clock Drift Rate on Beacon Interval 

Figure 5-6 shows the relations of the GTE and maximum physical clock drift rate under 
various beacon intervals in the indoor (a) and 5 × 5 outdoor scenarios (b), respectively. It 
is clear that a shorter beacon interval helps to achieve a higher synchronization precision, 
as proven in both Figure 5-6a and b. But this incurs a higher overhead for beacon 
transmission and requires a higher energy consumption. Under a given beacon interval, 
a smaller physical clock drift rate leads to a higher synchronization precision, but this 
results in a bit higher hardware cost. Given that the tolerable GTE is 1.25 μs, in the 
indoor scenario, the maximum physical clock drift rate can be up to 80 ppm if the 
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Figure 5-5. The trace of global time error (GTE) over time and related traces of compensated clock drift 
rates of 6 selected MPs in the indoor scenario, where the beacon interval is 20 TDMA frames and the 
maximum physical clock drift rate is 50 ppm. 
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beacon interval is no more than 30 TDMA frames, or beacon intervals can be up to 50 
TDMA frames if the maximum physical clock drift rate is less than 50 ppm, as indi-
cated in Figure 5-6a. under the same constraints, in the outdoor scenario, when the 
maximum physical clock drift rate is 50 ppm, the beacon interval should be 10 TDMA 
frames (9.16ms), or the beacon interval can be 40 TDMA frames given that the maxi-
mum physical clock drift rate is under 20 ppm, as suggested by Figure 5-6b. 

It appears that under a given physical clock drift rate and a given beacon interval, the 
indoor network achieves a higher synchronization precision than in the outdoor network. 
The reason for this is that the maximum beacon transmission range in the indoor net-
work is < 50 m, whilst that in the outdoor network is 120 m. The impact of the maximum 
beacon transmission range on the synchronization precision will be studied later. 

5.2.2.3 Impact of Network Size 

MTSF operates nicely in the multi-hop environment studied before. This sub-section 
studys the impact of the network size measured in terms of the maximum number of 
relaying hops on the synchronization precision. For simplicity, in the following, a 
network is called n-hop network to indicate its size. As shown in Figure 5-7, in the one 
hop network, even when the physical clock drift rate is 30 ppm and the beacon interval 
is 40 TDMA frames, the GTE is small: The mean value is 0.2 μs and the standard de-
viation is 0.15 μs. Under the same condition, the six hop network achieves a mean 
GTE of 0.75 μs with standard deviation of less than 0.25 μs. In contrast, in the eight 
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     a) GTE in the indoor environment.                 b) GTE in the 5 × 5 outdoor environment.      

Figure 5-6. GTE vs. maximum physical clock drift. Key parameter settings for the indoor environment is 
introduced in Figure 5-3. The settings for the 5 × 5 outdoor environment are: distance between adjacent 
MPs is 120 m; transmit power at each MP is 100 mW; beacon transmission range is 140 m. Packet relaying 
between two farthest located MPs, like from MP 1 to MP 45, needs 8 hops. Note that in order to avoid 
overlapping error bar lines in the figure, the physical clock drift rates used for plotting are -2 ppm to 2 ppm 
deviated from the values used in the simulation, which are 2 ppm, 10 ppm, 20 ppm, 30 ppm, 40 ppm, 50 
ppm, 60 ppm, 70 ppm and 80 ppm. Note that GTE is sampled per 2 ms.  
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hop network, given that the tolerable GTE is 1.25 μs, the beacon interval should be no 
more than 20 TDMA frames if the physical drift rate is 30 ppm. In the multi-hop envi-
ronment, MPs which are not in the mutual beacon transmission range need multiple 
times the beacon interval to exchange the synchronization information. Accordingly, 
the network wide GTE is increased with the network size. Clearly, the guard time in-
ternal to time slots for avoiding synchronization errors should match the network size 
as well. 

5.2.2.4 Impact of Maximum Beacon Transmission Range

As suggested in Eq. (3.13), the synchronization precision is highly dependent on the 
maximum beacon transmission range. This is confirmed by the simulation result shown 
in Figure 5-8. When the maximum beacon transmission range is 40 m, even if the 
physical clock drift rate is 30 ppm and beacon interval is 40 TDMA frames, the mean 
GTE plus its standard deviation is less than 0.75 μs. With the incrase of the maximum 
beacon transmission range, the GTE performance including both the mean value and 
standard deviation value decreases. When the maximum beacon transmission range is 
240 m, if the physical clock drift rate is 30 ppm and the beacon interval is 40 TDMA 
frames, the mean and standard deviation GTEs are 1.6 μs and 0.8 μs, respectively, al-
most 5 times that of the case with maximum beacon transmission range 40 m. It is 
worth noting that the signal propagation delay (3.3 μs/km) is 0.8 μs over 240 m and the 
round trip propagation delay is twice that value. As indicated in Eq. (3.15), the design of 
the guard time to avoid synchroniazion errors should account for the maximum beacon 
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Figure 5-7. Impact of network size, which is measured in terms of the maximum relaying hops. Parts of the 
5 × 5 outdoor grid topology shown in Figure 5-4 are used to simulate different network size. In details, 
topologies 1 × 2, 2 × 2, 2 × 3, 3 × 3, 3 × 4, 4 × 4, 4 × 5 and 5 × 5 are used to simulate the networks where 
packet relaying between two farthest located MPs needs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 hops, respectively. Distance 
between adjacent MPs, transmit power at each MP and beacon transmission range are 120 m, 100 mW and 
140 m, respectively. Note that to avoid overlapping error bar lines in the figure, the maximum number of 
hops used for plotting deviate a bit from the values used in simulation, which are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 
hops. Note that GTE is sampled per 2 ms.
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transmission range and distance between adjacent MPs. 

5.3 Performance of MDCF Networks 
In this Section, the traffic performance of MDCF networks is extensively investigated. 
How well MDCF performs in mesh environments to fulfill QoS commitments is the 
main concern. To clearly reveal this, several evaluation scenarios are used step by step. 
Section 5.3.1 first describes the simulation scenarios and important simulation settings. 
After that, the performances of single-hop and multi-hop MDCF networks are studied in 
Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.2, respectively. Finally, the QoS performance of MDCF is 
intensively examined in Section 5.3.4. The evaluation results obtained in an MDCF 
network are compared to the results when using DCF or EDCA in the same scenario. 

5.3.1 Important Settings and Simulation Scenarios 

Table 5-4 lists important settings used for the simulation. It can be computed from the 
presented information that the transmission range of MPDUs is 120 m whereas the 
carrier sense ranges of MPDUs, BESs and AESs are about 280, 280 and 370 m, re-
spectively. Unless otherwise stated, the PHY data rate is 24 Mbps and the multi-wall 
multi-floor channel mode is used. Note that in this Section, when the evaluation is on 
single-hop networks, “stations” are used instead of “MPs”.

Five scenarios are used for evaluation: 

� Point-to-point (PTP) transmission – transmissions between two MPs, which are in 
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Figure 5-8. Impact of the maximum beacon transmission range on GTE. The 5 × 5 outdoor grid topology 
shown in Figure 5-4 is used for evaluation. Transmit powers are 10 mW, 40 mW, 100 mW, 260 mW, 400 
mW and 600 mW when the set distances between adjacent MPs are 40 m, 80 m, 120 m, 160 m, 200 m and 
240 m, respectively. Beacons transmitted from an MP can be only decoded by its adjacent MPs. Note that 
to avoid overlapping error bar lines in the figure, the distances between adjacent MPs used for plotting 
deviate a bit from the values used in simulation, which are 40, 80, 120, 160, 200 and 240 m. Note that GTE 
is sampled per 2 ms.
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mutual transmission range. No competing MPs exist. The system efficiency i.e. the 
maximum one-hop throughput under ideal channel condition, and the basic 
throughput and delay performances under UM and AM, respectively, are evaluated 
using the scenario. The impact of the PHY mode and the size of MAC Service Data 
Unit (MSDU) on throughput is studied as well.  

� Single hop network –50 stations under an MP are randomly distributed in an area 
(80 m × 80 m), each in mutual transmission range. The single-hop saturation per-
formance and basic QoS performance are evaluated there. 

� String topology – 6 MPs make up a string topology, each 100 m apart from its 
adjacent MPs, as shown in Figure 5-9a. Clearly, each MP is in the transmission 
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Figure 5-9. Simulation scenarios: a) a string topology; b) capture topology; c) a 6 × 6 grid topology; d) 
a two-hop tree topology. 

Table 5-4. Important simulation settings in PHY, ARQ and TCP. 

Important settings in PHY, ARQ and TCP 

Transmission power for MPDUs & BESs 80 mW 
Transmission power for AESs 160 mW 
Carrier sense threshold - 83 dBm 
Minimal receiving sensitivity - 74 dBm 
PHY mode and rate  16QAM½, 24 Mbps
Length of a MDCF MPDU 108 bytes 
ARQ poll period (only in MDCF) 20 MPDUs 
TCP window sizes 20 TCP packets 
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range of its adjacent MPs only. It needs 5 hops to deliver packets from MP 1 to MP 6. 
The string topology is used to simulate a simple environment with hidden and ex-
posed MPs. Accordingly, the capability of MDCF to handle hidden and exposed 
MPs in mesh environments can be clearly observed there. Besides, the traffic per-
formance of the string multi-hop network is studied, the results of which are used to 
analyze the performance achieved in more complicated multi-hop mesh scenarios. 

� Capture topology – as depicted in Figure 5-9b, MP 1 and 2 are 100 m apart, whilst 
MP 2 and 10 are 40 m apart. When MP 1 and 10 simultaneously transmit to MP 2, 
MP 2 can decode packets from MP 10 in presence of interference from MP 1. The 
performance of MDCF in the capture environment is studied in the scenario.  

� Grid topology – a 6 × 6 grid topology to connect MPs as shown in Figure 5-9c. 
Adjacent MPs are 100 m apart from each other. This scenario is used to simulate a 
highly interference-prone multi-hop environment. 

� A two hop tree topology – as shown in Figure 5-9d, MP1, 10, 11, 12 and 13 are 
about 100 m away from MP2, which is the relay MP for the end-to-end links 
MP1-10, MP1-11, MP1-12 and MP1-13. The scenario is used to evaluate the per-
formance of MDCF when multiplexing packets along multi-hop routes. 

5.3.2 Performance in Single Hop Networks 

5.3.2.1 System Efficiency 

MDCF is a fully distributed protocol for mesh networks with QoS guarantee. To do so, a 
significant amount of control time slots (ACH and ECHs) are used in MDCF per TDMA 
frame to implement an efficient prioritized channel access scheme and properly handle 
hidden MPs, exposed MPs and capture in mesh environments. Then, a question arises: 
how is the system efficiency?  

A study is performed on the PTP scenario to answer the question. 

5.3.2.1.1 Maximum throughput (MT) 

MT is defined as the highest throughput that can be achieved in a network. Cleary, in the 
mesh environment, MT is a single-hop throughput which is achieved with an error-free 
channel without any competing station, i.e., it is achieved in the PTP transmission 
scenario described in Section 5.3.1. 

CBR traffic is used and the load of it at the sending station is high enough to saturate the 
network. The radio channel model uses the error model and the channel packet error rate 
is set as 0. For fair comparison between MDCF and DCF, the AM is selected as the 
service model in MDCF.  

Figure 5-10a and b show the normalized and actual MT, respectively, accounting for the 
impacts of the MSDU size and PHY mode. When using DCF, both the normalized and 
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actual MTs under a given PHY mode increase with the MSDU size. The actual DCF 
MTs well match the results reported in [91]. When using MDCF, the MT under a given 
PHY mode increases with the increased MSDU size until saturation and then stays 
unchanged. The highest normalized MDCF MT under all the PHY modes is 0.6, which 
is very close to THO

TMT (0.626) obtained from applying the relevant values shown in 
Table 5-2 into Eq. (3.3). Note THO

TMT differs from the normalized MT in that it does not 
consider ARQ overhead. Under a given PHY mode, MDCF performs better than DCF as 
long as the MSDU size is not large. E.g. DCF MT is higher than with MDCF only, if the 
MSDU sizes are larger than 400, 512, 1200 and 2400 bytes when using 6, 12, 24 and 54 
Mbps PHYs, respectively. As suggested in [9], in most applications, APDU sizes are 
smaller than 512 bytes. Then, it can be said that, MDCF outperforms DCF in terms of 
the throughput capacity.  

In MDCF, an MSDU needs to be fragmented before transmission, if the MSDU size 
exceeds the maximum allowed MPDU size that depends on the PHY mode, see Table 
5-1. If the size of an MSDU is not multiple of the used fragmentation threshold, the last 
MPDU shall be padded, causing fragmentation loss. This is the reason why the MSDU 
size impacts MDCF MTs (note that Figure 5-10a and b only show the MT values cor-
responding to several MSDU sizes, see caption of Figure 5-10). However, as indicated 
in Figure 5-10a and b, the level of the impact of fragmentation loss in MDCF is much 
smaller than in DCF: Under a given PHY mode, the increasing rate of the MT value with 
increased MSDU size when using MDCF is much smaller than using DCF. Moreover, 
under all the PHY modes, when using MDCF, the MT is close to saturation when the 
MSDU size is larger than 512 bytes. In contrast to this, there is no saturation MT with 
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Figure 5-10. Maximum single-hop throughput: a) normalized throughput; b) actual throughput. In MDCF, an 
MSDU is fragmented into one or several MPDUs. In DCF, MAC layer fragmentation is not used: An MPDU 
is formed by adding the MAC layer header and tail (FCS) before and after an MSDU, respectively. CBR 
traffic is used for evaluation. Please note that only the MT values when the MSDU sizes are 32, 64, 128, 256, 
512, 1024, 2048 and 4096 bytes, respectively, are shown. Solid lines represent MDCF results. 
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increased MSDU sizes when using DCF: the larger the MSDU size, the higher the MT.  

It is worth noting that due to the fragmentation loss, using an n-times higher bit rate 
PHY does not necessarily generate an n-times higher MDCF MAC throughput as shown 
in Figure 5-10b. E.g when the MSDU size is 256 bytes, the actual MT differences be-
tween using 6 Mbps PHY and 24 Mbps PHY are (11.47 / 3.44 = 3.3) < (24 / 6 = 4). The 
reason is clear: A lower bit rate PHY only supports a smaller maximum MPDU size (see 
Table 5-1), resulting in a smaller fragmentation loss. Hence, the transmission efficiency 
of MDCF when using a lower bit rate PHY is relatively higher than with DCF. 

5.3.2.1.2 One-hop throughput and delay performance under UM and AM 

The PTP scenario is used to study the one-hop traffic performance of MDCF under UM 
and AM, respectively. CBR traffic and the error channel model are used. Figure 5-11a 
and b show throughput and delay performance, respectively, for 0 and 10% channel 
packet error rate.  

The throughput under both UM and AM, increases with the traffic load until reaching 
saturation. When the channel packet error rate is 0, the network is saturated when the 
traffic loads are over 0.62 and 0.6 under UM and AM, respectively. Accordingly, the 
throughput under UM is a bit higher than under AM, since AM introduces some over-
head for ARQ operation. When the traffic load is not saturating the system, the 
throughput equals the traffic load under both, UM and AM. When the channel packet 
error rate is 10%, the network becomes saturated when the traffic loads are over 0.56 
and 0.52 under UM and AM, respectively. It is worthy noting that when traffic load is 
not saturating the system, the UM throughput is smaller than the traffic load since some 
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Figure 5-11. Basic one-hop traffic performance under the UM and AM: a) throughput performance; b) delay 
performance. CBR traffic is used for evaluation. Key ARQ parameters for the AM: the polling timer is 5 
TDMA frames; both the transmitting and receiving window sizes are 300 RPDUs. The PHY data rate is 24 
Mbps and the MSDU size is 512 bytes. 
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packets are lost, whilst the AM throughput equals the traffic load. 

One benefit of using UM for transmission is that packet delay is lower than under AM, 
see Figure 5-11b. When traffic load is smaller than 0.5, packet delay under UM is 
smaller than 2 ms regardless of the channel packet error rate. The packet need not wait 
and delay is mainly owing to the transmission delay. The delay is increased significantly 
when the traffic load is 0.6 or higher, since the network becomes saturated and the 
queuing delay dominates. The delay under AM is highly dependent on the channel 
packet error rate. As shown in Figure 5-11b, when the channel packet error rate is 10%, 
packet delay under AM is between 6 to 11 ms even under low load. 

5.3.2.2 Saturation Throughput under Multiple Competing Stations 

In a distributed network, saturation throughput under multiple competing stations, each 
always having available packets for transmission, reveals the highest load that the 
network can deliver in stable conditions, see [50] for an example. In the following 
evaluations, the multi-wall multi-floor channel model is used. 50 stations are randomly 
located in a single-hop network. Each flow is between two stations and the sending 
station generates CBR traffic at a rate of 2.27 Mbps. The network traffic load is varied 
by changing the number of flows. The performance metrics are aggregate throughput 
and fairness index, see Eq. (2.7). 

Figure 5-12a shows the throughput performance. The DCF network becomes saturated 
when the number of flows is 3, whilst the MDCF network is saturated when the number 
of flows is over 6. The saturation throughput of MDCF is almost two times that of DCF. 
After reaching saturation, the aggregate throughput of both protocols reduces with 
increased number of flows, owing to collision related overhead. 
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Figure 5-12. The saturation performance: a) throughput performance; b) fairness index. The MSDU size is 
512 bytes. The single hop scenario is used. Each sending station generates CBR traffic at a rate of 555 
MSDU/s (2.27 Mbps). Each flow is between two different stations. 
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The fairness performance is shown in Figure 5-12b. MDCF performs well in fairly 
distributing the bandwidth under the contending flows, resulting in a fairness index 
always very close to 1. In contrast, the fairness index in the DCF network decreases and 
substantially varies with the number of flows. When the number of flows is over 15, the 
fairness index is below 0.8, meaning that some stations suffer from starvation in using 
the channel for transmission. Although the throughput degradation in the DCF network 
with increased number of flows is limited (to 18%), the fairness performance degrades 
significantly.   

Obviously, MDCF performs much better when multiple stations contend for channel 
access than DCF. 

5.3.3 Performance in Multi Hop Networks 

As pointed out in Section 2.2, a MAC protocol for mesh networks should be able to 
properly handle hidden MPs, exposed MPs, capture and high load situations. In this 
Section, two string topologies (Figure 5-9a and b) are used to study the performance of 
MDCF in hidden MPs, exposed MPs and capture environments, respectively. In addi-
tion, the performance of MDCF operating in multi-hop mesh environments is studied on 
a grid topology. One property of MDCF mesh networks is that any one-hop MDCF link 
may multiplex any packets transmitted on that route, see Section 3.2.7. The last part of 
the Section studies the benefits of using packet multiplexing in mesh networks. 

5.3.3.1 Fundamental Study 

The string networks shown in Figure 5-9a and b are used for evaluation. Please see 
Section 5.3.1 for a detailed description of topology parameters. Both the performances 
under CBR and TCP traffic are studied. When CBR traffic is used, the CBR rate at a 
sending MP is set as 9 Mbps. When TCP traffic is used, the TCP window size is set as 20 
TCP PDUs. Unless otherwise stated, the MSDU size is 512 bytes, whilst the MPDU 
sizes when using DCF and MDCF are 512+34 (DCF MAC header) = 546 bytes and 108 
bytes, respectively.  

5.3.3.1.1 Hidden MP environment 

In the string topology shown in Figure 5-9a, when MP 1 is transmitting to MP 2, MP 4 is 
a hidden MP to the transmission pair (see Section 2.2 for details).  

� Evaluation scenario - MP 1 starts to transmit to MP 2 at t = 1 s (Flow 1), whilst MP 
4 starts to transmit to MP 5 at t = 6 s (Flow 2). 

Figure 5-14 shows the throughput traces for CBR traffic. In the DCF network, when MP 
4 starts to transmit, the throughput of Flow 1 is significantly reduced and almost 3 times 
lower than that of Flow 2. Moreover, the aggregate throughput when 2 flows exist is 
lower that that when only Flow 1 exists. Obviously, from t = 6 s on, MP 2 is interfered by 
MP 4 when it is receiving from MP 1. DCF cannot inhibit hidden MPs in the multi-hop 
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environment. On the contrary, in the MDCF network, when MP 4 starts to transmit, two 
flows equally share the bandwidth and the aggregate throughput of two flows is higher 
than when only Flow 1 exists. Further, it can be found that the aggregate throughput 
when two flows exist is close to the single-hop MT shown in Figure 5-10. The reason for 
this is that MP 4 uses TCHs for transmission other than those being used between MP 1 
and 2 since it is able to sense BESs from MP 2.  

The TCP throughput traces are shown in Figure 5-13. In the DCF network, after the start 
of Flow 2, the transmission of Flow 1 looks like being stopped. With TCP, the source 
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Figure 5-13. Throughput trace in the hidden MP scenario under TCP traffic input: a) trace in the DCF net-
work; b) trace in the MDCF network. The fairness index from 6 to 20 seconds in the DCF network is 0.614, 
whilst that in the MDCF network is 1. 
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Figure 5-14. Throughput trace in the hidden MP scenario under CBR traffic input: a) trace in the DCF 
network; b) trace in the MDCF network. The fairness index from 6 to 20 seconds in the DCF network is 
0.838, whilst that in the MDCF network is 1. 
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cannot increase the transmission window size unless receiving acknowledgments from 
the sink in due time. When MP 4 transmits, since MP 2 is interfered, it cannot ac-
knowledge the reception to MP 1. Without receiving acknowledgments from MP 2, MP 
1 assumes the network is congested and reduces the window size. Accordingly, the 
throughput of Flow 1 is very low. In contrast, in the MDCF network, two flows equally 
share the bandwidth from t = 6 s on. 

It is easy to see that MDCF can effectively handle hidden stations to avoid performance 
degradation in the multi-hop environment, which is not possible when using DCF. 

5.3.3.1.2 Exposed MP environment 

In the string topology shown in Figure 5-9a, MP 2 and 4 are in mutual carrier sense 
range. When MP 2 wants to transmit to MP 1 and MP 4 wants to transmit to MP 5, they 
are exposed MP pairs (see Section 2.2 for details).

� Evaluation scenario - MP 4 starts to transmit to MP 5 at t = 1 s (Flow 1), whilst MP 
2 starts to transmit to MP 1 at t = 6 s (Flow 2). 

Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 show the throughput traces when using CBR and TCP 
traffic, respectively. MP 1 and 5 are out of the carrier sense range of MP 4 and 2, re-
spectively. Therefore, transmissions of two flows can take place in parallel without 
causing interference to each other. In the DCF network with CBR traffic, after Flow 2 
appears, the aggregate throughput degrades from 9 Mbps to 8 Mbps. Though the 
long-term fairness index (from 6 to 20 seconds) in the DCF network is close to 1, the 
short-term fairness performance is bad: in most of the run time when two flows exist, the 
bandwidth cannot be equally shared by two flows as shown in Figure 5-15a. When 
traffic is TCP, the situation is even worse: in most of the run time since t = 6 s on, only 
one flow can use the radio for transmission as indicated in Figure 5-16a. The main 
reason for the DCF performance under CBR traffic is that when MP 2 and 4 sense 
transmissions from each other, they postpone their own transmissions (stopping the 
decrement of backoff slots). When traffic is TCP, MP 1 needs to send TCP acknowl-
edgments from time to time. If MP 2 senses the transmission from MP 4, it will not reply 
a CTS when receiving a RTS from MP 1. Without receiving CTS feedback from MP 2 
timely, MP 1 shall increase its contention window size. If the TCP transmission window 
size at MP 4 is large at the time, clearly, Flow 1 will be starved. Flow 2 might be starved 
under the similar situation. 

In the MDCF network, no matter which traffic is used, after the second flow appears, 
two flows can equally share the bandwidth as shown in Figure 5-15b and Figure 5-16b. 
The reason is already stated in Section 3.2.6. Like the situation described in Section 
3.2.5, the spatial reuse distance of the MDCF network is 4 hops. No parallel transmis-
sion between an exposed MP pair is possible in DCF networks as in parallel in MDCF 
networks. Therefore, the aggregate throughput for two flows is close to the single-hop 
MT shown in Figure 5-10. All flows in the scenario can fairly share the bandwidth, 
which is not possible to achieve in the DCF network. 
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5.3.3.1.3 Capture environment 

Figure 5-9b shows the topology used for evaluation, where the channel capture may-
happen, when MP 1 and MP 10 transmit simultaneously to MP 2 (see Section 2.2 for 
details). 

� Evaluation scenario - MP 1 starts to transmit to MP 2 at t = 1 s (Flow 1), whilst MP 
10 starts to transmit to MP 2 at t = 6 s (Flow 2). 
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Figure 5-15. Throughput trace in the exposed MP scenario under CBR traffic input: a) trace in the DCF 
network; b) trace in the MDCF network. The fairness index from 6 to 20 seconds in the DCF network is 0.99, 
whilst that in the MDCF network is 1. 
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Figure 5-16. Throughput trace in the exposed MP scenario under TCP traffic input: a) trace in the DCF 
network; b) trace in the MDCF network. The fairness index from 6 to 20 seconds in the DCF network is 0.88, 
whilst that in the MDCF network is 1.
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Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18 show the throughput trace in the capture scenario under 
CBR and TCP traffic, respectively. In the DCF network, when traffic is CBR, after Flow 
2 appears, the chance of Flow 1 to use the channel is significantly reduced. On the 
contrary, Flow 2 almost monopolizes the channel. In other words, the radio channel is 
captured by Flow 2. Since MP 10 locates very close to MP 2 compared to MP 1, MP 2 
can decode packets from MP 10 even when MP 1 transmits simultaneously. On the other 
hand, packets from MP 1 to 2 will be corrupted if MP 10 transmits in parallel with MP 1. 
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Figure 5-17. Throughput trace in the capture scenario under CBR traffic input: a) trace in the DCF network; 
b) trace in the MDCF network. The fairness index from 6 to 20 seconds in the DCF network is 0.59, whilst 
that in the MDCF network is 1. 
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Figure 5-18. Throughput trace in the capture scenario under TCP traffic input: a) trace in the DCF network;  
b) trace in the MDCF network. The fairness index from 6 to 20 seconds in the DCF network is 1, whilst that 
in the MDCF network is 1. 
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Therefore, when MP 1 and 10 happen to contend in the channel to send out RTS to MP 2, 
the one from MP 10 will be understood by MP 2. Afterwards, MP 1 invokes the back-off 
procedure since it fails to receive CTS from MP 2, whilst MP 10 reset its contention 
window after successfully delivering an MPDU to MP 2. Accordingly, Flow 2 captures 
the channel. However, when TCP traffic is used, the channel capture in the DCF net-
work disappears as shown in Figure 5-18a. This is attributed to the TCP traffic control. 
After receiving TCP data packets, the TCP sink at MP 2 needs to send TCP an ac-
knowledgment packet, without which the TCP source cannot generate more traffic. MP 
2 can manage transmitting acknowledgment packets to MP 1 and 10, subsequently, 
without in favor of either MP 1 or 10. As a result, the channel capture is avoided. 

In the MDCF network, no matter which traffic is used, no flow captures the channel at 
any time. Instead, two flows equally share the bandwidth. This proves the statements 
given in Section 3.2.6. 

5.3.3.1.4 Impact of the number of hops on throughput 

Evaluation is performed on the string network shown in Figure 5-9a. Both CBR and 
TCP traffic are used. MP 1 works as sources, while 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are sinks for the 1, 2, 
3, 4 and 5 hop simulation runs, respectively. The service mode of MDCF is AM. 

Figure 5-19a shows the maximum throughput vs. the different number of hops when 
traffic is CBR. In the MDCF network, the 2, 3, 4 and 5 hop throughputs are 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 
and 1/5 of the single hop throughput, respectively. Like in Figure 3-10, the spatial reuse 
distance of the topology is 4 hops. Hence the total bandwidth is shared by ARQ flows 
within 4 hops, leading to a channel utilization of 1/4. For the 5 hop transmission, the 
increased ARQ control overhead reduces the channel utilization to 1/5. In contrast, 2, 3, 
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Figure 5-19. Throughput vs. the number of hops: a) with CBR traffic input; b) with TCP traffic input. When 
CBR traffic is used, MP 1 generates CBR traffic at rates of 13, 6.5, 4.5, 3.5 and 3 Mbps when the numbers of 
hop in simulation are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. 
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4 and 5 hop throughputs in the DCF network are 1/2, 1/3, 1/5 and 1/10 of the single hop 
throughput when the DCF MPDU size is 1024 + 34 bytes. MDCF using an MPDU size 
of 108 bytes generates a higher throughput than DCF even using a larger DCF MPDU 
size (1024 bytes) that is much better to reach high performance than smaller MPDU 
sizes under DCF. The 5 hop CBR throughput in the MDCF network is 2.61 / 1.07 = 2.44, 
2.61 / 1.7 = 1.87 and 2.61 / 0.62 = 4.23 times that of the DCF network when the DCF 
MPDU sizes are 1024 + 34, 512 + 34 and 128 + 34 bytes, respectively. 

The TCP throughput vs. the number of hops is shown in Figure 5-19b. The trend of the 
throughputs degradation with increased number of hops is similar to that when using 
CBR traffic for both the DCF and MDCF networks. However, the 5 hop throughput 
differences between the MDCF network and DCF network is even larger than that when 
using CBR traffic: The 5 hop TCP throughput in the MDCF network is 1.8 / 0.14 = 12.8, 
1.8 / 0.39 = 4.65 and 2.41 / 0.19 = 9.73 times that of the DCF network when the DCF 
MPDU sizes are 1024 + 34, 512 + 34 and 128 + 34 bytes, respectively. 

To clearly show how DCF and MDCF behave in an interference-prone multi-hop en-
vironment, the 5-hop TCP throughput trace is plotted in Figure 5-20. It can be seen that 
the throughput in the MDCF network is very stable during all the sample time. The 
highest (1.9 Mbps) recorded throughput is about 16% larger than the lowest (1.58 Mbps) 
recorded throughput. In contrast, in the DCF network, the 5-hop throughput is stable and 
very low only when the MPDU size is 128 + 34 bytes. When the MPDU sizes are 1024 
+ 34 and 512 + 34 bytes, the throughputs oscillate sharply and often: the highest 
throughputs are 95% and 88% than the lowest ones when the MPDU sizes are 1024 + 34 
and 512 + 34 bytes, respectively. It is worth noting that the 5-hop DCF throughput with 
MPDU size 128 +34 bytes is much higher than the throughput with MPDU size 1024 + 
34 bytes. 

The reason for the significant performance difference between MDCF and DCF is that 
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Figure 5-20. Throughput trace of the 5-hop TCP transmission over the string topology. 
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DCF cannot effectively handle hidden and exposed stations that MDCF can. MDCF also 
performs well with small size MPDUs, which is not the case with DCF. 

5.3.3.2 Highly Interference-prone Multi-hop Environment 

The grid topology shown in Figure 5-9c represents a very interference-prone multi-hop 
environment. MPs 1- 6, 11-16, 21-26, 31-36, 41-46 and 51-56 make up 6 multi-hop 
routes for six 5-hop TCP connections. MPs 1, 11, 21, 31, 41 and 51 are TCP sources, 
while MPs 6, 16, 26, 36, 46 and 56 are TCP sinks. For simplicity, we use notations (1, 6), 
(11, 16), (21, 26), (31, 36), (41, 46) and (51, 56) to represent above 6 MP pairs, each 
connected by a 5-hop TCP connection. 

The TCP connections are started and terminated at different time instants during simu-
lation. Figure 5-21 shows the details. Pairs (1, 6) (21, 26) and (41, 46) start to transmit at 
t = 0 second. Pairs (11, 16), (31, 36) and (51, 56) start transmissions one after the other at 
time instants 10, 20 and 30 seconds, respectively. Pairs (1, 6), (21, 26) and (41, 46) tear 
down their TCP connections at time instants 50, 60 and 70 seconds, respectively. 

Figure 5-22a presents throughput traces achieved in the MDCF network. In time period 
[0, 10] the throughput of each active connection is about 0.45 Mbps, and aggregate 
throughput of three connections amounts to 1.4 Mbps. This value is 0.4 Mbps lower 
than that of the string topology at 5-hop, which is 1.8 Mbps in Figure 5-20. By opening 
three more connections one by one at t = 10, 20 and 30 seconds, the throughput of each 
active connection goes down to 0.2 Mbps. The aggregate throughput is reduced to 1.2 
Mbps, since the amount of ARQ control overhead is increased with increased number of 
active TCP connections. Note each TCP connection needs 5 underlying ARQ connec-
tions established for it. As indicated in Table 5-4, each ARQ transmit entity polls every 
20 MPDUs.  

It can be concluded that MDCF effectively handles highly loaded situations, hidden and 
exposed MPs, since the level of throughput degradation caused by any of those can be 
expected to be very large in this scenario. From t = 50 second, the gradual termination of 

Figure 5-21. Start and stop times of 6 TCP connections in the grid network. 
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connections established in pairs (1, 6), (21, 26) and (41, 46) causes both throughput of 
remaining connections and aggregate throughput to return to previous levels. Trans-
mission service is very stable during all the periods with some degradation under 
overload. A notable result is that each active connection achieves almost the same 
throughput at any time period, underlining that a fair share of the bandwidth is achieved 
in this heavy loaded multi-hop network. 

In comparison, the throughput trace achieved in the DCF network is shown in Figure
5-22b for an MPDU size of 512 bytes. One can hardly find a period where the band-
width is fairly shared among active connections. The aggregate throughput varies sig-
nificantly over time and is mostly between 0.2 to 0.55 Mb/s, which is 1/2 to 1/5 of that 
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a) Throughput trace in the MDCF network. 
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b) Throughput trace in the DCF network. 

Figure 5-22. Throughput trace of each TCP connection and aggregate throughput of the grid network. The 
start and stop times of 6 TCP connections are given in Figure 5-21. The throughput is sampled per 1.2 s. The 
MPDU size used by DCF is 512 + 34 bytes, whereas the MPDU size used by MDCF is 108 bytes. 
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achieved under MDCF control. 

5.3.3.3 Packet Multiplexing 

MDCF is a channel oriented protocol. In mesh environments, a TCH reserved for any 
one-hop link is used to multiplex any MPDUs transmitted on the link. This feature is 
very useful in mesh networks as already stated in Section 3.2.7. This Section studies the 
benefit of using packet multiplexing in the mesh environment. 

The two-hop tree topology shown in Figure 5-9d is used for evaluation. A detailed 
description of the topology is given in Section 5.3.1. The aggregate two-hop throughput 
with increased number of end-to-end CBR flows is of interest here. Up to 8 flows are 
produced: MP 1 generates a CBR traffic flow one-by-one destined to MP 10, 11, 12 and 
13, respectively, and each of MP 10, 11, 12 and 13 generates a CBR flow destined to MP 
1, respectively. MP 2 works as a relay MP for each end-to-end connection. 

The aggregate end-to-end throughput vs. the number of flows is shown in Figure 5-23. 
When DCF is used, the aggregate throughput is decreased with increased number of 
flows. This is understandable since the number of MPs wishing to transmit MPDUs is 
increased with the number of flows. Accordingly, the number of competing MPs is 
increased as well. This leads to the throughput degradation: the throughput in the DCF 
network degrades more than 36% when the number of flows increases from 1 to 8 (from 
4.1 Mbps to 2.6 Mbps). 

In contrast, when MDCF is used, the aggregate throughput degrades very slightly as the 
number of flows increases: the throughput when the number of flows is 8 (5.47 Mbps) is 
8.3% lower than that when only 1 flow exists (6 Mbps). This result is attributed to 
packet multiplexing on the link between MP 1 and MP 2 that is a necessary path for all 
the flows. Once some TCHs are reserved for that link, MPDUs of each flow, either from 
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MP 1 to {10, 11, 12, 13} or from MP {10, 11, 12, 13} to 1, shall be transmitted on these 
TCHs. MP 1 and 2 do not need to contend for channel access for each flow. Accordingly, 
the throughput is increased since the contention is significantly reduced. Similarly, 
packet multiplexing takes place also in one-hop links between MP 2 and 10, MP 2 and 
11, MP 2 and 12, and MP 2 and 13.  

It is worth noting that in a mesh network, usually a lot of one-hop links exist on which 
MPDUs destined to different final MPs need to go through. Packet multiplexing exploits 
this in mesh networks and contributes a lot to improve the QoS and capacity of MDCF 
multi-hop networks. The simulation evaluation of an indoor ESS mesh network created 
by using MDCF presented in Section 5.4 will also confirm this. 

5.3.4 QoS Performance in Single-hop Networks with Background 
Traffic 

Implementation of QoS in a wireless network requires that high QoS-level traffic is 
served with higher priority than low priority traffic. This is much more difficult to 
achieve in networks with decentral control than in networks with central control. 802.11 
EDCA attempts to do that by prioritizing the channel access according to the QoS-level 
of pending MPDUs at a station. Each station wishing to transmit contends in the radio 
channel without considering the congestion situation in its area at a time. Accordingly, 
the PLR of real-time traffic sometimes can hardly be guaranteed even though the packet 
delay is very small as is shown in Section 5.3.4.1. To support QoS in a distributed 
manner, MDCF prioritizes the channel access like EDCA. Besides that, an MDCF 
station intending to transmit takes the available channel resources into account by ob-
serving the TCH utilization before contending for TCHs. If necessary, a station may 
apply forced release of some of its reserved TCHs (see Section 3.3.4.4). 

This Section studies how MDCF performs under distributed control to support QoS. 
The single-hop network introduced in Section 5.3.1 is used for evaluation. The results 
are compared to that when using EDCA. Two issues are of concern: 1) How does a 
network perform when there exist flows of different types; 2) How many real-time 
traffic flows can be supported simultaneously in a single-hop network? To address these, 
two studies are performed: at first, given 1 TCP flow pre-exists in a network, the impact 
of the number of concurrent video flows on the network performance is investigated; 
then, given 1 TCP flow and several video flows pre-exist in a network, the impact of the 
number of concurrent voice flows is examined. Metrics of the network performance 
includes throughput, delay and PLR.  

5.3.4.1 Impact of Number of Concurrent Video flows 

TCP is a widely used application in the IP world. It is a best effort traffic and able to 
adapt its traffic load according to the network condition [92]. It is of interest to see how 
MDCF is able to support QoS when such traffic exists as background traffic. 
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� Evaluation scenario – After a TCP connection is established between a station and 
the AP of the single-hop network, a number of long-lived video conference flows 
are initiated. Each video flow is between the AP and a different station. 

Figure 5-24 presents the QoS performance of the EDCA network. As indicated in Figure
5-24a, an increase of the number of concurrent video flows in the EDCA network causes 
TCP throughput to decline gradually, but the aggregate throughput is increased. Figure 
5-24b shows that the delay of the TCP flow increases with the number of concurrent 
video flows, whilst the mean delay of video flows is below 2 ms even when the number 
of concurrent video flows is 10. Obviously, EDCA performs well in achieving a high 
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Figure 5-24. QoS performance of single-hop EDCA networks when 1 TCP flow pre-exists: a) throughput vs. 
the number of concurrent video flows; b) delay and PLR vs. the number of concurrent video flows. Please 
note that the PHY data rate is 24 Mbps. 
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Figure 5-25. QoS performance of single-hop MDCF networks when 1 TCP flow pre-exists: a) throughput vs. 
the number of concurrent video flows; b) delay and PLR vs. the number of concurrent video flows. Please 
note that the PHY data rate is 24 Mbps. 
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possible network throughput and ensuring a low packet delay for video traffic. However, 
it can be found from Figure 5-24b that the PLR of video flows increases sharply with the 
number of concurrent video flows. When there are 2 video flows active, the PLR of 
video flows is around 0.3%. As suggested in Table 2-1, QoS cannot be guaranteed under 
this condition. The reason for this is that the TCP source station does not consider the 
congestion situation that it may cause, and then refrain to contend in the channel. This 
causes much collisions when contending for channel access so that video MPDUs are 
dropped at the sender when failing to transmit an MPDU after 7 attempts. In summary, 
given 1 TCP flow exists, a single-hop EDCA network is able to support only 1 video flow 
when the PHY data rate is 24 Mbps.

The throughput performance of the MDCF network is shown in Figure 5-25a. Different 
from the trend shown in the EDCA network, the throughput of the TCP flow in the 
MDCF network reduces significantly with the number of video flows. When the number 
of video flows is 10, the throughput of TCP flow is less than 1 Mbps, 9 times lower than 
without any video flow. The aggregate throughput first declines substantially then as-
cends with the increase of the number of video flows. As described in Section 3.3.4.4, an 
MDCF station shall apply forced release to it’s reserved TCHs that are transmitting 
non-real-time MPDUs when it observes that the TCH load in a TDMA frame ap-
proaches saturation. It will not contend to reserve TCHs for best effort traffic unless the 
number of free TCHs in a TDMA frame is sufficiently high again. This implies that only 
real-time MPDUs are considered for transmission when free TCHs in a TDMA frame 
become rare. Accordingly, the TCP throughput degrades substantially with increased 
number of video flows. The aggregate throughput declines as well with the number of 
video flows when the number is small. This is because some of the TCHs in a TDMA 
frame are left free for being used by forthcoming real-time traffic. When the number of 
video flows is over 10 (equivalent mean load: 2.56 Mbps, see Table 2-1 ), the aggregate 
throughput increases with the number of video flows. 

Figure 5-25b shows the delay and PLR performance of the MDCF network. The delay 
of the TCP flow increases sharply with increased number of video flows, while that of 
video flows increases slightly only. Clearly, MDCF does well in ensuring that video 
MPDU being transmitted with priority: the mean delay of 25 concurrent video flows is 
20 ms, well below the QoS delay requirement. More important, the PLR performance of 
video flows is very good: the PLR is 0.09% when the number of video flows is 24. This 
is attributed to two issues: 1) an effective fair eliminative channel access mechanism; 2) 
guarantee by the RRC algorithms that only real-time MPDUs are considered for 
transmission when an MDCF network is highly loaded. In summary, given 1 TCP flow 
exists, a single-hop MDCF network is able to support up to 24 video flows when the 
PHY data rate is 24 Mbps.

5.3.4.2 Impact of Number of Concurrent Voice Flows 

Voice traffic is characterized by low traffic volume and the most restrictive QoS delay 
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requirement (< 60 ms, see Table 2-1). Owing to this, voice traffic is assigned the highest 
channel access priority among all supported traffic classes, both in EDCA and MDCF. 
This Section investigates the impact of the number of concurrent voice flows given 1 
TCP flow and several video flows pre-exist as background traffic. 

� Evaluation scenario – After a TCP connection is established and one or several 
long-lived video conference flows are initiated, a number of long-lived voice flows 
are launched. Each flow or stream is between the AP of the single-hop network and 
a different station. 

Figure 5-26 shows the QoS performance of the EDCA network given 1 TCP flow and 1 
video flow pre-exist. When the number of voice flows increases in the EDCA network, 
the throughput of the video flow stays the same, while the throughput of the TCP flow 
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Figure 5-26. QoS performance of single-hop EDCA networks when 1 TCP flow and 1 video flows pre-exist: 
a) throughput vs. the number of video flows; b) delay and PLR vs. the number of voice flows. 
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Figure 5-27. QoS performance of single-hop MDCF networks when 1 TCP flow and 5 video flows pre-exist: 
a) throughput vs. the number of video flows; b) delay and PLR vs. the number of voice flows.
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and aggregate throughput degrade gradually. The mean TCP delay, video delay and 
voice delay are very in-sensitive to an increased number of voice flows as shown in 
Figure 5-26b. The mean TCP delay is around 20 ms, whilst the mean video and voice 
delay is below 1 ms, well under the QoS requirements. However, EDCA performs badly 
in controlling the PLRs of the video flow and the voice flows when the number of voice 
flows increases: when the number is 2, the PLR of the video flow is higher than 0.1%, 
(the maximum tolerable value to guarantee QoS of video traffic, see Table 2-1); when 
the number is 15, the PLR of voice flows is 6% (the maximum tolerable value to 
guarantee QoS of voice traffic, see Table 2-1). The reason for this is the same as ex-
plained earlier. In summary, a single-hop EDCA network is able to support 1 TCP flow, 
1 video flow and 2 voice flows simultaneously or 1 TCP flow and 15 voice flows si-
multaneously when the PHY data rate is 24 Mbps.  

Figure 5-27 presents the QoS performance of the MDCF network given 1 TCP flow and 
5 video flows pre-exist. When the number of voice flows increases, the video 
throughput stays the same, whilst the TCP throughput declines sharply. When there are 
30 voice flows in the MDCF network, the TCP throughput is close to 0 and the aggre-
gate throughput is around 3 Mbps. It is indicated by Figure 5-27b that the mean delay of 
video flows and voice flows increases with the number of voice flows. However even 
when 40 voice flows exist in the MDCF network, the mean video and voice delays are 
around 25 ms and 20 ms, respectively, both well under the QoS delay requirement. The 
capability of the MDCF network to control PLRs of real-time traffic is well demon-
strated: when the number of voice flows is 32, the PLR of video flows is approaching its 
maximum tolerable value (0.1%), and the PLR of voice flows is below its maximum 
tolerable value (6%,). Even when the number of voice flows is 40, the PLR of voice 
flows is still below 6%. 
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Figure 5-28. QoS performance of single-hop MDCF networks when 1 TCP flow and 10 video flows pre-exist: 
a) throughput vs. the number of video flows; b) delay and PLR vs. the number of voice flows. 
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Figure 5-28 presents the QoS performance of the MDCF network given 1 TCP flow and 
10 video flows pre-exist. Once again the figure shows that the MDCF is able to support 
a large number of real-time traffic with existing TCP background traffic. In summary, a 
single-hop MDCF network is able to support 1 TCP flow, 5 video flows and 30 voice 
flows simultaneously or 1 TCP flow and 10 video flows and 23 voice flows simultane-
ously when the PHY data rate is 24 Mbps.  

Figure 5-29 shows the complementary Complementary Distribution Function (CDF) of 
packet delay in a single hop MDCF network when 1 TCP flow, 5 video flows and 10 
voice flows are running in parallel. The figure clearly shows that all the video and voice 
packets are delivered within 20 ms. In contrast, TCP packets are highly delayed: the 
delays of more than 20% packets are above 100 ms. 

From the presented simulation results, it is clear to see that MDCF significantly out-
performs EDCA in providing QoS support in distributed networks. In the following 
Section, the QoS performance of MDCF-based ESS mesh networks will be presented. 

5.4 Performance of MDCF based ESS Mesh Networks 
Previous evaluations have shown that MDCF is able to perform efficiently in multi-hop 
environments and support QoS well in single-hop networks under distributed control. 
As stated throughout the thesis, MDCF is well suited for mesh networks supporting QoS. 
Hence the real interest of the evaluation work lies in: how is the QoS performance and 
capacity of mesh networks created by using MDCF? This section examines this issue in 
two example ESS mesh networks: one open space ESS mesh network and one indoor 
ESS mesh network. 

Figure 5-29. Complementary CDF of packet delay for concurrent traffic in a single hop MDCF network: 1 
TCP flow, 5 video flows and 10 voice flows are running in parallel. 
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5.4.1 Open Space Scenario 

The grid topology shown in Figure 5-9c is used for evaluation where MPs in a row (or 
column) are 100 m apart. Each MP in the figure is assumed an AP of a BSS. MPs are 
using same transmit power: 120 mW for MPDUs and BESs; 200 mW for AESs. It can 
be calculated that the transmission range of MPDUs is 150 m whereas the carrier sense 
ranges of MPDUs, BESs and AESs are about 330, 330 and 400 m, respectively. 

MPs form a multi-hop network on a frequency channel whilst BSSs are assumed to 
operate on other frequency channels. MP 24 is assumed to be the only MP with Internet 
access. This scenario is a typical ESS mesh network. All communications in this sce-
nario are from a station in a BSS to its close by MP and from there to an Internet ter-
minal. Hence, transmissions in the ESS network are between MP 24 and a station in a 
BSS. MPs perform multi-hop relaying to or from MP 24, which is the bottleneck MP. 
MPDUs from the farthest MP need 3 hops to reach MP 24. We evaluate the network 
performance in delivering QoS traffic assuming that each BSS is lightly loaded. The 
packet delay from a station to its AP (less than 1 ms in a lightly loaded BSS) and packet 
delay from MP24 to an Internet terminal are neglected. Hops in Figure 5-30 and Figure 
5-31 are counted from source/destination MP to/from MP 24. Note that another hop is in 
fact needed to connect a station in a BSS to its serving MP 

5.4.1.1 Supported Number of Homogenous Real-time Flows in Parallel 

The first study of interest is to investigate the number of real-time traffic flows that can 
be served in parallel for a given traffic type and given number of hops. The results 
obtained by using MDCF and EDCA, to form a multi-hop mesh network are compared.  

� Evaluation scenario –A number of homogenous real-time flows spanning a given 
number of hops are initiated in parallel in a simulation run. 

According to Figure 5-30a, MDCF is able to support 120 × 1-hop, 45 × 2-hop, and 18 × 
3-hop concurrent voice flows with PLR ≤ 6%. The delay performance is shown in 
Figure 5-30b. Under EDCA, end-to-end delay is much lower than with MDCF. Trans-
mission of a voice packet in a 1-hop EDCA network needs less than 0.4 ms under light 
load, where an MP can seize the channel and finish its transmission much faster than 
with MDCF. However, with an increased traffic load, the performance of the EDCA 
based ESS mesh network deteriorates sharply, see Figure 5-30a, it is able to support 30 × 
1-hop, 14 × 2-hop and 5 × 3-hop concurrent voice flows with PLR ≤ 6%. An EDCA MP 
drops a packet when it fails to retransmit the same packet more than 7 times. A relative 
small contention window (CW) results in considerable collision. Increasing the retry 
time does not help to reduce the PLR but just increases the delay. EDCA cannot perform 
well in a highly loaded network. The only way to reduce the PLR is to increase the CW 
size for voice packets, which however leads to longer delay and a low efficiency for 
delivering video and background traffic, because CW sizes for those traffic classes 
should be increased accordingly. In contrast, MDCF can support much more concurrent 
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voice flows than EDCA with a higher delay that is well below the delay requirement. 

A video conference source generates highly bursty traffic. Given that the tolerable PLR 
is 0.1%, the supported number of concurrent 1, 2 and 3 hop video flows in the ESS mesh 
network when using MDCF are 24, 10 and 6, respectively, see Figure 5-31a. In contrast, 
the ESS mesh network when using EDCA, only can support 8 × 1-hop, 2 × 2-hop and 1 
× 3-hop concurrent video flows, respectively, 1/3, 1/5 and 1/6 of that under MDCF. A 
video flow offers a much higher traffic load than a voice flow does, resulting in a more 
serious contention. Though the packet delay is very small with EDCA, the PLR is quite 
high. EDCA cannot make a trade-off between the low delay and high PLR. 
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Figure 5-30. QoS performance of the open space ESS mesh network when delivering voice traffic: a) PLR 
vs. the number of voice flows; b) mean end-to-end delay vs. the number of voice flows. 
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Figure 5-31. QoS performance of the open space ESS mesh network when delivering video traffic: a) PLR 
vs. the number of video flows; b) mean end-to-end delay vs. the number of video flows.  
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5.4.1.2 Capability of Handling Mixed Traffic Services in Mesh 

The second study is to show the QoS performance of the ESS mesh network when using 
MDCF to handle mixed traffic services in the network. Since EDCA cannot support 
even 3 concurrent 2-hop video flows, see Figure 5-31ac, no comparison is possible here. 

� Evaluation scenario – 7 × 1-hop voice, 7 × 2-hop voice, 3 × 1-hop video, 3 × 2-hop 
video, 14 × 1-hop WWW and 14 ×2-hop WWW flows are served in parallel. 

The traffic flows are assumed in 6 groups. Flows generated from a given traffic type 
spanning a given number of hops constitute a group. Figure 5-32 shows the Comple-
mentary CDF of end-to-end delay for each group. For a given number of hops, voice and 
video flows achieve the lowest and second lowest delay. For a given traffic type, the 
delay of 1-hop transmission is almost half that of 2 hop transmissions. It can be con-
cluded that the ESS mesh network is able to serve 48 mixed end-to-end traffic flows in 
parallel, meeting the particular QoS requirements. The QoS support of MDCF works 
efficiently in an ESS mesh network. 

5.4.2 Indoor Office Scenario 

An indoor office ESS mesh network shown in Figure 5-3 is used for evaluation. Please 
see the caption of Figure 5-3 and Section 5.2.1 for a detailed network description. Im-
portant simulation settings like the transmission powers, carrier sense threshold and 
PHY mode are described in Table 5-4. From those parameters, the transmission and 
carrier sense ranges can be computed and are listed in Table 5-6. The PHY data rate is 
24 Mbps. 

Each MP appearing in Figure 5-3 is also an AP of a BSS. MPs forming a multi-hop 

Figure 5-32. Complementary CDF of end-to-end delay for concurrent traffic groups in the open space ESS 
mesh network (grid topology). Seven 1-hop voice, seven 2-hop voice, three 1-hop video, three 2-hop video, 
fourteen 1-hop WWW and fourteen 2-hop WWW services are running in parallel. 
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network operate on a frequency channel whilst BSSs operate on other frequency 
channels. MP 3 is the only MP with Internet access. All communication in this simula-
tion study is from a station in a BSS to an Internet terminal. Hence, transmissions in the 
ESS network are between a station in a BSS and MP 3. MPs perform multi-hop relaying 
to or from MP 3. MPDUs from the farthest MP need 3 hops to reach MP 3. The mesh 
routes are described in Table 5-5. Obviously, the volume of traffic exchanged in the 
one-hop links MP 3 - 4, MP 3 - 2, MP 8 - 4 and MP 1 - 2 are much higher than those in 
other links since these are carrying multiplexed packets coming from farther away MPs, 
like MP 9, 12 or 1, 6, 5, 10, 11. When the network is highly loaded, those one-hop links 
tend to become highly loaded and MP 3 is the bottleneck then.  

Each BSS is assumed lightly loaded. Therefore, the packet delay from a station to its AP 
(less than 1 ms in a lightly loaded BSS) and packet delay from MP 3 to an Internet 
terminal are being neglected. The hops appearing in the following figures are counted 
from any MP to MP 3. 

The investigation is intended to reveal the QoS capacity of MDCF-based ESS mesh 
networks working in an indoor office environment. To do so, it is first assumed that each 
MP in the network serves a voice connection with a terminal in the Internet. Based on 
that, the impact of the number of concurrent video flows spanning a given number of 
hops is studied. Further, the impact of the number of concurrent WWW flows spanning 
a given number of hops is examined given that the above mentioned voice flows and 

Table 5-5. Mesh Routes in the indoor ESS mesh network. 

Source MP Next-hop MP Destination MP Number of hops

1 2 3 2 

2 3 3 1 

4 3 3 1 

5 1 3 3 

5, 6, 7, 8 3 3 

8, 9, 12 4 3 2 

10, 11 1 3 3 

Table 5-6. Transmission and carrier sense ranges in the indoor ESS mesh network. 

 In free space Across one wall Across two walls

Transmission range of MPDUs > 60 m 36 m 7 m 

Carrier sense range of MPDUs & BESs > 60 m > 60 m 18 m 

Carrier sense range of AESs > 60 m > 60 m 24 m 
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some video flows exist. Delay of different types of traffic spanning different number of 
hops when the network is highly loaded is investigated, too. Note that since EDCA 
cannot support even 3 concurrent 2-hop video flows in a grid network, see Figure 5-31a, 
no comparison is made here. 

5.4.2.1 Impact of the Number of Concurrent Video flows 

� Evaluation scenario of Figure 5-3 – Each MP in the network has a voice connection 
with a terminal in the Internet. This means that between MP 3 and each of the other 
MPs, there exists a voice flow. Hence, in the evaluation 2 × 1-hop, 4 × 2-hop and 5 
× 3-hop voice flows exist. Further, a number of video conference flows spanning a 
given number of hops are operated in parallel. All flows are assumed long-lived.  

Figure 5-33a, b and c show the impact of the number of concurrent 1, 2 and 3 hop video 
flows, respectively, on both the mean end-to-end delay and PLR. With 1-hop video 
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Figure 5-33. Impact of the number of given-hop video flows when 2 × 1-hop, 4 × 2-hop and 5 × 3-hop voice 
flows exist: a) 1 hop video flows; b) 2 hop video flows; c) 3 hop video flows. 
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flows only, all video MPDUs in the MDCF multi-hop network are transferred between 
either MP 3 - 4 or MP 2 -3. As indicated in Figure 5-33a, both the mean voice and video 
packet delays increase slightly with the number of 1-hop video flows. When the number 
is 18, the mean voice and video packet delays are 16 ms and 10 ms, respectively, both 
well under the respective QoS delay requirements as described in Table 2-1. Under a 
given number of 1-hop video flows, the video packet delay is even lower than the voice 
packet delay. The reason for this is that the mean voice packet delay is an average of 1, 2 
and 3 hop end-to-end delays, whilst the mean video packet delay is only 1-hop delay. 
Moreover, owing to the packet multiplexing feature of MDCF, video packets of a flow 
can be transmitted on TCHs reserved by other flows like a voice flow or a video flow. As 
suggested in Table 5-5, all flows need to go through either the link MP 2 - 3 or the link 
MP 3 - 4. Hence, the increase of the number of 1-hop video flows does not result in an 
increase of ACH contention. Instead, the utilization of reserved TCHs is greatly im-
proved. This leads to that both, voice and video packets experience low packet delay as 
shown in the figure.  

The PLR of voice flows increases with the number of 1-hop video flows as indicated in 
Figure 5-33a. When 18 ×1-hop video flows exist, the PLR of voice flows is 3%, still 
lower than the tolerable value (6%) for voice traffic. The PLR of 1-hop video flows is 
lower than 0.01% when the number of 1-hop video flows is smaller than 14, while the 
PLR is rapidly increased to 0.03% and 0.3% when the numbers of 1-hop video flows are 
16 and 18, respectively. It can be calculated using the information given in Table 2-1 that 
16 1-hop video flows aggregated generate a mean rate of 4.09 Mbps and a peak rate of 
20.48 Mbps. Obviously, the one-hop links MP 2-3 and MP 3-4 are highly loaded espe-
cially when some video flows happen to be at their peak rate at the same time. It is 
therefore understandable that PLRs for voice and video flows under the situation reach 
the values described before. In summary, the example indoor ESS mesh network is able 
to support 2 × 1-hop voice, 4 × 2-hop voice, 5 × 3-hop voice and 16 × 1-hop video flows 
in parallel.  

As shown in Figure 5-33b, when 2-hop video flows are used, both the voice and video 
packet delays increase relatively quickly with the number of video flows: When the 
number is 7, the mean voice and video packet delays are 18 and 23 ms, respectively, 8 
and 13 ms higher than the respective value when the number is 1. Under a given number 
of 2-hop video flows, the mean video packet delay is higher than the mean voice packet 
delay since the video packet delay is now 2 hop end-to-end delay. The voice PLR in-
crease more rapidly with 2-hop video flows compared to 1-hop video flows: When the 
number of 2-hop video flows is 7, the voice PLR is 2.3%, 8 times higher than with 1-hop 
video flows. Similarly, the video PLR starts to be larger than 0.01% when the number of 
2-hop video flows is 5, and exceeds the tolerable value 0.1% when the number is 8. 
Since video traffic is highly bursty, when a video flow works on its peak rate, 2-hop 
leads to the twice the network traffic volume. Obviously, the probability of 1 video flow 
to be on the peak rate is much higher than the chance of 2 one-hop video flows to be on 
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the peak rate at the same time. Accordingly, 1 × 2-hop video flow is prone to generate a 
higher traffic load than 2 × 1-hop video flows. As a result, the supported number of 
concurrent 2-hop video flows is less than half the number when using 1-hop video flows.  
In summary, the example indoor ESS mesh network is able to support 2 × 1-hop voice, 4 
× 2-hop voice, 5 × 3-hop voice and 7 × 2-hop video flows in parallel. 

As analyzed in the last paragraph, the more hops video flows span, the smaller is the 
number of concurrent video flows that can be supported in mesh. This is proven for 
3-hop video flows as shown in Figure 5-33c: given that 2 × 1-hop voice, 4 × 2-hop voice, 
5 × 3-hop voice flows exist, only 3 × 3-hop video flows can be supported in the indoor 
ESS mesh network. Apparently, it is unreasonable to have multi-hop relayed video traf-
fic in a mesh network, since the network is overwhelmed by video traffic then, even 
when the number of such video flows is small. 
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Figure 5-34. Impact of the number of given-hop WWW flows when 2 × 1-hop, 4 × 2-hop, 5 × 3-hop voice, 
3 × 1-hop video, 3 × 2-hop video flows exist: a) 1 hop WWW flows; b) 2 hop WWW flows; c) 3 hop 
WWW flows. 
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5.4.2.2 Impact of the Number of WWW Flows Concurrent to Voice and 
Video Traffic 

� Evaluation scenario of Figure 5-3 – 2 × 1-hop voice, 4 × 2-hop voice and 5 × 3-hop 
voice, 3 × 1-hop video and 3 × 2-hop video conference flows, and a number of 
WWW flows spanning a given number of hops are launched together. Note all flows 
(or streams) are assumed long-lived. 

The results when using 1-hop, 2-hop and 3-hop WWW flows are shown in Figure 5-34a, 
b and c, respectively. It can be seen that the delay and PLR performance of both voice 
flows and video flows, are almost the same when using 1-hop, 2-hop and 3-hop WWW 
flows. In contrast to this, the main difference between the graphs is the mean WWW 
packet delay: The more hop WWW traffic spans, the higher the WWW packet delay is. 

In each figure, the mean voice and video packet delay is almost the same and increases 
very slightly with the number of WWW flows. The same trend applies to the voice and 
video PLR. When the number of WWW flows is 30, the voice and video packet delay is 
around 20 ms, and the voice PLR is about 1.5%, well under the QoS requirement. 
However, if the number of WWW flows is 30, the video PLRs are 0.07%, 0.09% and 
0.23%, respectively, when 1-hop, 2-hop and 3-hop WWW flows are used. The last PLR 
exceeds the tolerable PLR value for video streaming. Apparently, the impact of the 
number of WWW flows on the delay and PLR performances of real-time traffic is very 
small. 

The reasons for these results are as follows: As background traffic, WWW traffic is 
allowed to transmit only when the number of free TCHs in TDMA frame is sufficiently 
high. Since the real-time traffic is served with priority, when a network is highly loaded, 
only real-time traffic will be transmitted (see Section 3.3.4.4). Accordingly, the impact 
of the load of WWW traffic on the performance of real-time traffic is small. 

5.4.2.3 Delay Performance under a Highly Loaded Mesh 

� Evaluation scenario of Figure 5-3 – 2 × 1-hop voice, 4 × 2-hop voice and 5 × 3-hop 
voice, 3 × 1-hop video, 3 × 2-hop video flows, 10 × 1-hop WWW, 10 × 2-hop 
WWW and 10 × 3-hop WWW flows are initiated in parallel. Note all flows (streams) 
are assumed long-lived. 

This study serves to reveal the delay performance for a highly loaded network. The 
traffic flows are assumed in 8 groups. Flows generated from a given traffic type span-
ning a given number of hops constitute a group. The Complementary CDF of end-to-end 
delay for each group is presented in Figure 5-35. As indicated in the figure, for a given 
type of traffic flows, the less the number of hops that flows spanning, the smaller the 
packet delay is. For a given number of hops, the packet delay of voice flows is smaller 
than that of video flows, which is in turn smaller than that of WWW flows. More than 
99.999% voice and video packets, after spanning 3-hop experience a delay below 60 ms, 
well under the QoS delay requirement. It is worth noting that the 1-hop WWW packet 
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delay in the indoor ESS mesh network is smaller than the 2-hop video packet delay, 
which is smaller than the 3-hop voice packet delay. This is totally different from the 
results achieved in the open space ESS mesh network, Figure 5-32, where the 1-hop 
WWW packet delay is larger than the 2-hop video packet delay, and the 2-hop voice 
packet delay is smaller than the 1-hop video packet delay. The reason for this is: In the 
indoor ESS mesh network the few links connecting to MP 3 permanently exist, to which 
different types of traffic flows are multiplexed (see Section 3.2.7), reducing access day 
for WWW packets. On the contrary, in the open space scenario network the links to MP 
24 are much lower loaded each, since they are larger in number and therefore are more 
frequently being released, leading to larger access delay for low priority traffic. 

It can be concluded that the indoor ESS mesh network is able to serve 57 mixed 
end-to-end traffic flows in parallel, meeting the particular QoS requirements. Moreover 
the delay performance in the indoor ESS mesh network for a given traffic spanning a 
given number of hops is better than that in the open space ESS mesh network. Besides 
the reason pointed out before, high spatial reuse is achieved in the indoor scenario 
owing to the existence of walls, which is not the case in the open space scenario. 

Figure 5-35. Complementary CDF of end-to-end delay for concurrent traffic groups in the indoor ESS 
mesh network. Two 1-hop voice, four 2-hop voice, five 3-hop voice, three 1-hop video, three 2-hop video, 
ten 1-hop WWW, ten 2-hop WWW and ten 3-hop WWW services are running in parallel. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6 Conclusions and Outlook 

WMNs are experiencing rapid development and are expected to become a key tech-
nology for the next generation wireless networks. Design of the MAC protocol able to 
operate efficiently and support QoS in the mesh environment is a real challenge. Based 
on study results for W-CHAMB networks from previous work, this thesis proposes 
MDCF, a MAC protocol that can be used to construct efficient WMNs with QoS 
guarantee in a fully distributed manner. 

MDCF is based on TDMA/TDD technology, to operate under distributed control. A 
distributed synchronization algorithm, MTSF, is proposed and proven able to synchro-
nize mesh points for TDMA operation in the mesh environment. MDCF is able to run on 
a single frequency channel independent of the radio modem. For instance, the PHY for 
MDCF can be the IEEE 802.11 a /b /g. MDCF is well designed to properly handle high 
load situations, hidden and exposed stations, and capture in mesh. For QoS support, 
besides a prioritized and fair channel access mechanism, a distributed RRC protocol is 
used to evaluate and allocate a fair portion of bandwidth to a specific traffic flow. The 
assigned portion of bandwidth for a flow adapts with the traffic load. As a result, MDCF 
is capable of efficiently exploiting channel capacity, fairly allocating bandwidth and 
supporting multi-hop relaying of a large number of concurrent real-time services in a 
mesh network. 

The performance of MDCF is extensively evaluated by using both mathematical and 
simulation approaches. The elimination performance of the channel access protocol is 
investigated analytically. An analytical model based on the theory of queueing networks 
is used to study the traffic performance of MDCF in specific mesh scenarios. The ac-
curacy of the model is verified by simulations. Based on the established analytical 
models, key parameters like the frame length can be well quantified, meeting the re-
quirement of supporting QoS in the mesh environment while exploiting the channel 
capacity. Simulation is applied for performance evaluation on the more complicated 
realistic scenarios, assuming the IEEE 802.11a PHY. Simulation studies give evidence 
to how well MDCF can support multi-hop operation and QoS under fully distributed 
control. Simulation also reveals that the QoS capability of MDCF in two example ESS 
mesh networks does perfectly meet the requirements. Simulation results also show the 
outstanding performance of MDCF working in mesh that significantly outperforms the 
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802.11 DCF/EDCA. 

Currently, major industrial organizations like IEEE 802.11 (WLAN), IEEE 802.16 
(WMAN) and IEEE 802.15 (WPAN) are actively working on introducing the multi-hop 
mesh element to their next generation standards. The MDCF concept proposed in this 
thesis already considers the requirements of the IEEE 802.11s - Mesh WLAN (see the 
protocol stack of MDCF in Figure 3-1). The simulation results also prove that an IEEE 
802.11 ESS mesh network based on MDCF is able to support multi-hop delivery of a 
large number of concurrent various traffic flows meeting their QoS requirements. 
MDCF has been submitted as a MAC proposal for the IEEE 802.11 TGs on July, 2005. 
It is still a candidate MAC solution for the IEEE 802.11s. It appears promising to adapt 
the MDCF concept to WMAN and WPAN mesh applications. Besides, wireless sensor 
networks, aiming at extreme low power consumption and low implementation cost, is 
another field where MDCF may find mass applications.    
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PR Received signal strength at receiver 2 5 

PT Transmission power 2 5 

gT Transmission antenna gain 2 5 

gR Receiving antenna gain 2 5 

d Distance between sender and receiver 2 5 

λ Wavelength 2 5 

γ Attenuation coefficient 2 5 

SINR Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio 2 6-9 

S Signal power 2 6-9 

N Noise power 2 6-9 

I Interference power 2 6-9 

Rt Transmission range 2 6-9 

Rd Carrier sensing range 2 6-9 

Ri Interference range 2 6-9 

Max(Rt) Maximum value of Rt 2 7-9 

Max(Rd) Maximum value of Rd 2 7-9 

Max(Ri) Maximum value of Ri 2 7-9 

Dth Decoding threshold 2 7-9 

CSth Carrier sense threshold 2 7-9 

K = gT gR (λ /4π) 2 2 7 

PT
T Transmission power at transmission station 2 7-9 

PT
I Transmission power at interference station 2 7-9 

Pr
T Received signal strength from transission station 2 7-9 

Pr
I Received signal strength from interference station 2 7-9 

SINRB SINR at station B 2 7 

dt Distance between sending and receiving stations 2 7-9 

di Distance between interferencing and receiving stations 2 7-9 

FJ Fairness index 2 11 

m Total number of flows 2 11 
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γi Proportion of received packets of flow i during run 2 11 

THO
TMT Normalized one-hop theoretical maximum throughput 3 22 

NTCH Number of TCHs in a TDMA frame 3 22, 27

NECH Number of ECHs in a TDMA frame 3 22 

PTDMA Time period of a TDMA frame (unit: μs) 3 22-37

PCon Duration of a contention slot in the ACH 3 22 

PTP Duration of the TP 3 22 

PECH Duration of an ECH slot 3 22 

PTCH Duration of a TCH slot 3 22 

OTCH Amount of overheads in a TCH slot 3 22 

m Contention slots in the PP of the ACH 3 21-26

n Contention slots in the FEP of the ACH 3 21-26

K Number of equal size non-overlapping CNGs 3 25-26

ti Variable counting the number of contention lost for the 
flow i

3 25 

Tk CNG Selection threshold 3 25 

N 
Number of MPs contend at the same time with the 
same PPCL 

3 25-26

p(N) Probability of only one winner in the contention 3 25-26

N’ 
Number of MPs generating the FEPCL numbers from 
a same CNG 

3 26 

E(Dacc) Mean access delay 3 26 

IT
A Interarrval time of APDUs 3 37-38

LenAPDU Length of APDUs in bits 3 37-38

SRAPDU Stream generation rate at the application layer 3 37-38

PH
Hang-on time in the units of the number of TDMA 
frames 

3 37-38

IT
M Expected interarrival time of MPDUs on a TCH 3 37-38

Int[ ] Integer of a value 3 38 

PTDMA Period of a TDMA frame 3 45-54
Tguard Guard time in an energy signal and also in a TCH 3 45-54

BTS Minimal integer used for calculating a beacon genera-
tion period 

3 45-54
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BTW
Window size used for calculating a beacon generation 
period 

3 45-54

STLi
n Start instant of the nth TDMA frame at MP i 3 45-54

STRi
n

Derived start instant of the nth TDMA frame of the 
beacon sending MP, which is derived at the MP i on 
reception of a beacon without considering the propa-
gation delay and the time skew between the beacon 
sending and receiving MPs. 

3 45-54

ΔSTRLi
n Time difference between STRi

n and STLi
n (i.e. ΔSTRLi

n = 
STRi

n - STLi
n) calculated at MP i. 

3 45-54

Ti
n Local time when receiving the last bit of a beacon 

frame at the nth TDMA frame at MP i. 
3 45-54

Dpro
Amount of process delays on the way from sending a 
beacon to the completion of analyzing a beacon. 

3 45-54

ΔXij
Time skew between the sending MP i and the receiv-
ing MP j in a beacon interval. 

3 45-54

tij Propagation delay between the MP i and j 3 45-54

di
Variable used to compensate the physical drift rate of 
MP I (unit: ppm) 

3 45-54

Tadj
Time instant until when an MP is allowed to adjust di

since it is synchronized. 
3 45-54

Tslow
Time instant from when an MP is only allowed to 
slowly adjust di

3 45-54

TSYN Time instant since when an MP is synchronized 3 45-54

PACH Duration of an ACH including PP, FEP and TP. 3 45-54

PPP Duration of the PP in an ACH 3 45-54

PFEP Duration of the FEP in an ACH 3 45-54

PTCH Duration of a TCH 3 45-54

SB Length of the beacon frame in bits 3 45-54

PHYB PHY data rate used to transmit beacons 3 45-54

TCHi
An integer representing the ith TCH slot where an MP 
receives a beacon. 

3 45-54

max(x) 
Symbol denoting the maximum value of a uncertain 
value x

3 45-54

x(t) Time error of the oscillator relative to some standard 3 51-54

a Initial time offset  3 51-54

b Frequency offset 3 51-54

D Frequency drift 3 51-54
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ε(t) Effect of random error 3 51-54

PLR Packet loss ratio 3 56 

PER Packet error ratio  3 56 

Nhop Number of hops 3 56 

WINt Transmission window size  3 62-75

WINr Receiving window size 3 62-75

LRPDU Length of RPDUs in bytes 3 63-75

THo
AM One-hop SR-ARQ throughput 3 63-75

PT
Threshold of the number of sent RPDUs that triggers 
to send a poll 

3 63-75

TP Period of the polling timer 3 63-75

nTCH Number of TCHs used for transmission. 3 63-75

NTDD

Number TDMA frames needed to complete a process 
of sending a status RPDU on a TCH and returning the 
right of transmitting on the TCH to the partner MP 
when using on-demand-TDD turnaround. 

3 63-75

TAck Acknowledgement period 3 63-75

p(n) 
Probability that a data RPDU is successfully transmit-
ted at the nth retransmitting time 

3 63-75

RMax Maximal retransmission time 3 63-75

DO
AM Mean one-hop packet delay under the AM 3 63-75

B(RL) Burstiness of a traffic flow (ratio of RLP to RLM) 3 68-75

min(a, b) Minimal value of a and b 3 68-75

Num(RLP) 
Nmber of TCHs in a TDMA frame needed to transmit 
a traffic flow without causing much queue delay when 
the flow operates at peak rate 

3 68-75

Num(RLM) 
Nmber of TCHs in a TDMA frame needed to transmit 
a traffic flow without causing much queue delay when 
the flow operates at mean rate 

3 68-75

Num(RQTCH)
Requested number of TCHs in a TDMA frame by re-
questing MP 

3 68-75

Num(G) 
Granted number of TCHs in a TDMA frame by re-
quested MP 

3 68-75

TCHA
Common free TCHs in a TDMA frame of the request-
ing and requested MPs

3 68-75

TCHR
Free TCHs in a TDMA frame observed by the re-
quested MP

3 68-75
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Num(NeedTCH)

Symbol Meaning Chapter Page 

TCHS
Free TCHs in a TDMA frame observed by the  re-
questing MP

3 68-75

Num(TCHA) Number of TCHA 3 68-75

Num(TCHS) Number of TCHS 3 68-75

NUM(TCH) Number of TCHs in a TDMA frame 3 68-75

Number of TCHs in a TDMA frame needed by a re-
questing MP for transmission with an intended MP. 

3 68-75

Sum of the number of TCHs in a TDMA frame needed 
to transmit all real-time traffic flows which are gener-
ated or relayed at all the one-hop adjacent MPs of the 
requesting MP, when each of the flows operates at its 
mean rate 

3 68-75

Sum of the number of TCHs in TDMA frame needed 
to transmit all real-time traffic flows which are gener-
ated or relayed at the requesting MP, when each of the 
flows operates at its mean rate

3 68-75

THo
UM One-hop UM throughput 3 73 

UT TCH utilization factor 3 73 

Average number of TCHs in a TDMA frame needed 
for a n-hop real-time transmission

3 73 

m spatial reuse distance in hops 3 73 

NRPDU
r Number of pending real-time RPDUs destined to my 

partner
3 73 

NRPDU
T Number of pending total RPDUs destined to my part-

ner
3 73 

NRPDU
P Number of pending RPDUs of my partner 3 73 

NTCH
P Number of TCHs in a TDMA frame used by my part-

ner for transmitting with me
3 73 

NTCH
M Number of TCHs in a TDMA frame used by me to 

transmit with my partner
3 73 

NTCH
F Number of free TCHs in a TDMA frame observed by 

me
3 73 

Thr_i (1 < 
i < 6) 

Threshold values, implementation dependent 3 73 

NRPDU
r(i) 

Number of pending real-time RPDUs destined to my 
adjacent MP i 3 74 

NRPDU
T(i) 

Number of pending RPDUs destined to my my adjacent 
MP i 3 74 

Num(Sum(ALM))

Num(Sum(MLM))

Num(RLM
n-hop)
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Symbol Meaning Chapter Page 

NTCH
M(i) 

Number of TCHs used by me for transmitting with my 
adjacent MP i 3 74 

Sum(NTCH
M) Sum of number of TCHs used by me for transmitting 3 74 

Thr_1 A threshold, implementation dependent 3 74 

N
Number of MPs contending at the same time with the 
same PPCL 4 78-81

p(N, n)
Probability of only one winner in the contention given 
the number of contention slots in the FEP is n 4 78-81

l a FEPCL level 4 78-81

p( L=l ) Probability that the FEPCL is equal to l 4 78-81

p(L<l ) Probability that the FEPCL is smaller than l 4 78-81

N’ 
Number of MPs generating their FEPCLs from the 
same CNG 4 78-81

p’(N’, n, K) 

Probability of only one winner in the contention given 
1) the number of contention slots in the FEP is n and 2) 
the number of CNGs is K. 

4 78-81

g Number of MPDUs in packet train 4 81-102

λPT
Mean packet train generation rate 4 81-102

N The number of TCHs in a TDMA frame 4 83-102

DM
j-hop j-hop mean end-to-end MPDU delay, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} 4 83-102

Di
End-to-end delay of the ith MPDU in a packet train, i ∈
[1, m] 4 83-102

QAcc
 j-hop

Access delay of a packet train at the jth hop. It is the sum 
of the service time and waiting time in the ACH queue 4 83-96

XACH
Service time of the ACH queue 4 83-96

ρACH
Utilization factor of the ACH server 4 83-96

WTCH
i

Waiting time of the ith MPDU in a packet train at a 
TCH, i ∈ [1, g] 4 83-96

PTDMA
Length of a TDMA frame in ms 4 83-102

h Hang-on time of a TCH (units: TDMA frames) 4 83-102
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Symbol Meaning Chapter Page 

ThPT
j-hop j-hop packet train throughput, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} 4 84-96

ThMPDU
j-hop j-hop MPDU throughput, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} 4 84-96

j-hop normalized MPDU throughput, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} 4 84-96

TTran
Transmission delay of an MPDU on a TCH 4 84-96

Λ
Time difference between the start of the ACH and start 
time of a TCH in a TDMA frame 4 84-96

TACH
Duration of an ACH slot 4 84-96

TTCH
Duration of a TCH slot 4 84-96

TECH
Duration of an ECH slot 4 84-96

max(x) Upper bound of an uncertain value x 4 84-96

p Probability of 1 MPDUs in a packet train 4 97-102

P(X= k) 
Probability of k MPDUs in a packet train, k ∈{1, 2, 
3, …} 4 97-102

WPT

Mean one-hop waiting time of packet trains at an Er-
lang-C network 4 97-102

μ Mean service rate per server 4 97-102

ρ Utilization factor of the Erlang-C queue 4 97-102

N(ThMPDU
j-hop)
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8 List of Abbreviations 

AC  Access Categories

ACH  Access Channel

AES  Access-E-Signal

AGC Automatic Gain Control

AM  Acknowledged Mode

AP   Access Point

APDU  Application protocol Data  
    Unit 

ARQ Automatic Request 

ATSP Adaptive Timing  
  Synchronization Procedure 

BB  Black-burst

BES  Busy-E-Signal

BS  Base Station

BSS  Basic Service Set

CA  Collision Avoidance

CAC Call Admission Control

CBR Constant Bit Rate

CCF Common Control Frame

CDF  Complementary Distribution 
Function 

CDMA Code Division Multiple  
  Access 

CFP  Contention Free Period

CNG  Contention Number Group

CP  Contention Free Period

CRC  Cyclic Redundancy Check

CTS  Clear to Send

CW  Contention Window 

DBTMA Dual Busy Tone Multiple 
Access

DCA Dynamic Channel 
Assignment

DCCA Distributed Controlled 
Channel Access

DCF  Distributed Coordination  
Function

Des_ID Destination Identifier

DRRP Distributed Reservation 
Request Protocol
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DSR  Dynamic Source Routing

DVB Double Value 
Busy-E- Signal

EC  Error Control

ECH  Echo Channel

EDCA Enhanced Distributed 
Channel Access 

EIFS  Extended Interframe Space

ESS  Extended Service Set

FA   Fair Access

FEC  Forward Error Correction

FEP  Fair Elimination Phase

FEPCL FEP Contention Level

FIFO First In and First Out

FTP File Transfer Protocol

GBN  Go-Back-N

GPS Global Position System

GTE Global Time Error

HCCA HCF Controlled Channel  
Access

HCF    Hybrid Coordination  
Function

IETF Internet Engineering Task  
  Force 

IP  Internet Protocol

LLC  Logical Link Control

LM  Link Management

MAC  Media Access Control

MACP  Media Access Control Pro-
tocol

MANET Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

MAP  Mesh AP

MBOA Multi-band OFDM Alliance

MCF Mesh Coordination 
Function

MDCF  Mesh Distributed 
Coordination Function

MMR Mobile Multi-hop Relay

MP  Mesh Point

MPDU  MACP Protocol Data Unit

MPME MACP Management Entities

MSDU  MAC Service Data Unit

MT  Maximum Throughput

MTSF MDCF Time 
 Synchronization Function
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MTSF  Multi-hop Timing 
Synchronization Function 

MTXOP Mesh Transmission  
  Opportunity 

NTP  Network Time Protocol

OFDM  Orthogonal Frequency  
Division Multiplexing

PCF  Point Coordinated Function

PCM Pulse Code Modulation

PDU Protocol Data Unit

PER  Packet Error Ratio

PHY   Physical Layer

PLR  Packet Loss Ratio

PLC  Packet Loss Concealment

PNC  Piconet Coordinators

PQ  Priority Queueing

PQWRR Priority Queueing Weighted  
  Round Robin 

PMP Point-to-Multipoint

PP  Prioritization Phase  

PPCL PP Contention Level

PPM Parts Per Million

PTP  Point-to-Point

QoS  Quality of Service

QTS  QoS-related Traffic 
 Specification 

RBS  Reference Broadcast  
  Synchronization 

RLCP Radio Link Control

RLCP Radio Link Control Protocol

RPDU RLCP Protocol Data Unit

RRC Radio Resource Control

RS_PDU Routing Security Protocol  
  Data Unit 

RTP  Real-time Transport 
Protocol

RTS  Ready to Send

SAP  Service Access Point

SDL  Specification and  
  Description Language 

S-link_ID Service Link Identifier

SPEETCL SDL Performance 
    Evaluation Tool 

Class Library 

SR-ARQ Selective Repeat Automatic  
  Request
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SSCH Slotted Seeded Channel  
  Hopping
SVB  Single Value Busy-E-Signal

SW  Stop-and-Wait

TCH  Traffic Channel

TCP  Transport Control Protocol

TDD  Time Division Duplex

TDMA  Time Division  
Multiplex Access 

TP  Transmission Phase

TSF  Timing Synchronization 
Function 

TXOP  Transmission Opportunity

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UM  Unacknowledged Mode

UTC Coordinated Universal Time

UWB  Ultra Wide Band 

WCD  Wireless Collision Detection

WLAN Wireless Local Area 
Network

WMAN Wireless Metropolitan Area 
Network

WMN Wireless Mesh Network

WPAN Wireless Personal Area  
Network

WRR Weighted Round Robin

WSN Wireless Sensor Network

WWW  World Wide Web
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